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Special Issue on “Efficient Damping and Isolation Systems for
Civil Structures”

Felix Weber

Maurer Switzerland GmbH, Grossplatzstrasse 24, 8118 Pfaffhausen, Switzerland; f.weber@maurer.eu

Civil engineering structures may vibrate due to different sources of excitations such
as earthquakes, wind, traffic, humans, etc. The resulting vibrations may not be acceptable
from the perspective of vibration comfort or can even impair the structure’s safety. De-
pending on the excitation mechanism, anti-vibration measures range from increasing the
structural damping using local dampers, decoupling the structure from the disturbance
using vibration isolators and compensating for the excitation forces using vibration com-
pensators. These three basic anti-vibration approaches were mainly developed over the last
two centuries and are described in-depth in, e.g., Den Hartog’s famous book Mechanical
Vibrations, first edited in 1934. Driven by the steadily increasing requirements of vibration
reduction measures, engineers and researchers were, and still are, focused on further de-
veloping anti-vibration systems. New materials and computer technology have made it
possible to consider not only passive systems but also anti-vibration systems with adaptive
properties or properties controlled in real time. As a result, the variety and complexity of
newly developed anti-vibration systems are very wide.

This Special Issue aimed to collect some of the recent advances in the field of efficient
damping and isolation systems for civil engineering structures. A total of nine papers
are published in this Special Issue. Casini and Vestroni [1] investigate the impact of
hysteretic dampers on the total damping of civil structures that are modelled as multi-
degree-of-freedom systems. Due to the nonlinear dynamics of hysteretic dampers, the
phenomenon of modal coupling is demonstrated and explained. Péntek et al. [2] analyse
the efficiency of Tuned Sloshing Dampers (TSD) at reducing the acceleration of wind-
excited tall buildings and compared the results with those of the well-known Tuned Mass
Damper (TMD). The paper by Weber et al. [3] on Tuned Mass Dampers with Inerters (TMDI)
investigates the efficiency of these devices according to different TMDI topologies and
with both analytically derived and numerically optimized TMDI parameters. Reiterer and
Schellander [4] describe and analyse a new type of a Tuned Liquid Column Damper (TLCD),
which only consists of one horizontal tube filled partially with water and partially with
gas. This Featured Paper demonstrates that significant advances in the field of vibration
compensation are possible. Majima et al. [5] present an innovative idea for how to use the
vibrations of suspended ceilings to operate local dampers using the relative motion between
the suspended ceilings and the main structure, thereby increasing the total damping of the
building. Farajian et al. [6] describe an interesting approach to make liquid storage tanks
safer against seismic excitation by including meta materials in the foundation. The paper
by Weber et al. [7] on cable damping by transverse dampers shows that real-time controlled,
semi-active transverse cable dampers can compensate for the efficiency losses of passive
transverse cable dampers due to cable bending rigidity. Koo et al. [8] present an interesting
case study on the challenging task of isolating vulnerable buildings, in this case, a nuclear
power plant, from seismic excitation in all three principal directions. Gu et al. [9] describe
an experimental study on High-Damping Rubber Bearings (HDRB) with low shape factors
for various test conditions.

After approximately one year, the Special Issue on “Efficient Damping and Isolation
Systems for Civil Structures” is now closed. Nevertheless, further research and develop-
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ment are needed to make the built environment more resilient and safer against undesirable
structural vibrations.
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Mitigation of Structural Vibrations of MDOF Oscillators by
Modal Coupling Due to Hysteretic Dampers

Paolo Casini * and Fabrizio Vestroni

Department of Structural and Geotechnical Engineering, Sapienza University of Rome, 00184 Rome, Italy
* Correspondence: p.casini@uniroma1.it

Abstract: In civil engineering, structural elements characterized by hysteresis are often encountered,

such as materials with limited elastic fields, microsliding friction and elastomeric absorbers. Hys-

teretic nonlinearities produce a wide variety of dynamical phenomena, such as significant modal

coupling, bifurcations and superabundant modes. This paper investigates nonlinear modal interac-

tions in the dynamic response of a two-degree-of-freedom system (2DOF) with hysteretic elements.

These phenomena are notably important in internal resonance conditions, where modal interactions

produce strong modifications in the response with possible beneficial effects. In specific conditions,

the transfer of energy between the two modes leads to a notable reduction in the maximum response

amplitude; the exploitation of this feature to achieve vibration mitigation of the forced response is

the main goal of the paper. Two configurations are investigated: the hysteretic element at the top

(vibration damper) and the hysteretic element at the base (isolator). In both cases, several internal

resonance conditions occur since, by increasing the excitation intensity, the frequencies of the hys-

teretic system change, as well as their ratio. Qualitative similar results are obtained, characterized by

a transfer of energy between the two modes. For both configurations, the usefulness of exploiting

these nonlinear phenomena in vibration mitigation has been shown.

Keywords: hysteresis; internal resonances; nonlinear modal interaction; vibration mitigation

1. Introduction

In the last decades, great interest has been given to the dynamic phenomena typical
of nonlinear systems in view of exploiting them to mitigate the effects of dynamic excita-
tions [1–4]. One of the usual techniques used to reduce structural vibration is to introduce
elements that guarantee a higher dissipation capacity [5]; here, the choice of introducing
hysteretic elements allows the combination of two strategies, which increase the ability of
the structure to dissipate energy and, at the same time, exploit the beneficial aspects of the
nonlinear dynamic coupling caused by the hysteresis itself [6–9].

The variety of the nonlinear phenomena is very large [10]; in particular, the modifica-
tion of the modal quantities, with the oscillation amplitude, assumes great importance and
entails change in the natural frequencies and in the linear modes. They are no longer orthog-
onal, and in a periodic cycle, they change their shape, leading to modal trajectories that are
no longer straight in the configuration plane [11,12]. The occurrence of internal resonance
conditions is easily met, and in these conditions, the modal coupling is exalted [4,7].

Several nonlinear motions can take place, such as multifrequencies or quasiperiodic
and chaotic oscillations [10,13,14]; however, the attention here is focused on more robust
phenomena related to periodic motion and features related to cases of strong nonlinearities.
Under these conditions, an unusual phenomenon occurs when a novel mode arises with
respect to the linear ones, as already observed in [7,11,15,16].

Hysteretic behavior is widespread among materials and elements; it is easily encoun-
tered in civil, mechanical, aeronautical and electrical engineering, and it is characterized
by an intrinsic capacity for energy dissipation [6–9,17,18]. Some examples are materials
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with limited elastic fields, elastomeric absorbers, shape-memory alloys, contacts exhibiting
microsliding friction and magnetostrictive materials. Compared to geometric nonlinear-
ities, those introduced by hysteresis can produce more marked effects on the dynamic
response [14,17–22] and give rise to phenomena typical of nonlinear dynamics, such as
modal coupling, bifurcations and the emergence of superabundant modes [12,16,23,24].

A system is said to be endowed with hysteresis if the output depends, in a rate-independent
way, on the history of the input [25]; however, this definition does not consider that rate-
dependent hysteresis can be encountered in a number of applications involving smart
materials, piezoelectric actuators or other specific devices [26]. According to this definition,
the main characteristic of hysteresis is thus its dependence on the history of the input;
while rate independence relatively eases the treatment of the problem, the dependence
on the history makes it very difficult to obtain analytically tractable formulations. Thus,
beyond the high number of different restoring forces encountered in the real world, this
explains the high number of models proposed in the literature, even when limited to the
mechanical field. Among the differential models, the Bouc–Wen model [27,28] was adopted
because it is very versatile in describing various hysteretic behaviors and simple due to its
ability to give analytical piecewise smooth representations of stress–strain relationships.
The versatility of the model in describing restoring forces with different characteristics has
been demonstrated in several papers [14,29–31]; however, here, the Bouc–Wen law was
adopted in its basic formulation because the interest is mainly devoted to exploiting the
use of generic hysteretic behaviors for vibration mitigation.

For this aim, a 2DOF system with one hysteretic element, representative of a multidegree-
of-freedom system under harmonic excitation, was investigated. Two configurations were
considered: in the first, the hysteretic element was between the two masses, and in the
second, it was between the base and the first mass, developing and enlarging the results
already obtained separately in [4,7] and updating the cases developed in [32] with specific
attention to vibration mitigation. The favorable effects in the mitigation of the system
response through the combined use of the nonlinear dynamic phenomena and the high
dissipation capacity of hysteretic elements were illustrated, showing a very promising area
for structural applications.

2. Response to Harmonic Excitation of a Hysteretic SDOF Oscillator

Several models have been proposed in the literature to represent hysteretic behav-
ior. For its simplicity and versatility, the differential model by Bouc–Wen is used here;
by properly tuning the model parameters, it is possible to capture the real mechanical
characteristics of many mechanical devices with hysteresis [29–31].

A single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) oscillator with Bouc–Wen hysteresis and under
harmonic excitation was first investigated, Figure 1a. The mass m1 was connected to the
moving support by an element that provides a restoring force f due to an elastic and a
hysteretic component:

f = k1x1 + z (1)

The elastic component was characterized by stiffness k1, whereas the hysteretic part z
was provided by the Bouc–Wen law by solving the following nonlinear differential equation:

dz

dt
=

{
kd −

[
γ + β sgn

(
z

dx1

dt

)]
|z|n

}
dx1

dt
(2)

where kd, γ, β, n are the constitutive parameters of the Bouc–Wen law.
The element stiffness depended on the oscillation amplitude, which varied from an

initial value kA = k1 + kd to a final value kB corresponding to the post-elastic stiffness,
kB = k1, Figure 1b. The yield-restoring force f y and the yield displacement xy = fy/kA are
reported in Figure 1b. The ratio between the final and initial stiffness values is defined as
the hardening coefficient and denoted by δ: δ = kB/kA. The parameter n in Equation (2)
defines the degree of smoothness of the transition from the elastic to post-elastic branches
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and is assumed here to be unitary, as in most mechanical applications. The parameters β
and γ tune the extent of the restoring force loop; more precisely, their sum (β + γ) affects
the maximum value of the hysteretic force, while their ratio γ/β controls the shape of the
cycles and, consequently, the dissipative capacity of the element, Figure 1c. In particular,
for fixed (β + γ), the maximum loop area, and therefore, the maximum energy dissipation
is obtained when γ = β [7]; under this condition, the restoring force is defined as fully
hysteretic. For γ

β > 1, there is a smaller cycle area and, therefore, decreasing dissipated
energy; a reduced hysteresis is said to occur in this case.

𝑘 = 𝑘 + 𝑘 𝑘𝑘 = 𝑘 𝑥 = 𝑓 /𝑘𝛿 𝛿 = 𝑘 /𝑘 𝑛 𝛽𝛾 (𝛽 + 𝛾)𝛾/𝛽(𝛽 + 𝛾) 𝛾 = 𝛽> 1

 

𝛾/𝛽 =
𝑎 Ω𝑚 𝑑 𝑥𝑑𝑡 + 𝑘 𝑥 + 𝑧 = −𝑚 𝑎 sin(Ω𝑡)𝑧 𝛿 𝑓 𝑥

𝛿 = 𝑓 = 𝑥 =𝜔 𝜔 𝐴η 𝜔 = 𝜔 = 𝐴 =  η =
�̅� 𝑘�̅� 𝑘 (�̅�) = 𝑘 + 𝑘�̅�(𝛽 + 𝛾) 1 − 𝑒 ̅( )

𝑘𝑘 𝜁

Figure 1. (a) SDOF Bouc–Wen oscillator; (b) first loading branch; (c) restoring force loops for γ/β = 1,
10, 50.

The equation of motion of a SDOF under a harmonic base excitation, which is charac-
terized by amplitude ag and frequency Ω, is:

m1
d2x1

dt2 + k1x1 + z = −m1ag sin(Ωt) (3)

where z is provided by Equation (2). It is useful to introduce some quantities related to the
parameters of the Bouc–Wen hysteretic element with clear mechanical meanings, such as
the hardening coefficient δ, the yield strength fy and the yield displacement xy. These can
be expressed as:

δ =
kB

kA
, fy =

kA

kd

(
kd

β + γ

) 1
n

, xy =
fy

kA
, (4)

Additionally, the initial and final frequency, ωA and ωB, which are associated with
small and large oscillation amplitudes, the adimensional force intensity A and the driven
frequency η are defined as:

ωA =

√
kA

m
, ωB =

√
kB

m
, A =

mag

fy
, η =

Ω

ωA
(5)

As demonstrated in [4], the stiffness and damping characteristics of the hysteretic
absorber depend on the vibration amplitude x. In particular, the equivalent stiffness ke as a
function of x can be expressed in the following form:

ke(x) = k1 +
kd

x(β + γ)

(
1− e−x(β+γ)

)
(6)

According to Equation (6), it decreases with the excitation intensity varying from kA

to kB. To characterize the damping properties, the equivalent damping coefficient ζe was
introduced and defined as the value of damping of a viscoelastic oscillator that dissipates
the same energy EBW of the hysteretic device in an oscillation with the same frequency and
amplitude x:

ζe(x) =
EBW

2πkex2 (7)
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The frequency response curves (FRCs) of the hysteretic SDOF (Table A1 in the Appendix A)
with γ/β = 1, 10 are reported in Figure 2a,b for increasing values of the excitation intensity.
In Figure 2a the case of full hysteresis (BW1) is illustrated. The nonlinearity of hysteresis is
of the softening type, and the frequency–amplitude curve drawn by the resonance peaks is
bent on the left. The nonlinear frequency of the oscillator is close to ωA for low amplitudes
and decreases, moving towards the post-elastic frequency ωB for increasing response
amplitudes. The curves are made by stable periodic solutions; the branch nearly vertical
which connects the non-resonant and resonant branches is marginally stable [33].

𝐸�̅� 𝜁 (�̅�) = 𝐸2𝜋𝑘 �̅�
𝛾/𝛽 = 1, 10

𝜔𝜔

γ βA =  0 γ/β = 10 𝐴 = ω ωζ 𝛾/𝛽 = 10

𝛾/𝛽

Figure 2. SDOF oscillator: frequency–response curves for varying excitation intensity: (a) γ/β = 1,
A = 0.01–0.63; (b) γ/β = 10, A = 0.01–0.57 (ωA = 7.83 Hz, ωB = 4.31 Hz); (c) equivalent damping
coefficient ζe vs. response amplitude; (d) excitation intensity vs. response amplitude.

Figure 2b shows a response with reduced hysteresis loops, γ/β = 10 (BW2). For
the same excitation intensity, greater response amplitudes are obtained at resonance with
respect to the previous case BW1, as evident in Figure 2d. This is expected behavior
related to a lower level of equivalent damping, Figure 2c. A more specific difference is
the coexistence of the resonant and non-resonant branches in a small range of frequency,
leading to multivalued curves with the classical jump phenomenon. This range of coexisting
solutions widens with γ/β, while disappearing with increasing force intensity, as evidenced
by different constitutive laws [33]; this is because the dissipation capacity between full and
reduced hysteresis is not more appreciable at high amplitudes.

The trend of the equivalent damping coefficient ζe versus the response amplitude
(Equation (7)) is reported in Figure 2c for fully and reduced hysteretic systems; ζe increases
with amplitude, reaches a maximum, and then decreases, which means that in the inter-
mediate range of amplitudes, the dissipation capacity is greater. This is the reason why,
although the equivalent stiffness decreases with amplitude, the relation between force
and resonance response amplitude is steeper with respect to the ranges of small and large
values, Figure 2d.
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3. 2DOF Systems with Hysteretic Dampers

The phenomena of nonlinear modal interactions in a multidegree-of-freedom system
can be suitably investigated by means of a 2DOF oscillator [7,24]. The analysis was de-
veloped for two different realizations: (a) top configuration (Figure 3a), where the second
element was hysteretic, and the goal was to reduce the response of the main mass m1 and
(b) base configuration (Figure 3b), where the first element was hysteretic, and the goal was
to reduce the action transmitted from the ground to the superstructure represented by mass
m2 and the elastic second element.

𝜁 𝜁

𝑚
𝑚

𝑚 𝑑 𝑥𝑑𝑡 + 𝑘 𝑥 − 𝑘 (𝑥 − 𝑥 ) + 𝑐 𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑡 − 𝑧(𝑥 − 𝑥 ) = −𝑚 𝑎 sin(Ω𝑡)
𝑚 𝑑 𝑥𝑑𝑡 + 𝑘 (𝑥 − 𝑥 ) + 𝑧(𝑥 − 𝑥 ) = −𝑚 𝑎 sin(Ω𝑡)𝑑𝑧𝑑𝑡 = 𝑘 − 𝛾 + 𝛽sgn 𝑧 𝑑(𝑥 − 𝑥 )𝑑𝑡 |𝑧| 𝑑(𝑥 − 𝑥 )𝑑𝑡

(𝑥 − 𝑥 )
𝑚 𝑑 𝑥𝑑𝑡 + 𝑘 𝑥 − 𝑘 (𝑥 − 𝑥 ) + 𝑧(𝑥 ) = −𝑚 𝑎 sin(Ω𝑡)

𝑚 𝑑 𝑥𝑑𝑡 + 𝑘 (𝑥 − 𝑥 ) = −𝑚 𝑎 sin(Ω𝑡)

Figure 3. 2DOF system schemes: (a) top-hysteresis (TC); (b) base-hysteresis configurations (BC),
examples of modes at small (A) and large (B) amplitudes; (c) TC2; (d) BC1.

The equations of motion which govern the forced vibrations of the two systems are
two dynamic equilibrium equations of the two masses and the differential equation which
describes the hysteretic restoring force, leading to a five first-order differential equations in
the state space.

In the case of the TC scheme, Figure 3a, the equations of motion are:

m1
d2x1

dt2 + k1x1 − k2(x2 − x1) + c1
dx1

dt
− z(x2 − x1) = −m1ag sin(Ωt) (8)

m2
d2x2

dt2 + k2(x2 − x1) + z(x2 − x1) = −m2ag sin(Ωt) (9)

dz

dt
=

{
kd −

[
γ + βsgn

(
z

d(x2 − x1)

dt

)]
|z|n

}
d(x2 − x1)

dt
(10)

where the hysteretic component is a function of the relative displacement between the two
masses (x2 − x1) and acts on both masses.

In the case of the BC scheme, Figure 3b, the equations of motion are:

m1
d2x1

dt2 + k1x1 − k2(x2 − x1) + z(x1) = −m1ag sin(Ωt) (11)

m2
d2x2

dt2 + k2(x2 − x1) = −m2ag sin(Ωt) (12)

dz

dt
=

{
kd −

[
γ + βsgn

(
z

dx1

dt

)]
|z|n

}
dx1

dt
(13)

where the hysteretic component acts on the mass m1 only. The initial and post-elastic
stiffnesses of the hysteretic element of the 2DOF oscillators are:

kA = ki + kd, kB = ki (14)

where i = 1, 2 for the base and top configurations, respectively.
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Modal Features

The hysteretic device introduced strong nonlinearity in the dynamic response of this
type of oscillator. This means that the modal characteristics of the system in both the TC and
BC configurations essentially depended on the response amplitude. As shown in [7], when
the oscillation amplitudes were small, the hysteretic element exhibited an approximately
linear behavior with stiffness kA, Equation (14)1. Conversely, when the amplitudes of
oscillation were large, the hysteretic element exhibited an approximately linear behavior
with stiffness kB, Equation (14)2. Two limit linear systems can therefore be identified:
System A and System B, obtained by replacing the hysteretic element with a linear spring
with stiffness kA and kB, respectively. As the response amplitude varies, the resonance
frequency can be approximated by considering, in the place of the hysteretic element,
a spring of which the stiffness ke depends on the amplitude, according to Equation (6),
kA ≥ ke ≥ kB. Since the ratio between the two frequencies also depends on the response
amplitude, depending on the mechanical parameters of the system, internal resonance
conditions n : m (nω1

∼= mω2, n and m integers) can easily arise. In such conditions, the
response to the harmonic force is strongly modified by the nonlinear modal coupling.

In the following, due to the change in a period of the nonlinear modal shapes, the
concept of nonlinear modal shape (NMS) is introduced; it represents the configuration of
the system at one specific instant, as defined in [7]. This is also useful in characterizing
the resonance response of the hysteretic oscillator at each excitation intensity. It is worth
noticing that the NMSs can be compared with the linear modes by observing that for
increasing amplitude they pass from the modal shapes of system A to those of system B.

Systems in the two configurations, TC and BC, will be examined below; the related
mechanical and constitutive parameters are shown in Table A2 of the Appendix A. By
way of example, Figure 3c,d report the modes of system A and system B in the case of an
oscillator, respectively, with top and base configurations.

4. The Phenomenon of Modal Coupling

Nonlinearity creates the possibility for interaction among modes that are no longer
orthogonal. In particular, in the presence of strong nonlinearities, peculiar dynamic phe-
nomena occur through bifurcations of the steady-state motions. This subject is developed
in the following, dealing separately with the cases of top and base configurations.

4.1. Top-Hysteresis Configuration (TC)

The top-hysteresis configuration models a primary structure, represented by the mass
m1, connected to the base, and an attachment, represented by the mass m2, connected to the
main structure with a hysteretic element. The hysteretic device, when properly designed,
can mitigate the vibrations of the main structure using a mass m2 which is much smaller
than m1 (light attachment). In the linear field, the importance of the Den Hartog viscoelastic
tuned mass damper (TMD) [34,35] is well recognized. By adding a linear attachment with
proper parameters, the peak exhibited by the FRC of the primary system response could be
divided into two much lower peaks of equal value.

In recent years, much work has been devoted to nonlinear attachments after the pio-
neering work of [36]; however, few of these have dealt with hysteretic devices [3,4,6,37–42] or
related to friction damping [43]. In the following, a hysteretic vibration absorber (HVA)
was adopted, and therefore, the calibration of the parameters should be more accurate.
In fact, as seen in the previous section, the 2DOF resonance frequencies depend on the
oscillation amplitude; thus, at the design stage, it is necessary to take into account the
oscillation amplitudes reached by the primary system to obtain the suitable frequency ratio
ω2/ω1 that is close to optimal.

In order to simulate the behavior of the TMD, it is necessary to tune the characteristics
of the added mass m2 and of the constitutive law so that the frequency of the primary
system is similar to that of the hysteretic attachment, approaching the 1:1 internal resonance
condition. This requires greater attention, as shown by the analysis of the following cases.
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Figure 4 depicts the response to the harmonically excited 2DOF system TC1; its mechanical
characteristics are provided in Table A2 of the Appendix A. The system presents a ratio of
the initial frequencies ω2A/ω1A

∼= 1.3, which is greater than the optimal value of 1.25 of
the TMD. As the amplitude increases, the frequency ratio approaches optimum, leading to
a reduction in the response for a definite range of forcing amplitudes.

𝜔 /𝜔 𝑚
𝜔  /𝜔 ≅ 1.3

𝜔  /𝜔  1.3𝑚 𝑎𝑎

𝑎 = 0.065𝑔 𝑘
𝑎 = 0.065𝑔

Figure 4. TC1 oscillator close to a (1:1) internal resonance ω2A/ω1A
∼= 1.3): (a) FRCs of oscillation

amplitudes of mass m1 for increasing intensity (ag = [0.005–0.125]g); (b) non controlled (black), HVA
(red) and TMD (blue) responses at ag = 0.065g; (c) color map comparing the maximum displace-
ments of NC and HVA oscillators (cold colors reveal amplitude reductions and warm colors reveal
amplitude increments).

The frequency response curves of the primary structure displacement are reported
in Figure 4a with increasing excitation. For the optimal operation of the HVA, in analogy
with the behavior of the TMD, the external excitation should generate two equal peaks
in the FRC of m1; this occurs for ag = 0.065g, which corresponds with the red curve in
Figure 4a,b. For lower intensities, the equivalent stiffness ke of the device is lower than
the optimal stiffness value of TDM, and as a result, the first peak exceeds the second. On
the other hand, for larger amplitudes, the equivalent stiffness of the device exceeds the
optimal stiffness of the TMD, and consequently, the second peak predominates. When
the amplitude of the external excitation is close to ag = 0.065g, the ratio ω2

ω1
of the system

with a hysteretic attachment is close to the value of the optimal visco-elastic tuned mass
damper. At this level of excitation, the HVA is as effective as the TMD; in fact, in Figure 4b,
there is an 80% reduction in the oscillation amplitudes compared to those that would occur
on the non-controlled primary structure (NC). As shown in Figure 4c, the effectiveness of
the HVA is maintained even for higher values of the external intensity, provided that the
driven frequency is close to the first resonance. In Figure 4c, by means of a color map, the
maximum displacements of the NC and HVA oscillators are compared for different forcing
intensities and frequencies: blue dots refer to reductions of 40 to 85% with respect to the
non-controlled case; green dots are related to slight variations and warm colors indicate the
cases where the HVA is not beneficial and leads to an increase in the response, even though
this is in a small range of low excitation intensities (yellow regions).

In the previous case of internal resonance 1:1, a hysteretic nonlinear attachment used
to reduce the vibrations of the primary structure, simply simulates the behavior of the
classic TMD; therefore, the results described above are similar to what has already been
observed within the framework of linear dynamics. Although the advantage of this device
lies in its simplicity because hysteretic elements combine elastic and dissipative capacities
without the need for a viscous damper [41], the effectiveness is, however, limited to definite
excitation intensities. Furthermore, the nonlinearity resides in the constitutive law of
the attachment. However, no typical phenomena of nonlinear dynamics are triggered;
this novel contribution could be usefully investigated for the mitigation of vibrations, as
illustrated below.
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The occurrence of internal resonance conditions n:1, with n > 1 integer [43–46], is more
interesting, and the relevant phenomena can be exploited to achieve a reduction in the
forced response for certain values of excitation and frequency, as shown in the following.
As the hysteretic restoring force is a highly nonlinear constitutive law, various internal
resonance conditions are likely to occur. In the following, an oscillator that undergoes a 2:1
internal resonance was analyzed, Figure 5. Similar outcomes could be observed for n > 2
and also for other internal resonance conditions of the kind nω1

∼= mω2.

𝑛

𝑛 > 2 𝑛𝜔 ≅ 𝑚𝜔

𝜔  /𝜔 2.15 𝜔  /𝜔 1.46𝑚 𝑎𝑎 = 0.83𝑔 𝑎 = 0.83𝑔
𝑚𝑘

Figure 5. TC2 oscillator close to a (2:1) internal resonance (ω2A/ω1A
∼= 2.15, ω2B/ω1B

∼= 1.46):
(a) FRCs of oscillation amplitudes of mass m1 for increasing intensity (ag = [0.025–1.5]g), optimal
excitation ag = 0.83g (red curve); (b) color map of the maximum response normalized to the excitation
amplitude for different excitation frequencies and intensities (warm colors reveal peaks related to
modes); (c) non-controlled (NC) and HVA responses at ag = 0.83g; (d) Color map comparing the
maximum displacements of NC and HVA oscillators (cold colors reveal amplitude reductions, warm
colors relate to amplitude increments, and green is related to slight variations).

On the same main structure of the TC1 system, an HVA was applied with mass m2,
and the stiffness k2 was calibrated in order to obtain a frequency ratio close to 2:1; the
mechanical parameters of this oscillator (TC2) are reported in Table A2 of the Appendix A.
In Figure 5a, the FRCs of the primary mass displacement is reported with increasing
excitation intensity. For low intensities, the resonance frequencies were close to those of
linear system A (ω1A = 5.35 Hz, ω2A = 11.5 Hz, with an initial value rA = ω2A/ω1A

∼= 2.15);
for high intensities, the resonance frequencies were close to those of linear system B (with
a final ratio rB = ω2B/ω1B

∼= 1.5). For intermediate intensities, the ratio approached
the internal resonance condition 2:1, where the FRC around the first mode experienced
a bifurcation and, instantaneously, the curve of the 2DOFs system showed two peaks (I1
and I2), in addition to the peak related to the second resonance (I I), which was much
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smaller due to the distribution of excitation, the projection of which was limited on the
second mode.

In more detail, the I1 peak, corresponding to the first resonance frequency, doubled,
following a trend that recalls the response of the VMTD and the previous TC1 system.
However, unlike those cases, a typical bifurcation scenario of the nonlinear dynamic
response was activated here. In fact, in the TC2 system, the rise of the I2 peak in the FRC
is related to a novel superabundant mode generated by a bifurcation associated with an
internal 2:1 resonance. An insight into this phenomenon is provided by the color map
in Figure 5b, where, for different excitation amplitudes and frequencies, the resonance
amplitudes of the m1 steady-state responses are evidenced. For small excitation amplitudes,
two branches develop, starting from the two linear frequencies A. At the critical value
of ag = 0.79g, the novel mode related to I2 arises. For increasing excitation intensity,
the value of peak I2 equals that of peak I1 at ag = 0.83g (red curve) and then prevails.
Along the branch I1 the nonlinear modal shape evolves passing from the linear mode A,
for small excitation, to the linear mode B, for high excitation, Figure 3c. Similarly, the
nonlinear modal shape of the superabundant mode evolves reaching the linear mode B,
Figure 3c. At ag = 0.83g, when the two peaks I1 and I2 are equivalent, the reduction in the
vibration amplitude of the main structure reaches its maximum, about 80% with respect
to the non-controlled case, Figure 5c. Then, the optimal excitation can be assumed as that
which produces an extra peak I2, equal to the preexistent one I1 in the FRC of m1. For
different forcing intensities, the hysteretic absorber mitigated the system vibrations as well:
as shown in Figure 5d, the effectiveness of the HVA was maintained in a wide range of
intensities and frequencies (blue regions).

4.2. Base-Hysteresis Configuration (BC)

To explore the ability of a hysteretic isolator to reduce the transmission of excitation
from the base to the superstructure by nonlinear modal coupling, the system with a
hysteretic element at the base (Figure 3b) and with the BC1 characteristics (reported in
Table A2 of the Appendix A), is considered in Figure 6. The small amplitude frequencies
were ω1A = 3.89 Hz and ω2A = 11.32 Hz with a ratio ω2A/ω1A = 2.90, which are close to
the internal resonance condition 3:1.

𝜔 𝜔 𝑟 = 𝜔  /𝜔 2.15)𝑟 =  𝜔  /𝜔  𝐼𝐼 𝐼𝐼
𝐼

𝐼
𝑚𝑎 = 0.79𝑔 𝐼𝐼 𝐼 𝑎 = 0.83𝑔𝐼 𝐴𝐵 𝐵𝑎 = 0.83𝑔 𝐼 𝐼

𝐼 𝐼

ω ω ω ω

Figure 6. BC1 oscillator close to a (3:1) internal resonance (ω2A/ω1A
∼= 2.90, ω2B/ω1B

∼= 3.0):
(a) FRCs around the first resonance for increasing excitation amplitude (A = 0.007–0.14), optimal
intensity A = 0.10 (red); (b) color map of the maximum response normalized to the excitation
amplitude for different excitation frequencies and intensities (warm colors reveal peaks related
to modes).

Figure 6a focuses on the FRCs of the m2 displacement amplitude centered on the first
resonance. Initially, for small excitation intensities, the single peak I is present close to the
first natural frequency; however, with increasing intensity, at the critical value A = 0.024,
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a second peak I2 appears which grows until it reaches I1, at A = 0.1 (red FRC curve), and
then overcomes it. As shown by the color map in Figure 6b, the fundamental branch ω–A
of the first resonance experiences a bifurcation and then shows a new branch in addition to
the preexisting one, which is destined to disappear; the new branch I2 is the only surviving
one for large excitation intensities.

It is worth noticing that the nonlinear modal trajectories in the physical plane x1 − x2,
related to the steady-state responses of I1 and I2, always exhibit opposite curvatures. This
is shown in Figure 7: the novel mode I2 arises at A = 0.024, showing a

∫
-shaped modal

trajectory, whereas the preexisting mode I1 exhibits a ≀-shaped one; as soon as I2 prevails
over I1 (A > 0.1), its modal trajectory becomes ≀-shaped, while the other turns

∫
-shaped

and disappears. Finally, along both branches, the nonlinear modal shapes evolve, passing
from the linear mode A, for small excitation, to the linear mode B, for high excitation,
Figure 3d.

𝜔  /𝜔 2.90 𝜔  /𝜔 3.0(𝐴 = 0.007 − 0.14)𝐴 = 0.10
𝑚 𝐼 𝐴 =0.024 𝐼 𝐼 𝐴 = 0.1

ω 𝐼𝑥 −𝑥 𝐼 𝐼𝐼 𝐴 = 0.024𝐼 ≀ 𝐼𝐼 𝐴 > 0.1) ≀𝐴 𝐵

 𝐼𝐼
𝜔 /𝜔 = 3.40

𝑚

Figure 7. BC1 oscillator: evolution of the modal trajectories in the physical plane related to peaks I1

and I2 as excitation increases.

The comparison of the dynamic behavior of two different systems, BC1, close to
an internal resonance condition 3:1, and BC1n, far from an internal resonance condition
(Table A2 in the Appendix A) with a frequency ratio ω2A/ω1A = 3.40, makes it possible to
clearly illustrate the favorable effects of nonlinear modal interactions [1,2,29]. For BC1n, in
this case, there is only a single branch related to the first resonance, Figure 8a, which, as
expected, occurs at lower frequencies for increasing forcing intensities due to hysteretic
softening. On the contrary, the maximum displacement of the two masses is much smaller
for the system BC1 in conditions of internal resonance, with a reduction of about 70% for
m2 with respect to the non-resonant case (BC1n), Figure 8b. As shown in Figure 8c, the
closeness to internal resonance conditions leads to a relevant displacement reduction in a
wide range of forcing frequency and amplitude in the blue regions.

Internal resonance conditions n:1 with n even can also occur. As an example, a BC2
system close to internal resonance 2:1 is considered in Figure 9.

At small intensities, the amplification of the second mode I I is much smaller than the
first I1 due to the distribution of excitation. For increasing intensity, Figure 9a, the zone
of the first resonance widens, and a novel peak I2 emerges and reaches the peak I1 near
A = 0.32, leading to a flattening of the FRCs, with a notable reduction in the first resonance
peaks in a large range of force intensities. The resonance amplitudes of the m2 steady-state
responses are evidenced in Figure 9b for different excitation amplitudes and frequencies:
the branches related to the peaks I1, I2 and I I are well-evidenced, together with a short
branch of superharmonic solutions arising for low excitation frequencies.
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𝐴 =0.10

𝜔  /𝜔 2.09(𝐴 = 0.015 − 0.4) 𝐴 = 0.32 𝐼𝐼𝐼 𝐼 𝐼𝐴 = 0.32 𝑚𝐼 𝐼 𝐼𝐼

Figure 8. (a) color map of the maximum response of non-resonant system BC1n for different forcing
frequencies and intensities; (b) non-resonant (BC1n) and resonant (BC1) FRCs responses at A = 0.10;
(c) color map comparing the maximum displacements of BC1 and BC1n oscillators (cold colors reveal
amplitude reductions, warm colors indicate amplitude increments, green indicates slight variations).

𝐴 =0.10

 𝜔  /𝜔 2.09(𝐴 = 0.015 − 0.4) 𝐴 = 0.32 𝐼𝐼𝐼 𝐼 𝐼𝐴 = 0.32 𝑚𝐼 𝐼 𝐼𝐼

Figure 9. BC2 oscillator close to (2:1) internal resonance (ω2A/ω1A
∼= 2.09): (a) FRCs for increasing

force intensity (A = 0.015–0.4), red A = 0.32; (b) color map highlighting the main branches.

5. Conclusions

The aim of this paper is to investigate nonlinear modal interactions in multidegree-of-freedom
systems with hysteresis in view of exploiting this phenomenon to achieve mitigation of the
forced response. In particular, a simple 2DOF structure that consisted of two masses and
two elements, one elastic and one hysteretic, was investigated by considering two different
configurations: top configuration, with the hysteretic element at the top (TC) between the
two masses; and base configuration (BC), with the hysteretic element at the base.

The nonlinearity of the hysteretic element is described by the Bouc–Wen model and
can be classified as a strong nonlinearity due to the notable dependence of stiffness and
damping on the oscillation amplitude. The main dynamic effects of hysteresis are first
illustrated by the FRCs of a SDOF hysteretic system under harmonic excitation. The FRCs
were always single-valued functions, which meant that the steady-state solutions were
always stable for the full hysteresis model considered. Due to the reduction in stiffness with
amplitude, the nonlinearity was of the softening type: the resonance frequency decreased
from ωA for small amplitudes, to ωB for high amplitudes, where ωA and ωB were the
frequencies of the linear oscillator with a stiffness that was, respectively, equal to the initial
and post-elastic stiffness of the hysteretic element.

The nonlinear behavior the 2DOF system, as already observed for the SDOF, is again
comprised between those of two linear systems: system A for small amplitudes, system
B for large amplitudes. The modal properties of the system change with the oscillation
amplitude. Accordingly, natural frequencies, and their ratio, changed and the conditions
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of internal resonance, where the phenomena of nonlinear interaction are exalted, were
easily met.

For the top configuration, first, the case where the hysteretic device had a frequency
close to that of the main structure was considered, which recalled the case of the well-known
tuned mass damper. The hysteretic element, which combined stiffness and dissipation
characteristics, made it possible to avoid the viscous device, but the performance was
similar to that of the viscoelastic damper, only in a certain range of force intensity, due to
the dependence on the oscillation amplitude.

However, the introduction of a hysteretic element could take advantage of the phe-
nomena of nonlinear interactions, which occurred when the system was close to internal
resonance conditions n:1 with n > 1. The 2:1 condition was investigated for TC systems, and
the 3:1 and 2:1 conditions were investigated for BC systems. A large variety of behaviors
were observed; however, concerning the beneficial effects in vibration mitigation, similar
outcomes were found for both configurations. At a certain force intensity, the FRCs around
the resonance of the first mode exhibited a bifurcation with the arising of a novel mode.
The existence of two resonant peaks around the first mode was the result of the involve-
ment of the second mode, which strongly modified the modal trajectories and, mainly, the
response amplitude.

In conclusion, the novel contribution of the paper is the enlightenment of the use of
hysteretic devices, which offers the possibility of increasing the dissipation characteristics
of the system and, at the same time, due to its intrinsic nonlinear behavior, facilitates the
transfer of energy from the mode, directly excited to the other not directly excited, with
appreciable mitigation of vibrations of the structure.
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Appendix A

In the following tables, the parameters of the SDOF and 2DOF hysteretic systems
investigated in this paper are reported.

Table A1. Mechanical characteristics of SDOF systems.

SDOF Name
m1

kg
k1

kN/m
δ

γ
[1/m]

γ/β
kA

kN/m
f y

kN
xy

m

BW1 600 440 0.3 55 1 1466.7 13.3 0.0091
BW2 600 440 0.3 100 10 1466.7 13.3 0.0091

Table A2. Mechanical characteristics of 2DOF systems.

2DOF Name
m1

kg
m2

kg
k1

kN/m
kd

kN/m
γ

[1/m]
γ/β δ ζ1

k2

kN/m
ζ2

ω1A

Hz
ω2A

Hz

TC1
1:1

1220 61 1532.6 82 82 1 0.14 0.02 14.51 0 5.27 6.95

TC2
2:1

1220 101 1532.6 408 55 1 0.15 0.02 72 0 5.35 11.5
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Table A2. Cont.

2DOF Name
m1

kg
m2

kg
k1

kN/m
kd

kN/m
γ

[1/m]
γ/β δ ζ1

k2

kN/m
ζ2

ω1A

Hz
ω2A

Hz

BC1
3:1

256 420 440 300 55 1 0.6 0 440 0.01 3.89 11.32

BC1n 256 420 353 1606 55 1 0.6 0 889 0.01 3.93 13.3
BC2
2:1

1220 549 440 2493 55 1 0.15 0 440 0.01 4.1 8.57
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Abstract: The efficiency of a Tuned Sloshing Damper (TSD) when mitigating wind-induced structural

vibrations is investigated. We assessed the performance in terms of peak structural displacements

and accelerations, compared to that of the Tuned Mass Damper (TMD). One load scenario considers

oncoming gusts due to natural turbulence, whereas the other assumes predominant vortex shedding

at a low turbulence intensity. The known optimum tuning rules for TSDs and TMDs were adopted.

We combined numerical models for fluids and structures to simulate the dynamic effects caused by

wind loading. A two-fluid Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) approach was used for the realistic

simulation of the TSD. The interaction between the flow, the structural behavior and the added devices

was captured. All of these computational methods and respective models represent the necessary

components of a modular and flexible simulation environment. The study demonstrates that this

workflow is suited to model the inclusion of TSDs and TMDs, as well as to capture the effect of

transient wind at full scale. We specifically used it to quantify the efficiency of added dampers.

The process highlights challenges in properly tuning a TSD and its reduced efficiency compared to

that of a TMD. Such an outcome is attributed to the water mass and potential added damping only

being partially activated. The computational framework promises the ability to improve such designs

by enabling numerical optimization for better efficiency.

Keywords: vibration mitigation; tuned sloshing damper; TSD; tuned mass damper; TMD; numerical

simulation; coupled simulation; computational wind engineering; CWE

1. Introduction

Our work presents a comparative study on the effectiveness of Tuned Sloshing
Dampers (TSDs) and Tuned Mass Dampers (TMDs). The focus lies in assessing the effi-
ciency in reducing vibrations, specifically displacements and accelerations, for a generic
high-rise structure under wind load. In the case of a target construction, Building B is
chosen, which is a standard tall building according to the study proposed by the Com-
monwealth Advisory Aeronautical Research Council (CAARC) [1,2], later readdressed
by the International Association for Wind Engineering (IAWE) [3,4]. From herein, we re-
fer to it simply as CAARC-B. There are two representative loading conditions for such
constructions: one is the naturally turbulent approaching wind flow, and the other is
characterized by low (even practically nonexistent) oncoming turbulence at the critical
streamwise velocity. Whereas the former category typically leads to a broad-band excitation
in an along-wind direction, the latter case generally results in resonance under a narrow-
band force, implying dominant cross-wind motions. Our goal is to realistically model
the functioning of a TSD for assessment purposes. Additionally, we show that the modular
numerical workflow is a viable path in analyzing transient loading on structures, including
added dampers as well as capturing the interaction between them. As we aim to exploit
recent advances in numerical approaches, we focus on the usage and realistic modeling
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of TSDs by means of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). A so-called two-fluid (also
known as two-phase –one being air, the other water) formulation enables capturing slosh-
ing and wave breaking in a manner adequate for our goals. Similar approaches are of
interest in various hydrodynamic application cases, such as general wave modeling [5],
ocean engineering [6] or the multiphase flow of gases and liquids [7,8]. In our project,
the comparison of sloshing-based mechanisms was made with TMDs because such devices
represent a well-known benchmark in working principles and effectiveness. In addition,
both devices are typically set up to optimal parameters for specific working conditions
acting passively. TSDs represent a special category within Tuned Liquid Dampers (TLDs),
which, together with TMDs, are also generically a part of Added Mass Dampers (AMDs).
Essentially, such elements achieve mitigation by a combination of increased inertia and
additional damping, which they contribute to the “host” system.

We took this well-documented structure under wind loading, optimally tuned a pas-
sive TSD and TMD and simulated the transient and coupled effects using a specific nu-
merical environment. Assuming the same added mass is contributed by both devices (i.e.,
the added weight on the structure is equal), the characteristic kinematics is assessed and
discussed. The goal is to outline the efficiency of TSDs when compared to TMDs under sim-
ilar and representative load conditions. Numerical tools as part for Computational Wind
Engineering (CWE) permit such investigations, not least because they enable a modular ap-
proach. Wind loading was captured using Large Eddy Simulations (LES) (a particular CFD
model, specifically the VMS-ASGS formulation as detailed in [9]), whereas the behavior
of the structure was assessed with Computational Structural Dynamics (CSD). These are
coupled to permit Fluid–Structure Interaction (FSI), specifically of interest for the case
of vortex-shedding-induced resonance. A feedback mechanism is not only restricted to
the reciprocal influence of structural deformations on the wind loading conditions, but also
must be extended to the connection between the building and an AMD. To summarize, each
of these models were attributed a dedicated numerical setup and solver, best suited to its
requirements, whereas a partitioned scheme (with theory and usage thoroughly discussed
in [10–13]) connects them in the most appropriate manner to capture interaction between
them. This is, at its basis, a divide et impera approach, harmonized by recent advances
in computational multiphysics. The numerical models follow a discretization based on
formulations using the Finite Element Method (FEM). Our contributions are, in part, con-
tained in the Kratos Multiphysics open-source project [14,15], which is a joint research and
development activity. Herein, scientists and engineers collaborate together, specifically
striving for modularity and scalability. Depending on the required computational effort,
we additionally leveraged our developments on a High Performance Computing (HPC)
infrastructure. Our simulations benefit from the capabilities enabled by SuperMUC-NG.

2. Modeling of TSDs

The intention is to realistically model and use TSDs to efficiently mitigate wind-
induced vibrations. These devices are basically liquid containers, where the sloshing
motion under oscillations counteracts the base excitations of the structure that they are
mounted in. TSDs contribute with added mass, damping and stiffness, similarly to TMDs.
Such elements are added to highrise structures near the top. Design considerations rely on
knowing the exact structural parameters that define their inherent deformations patterns.
Specifically, we need to compute the particular eigenmodes and imply proper normalization.
Figure 1 shows these main concepts. Here, the basic definition of a TSD is also included,
specifically marking the initial water height h0 and the definition of the wave in time t by
the varying height h(x, t) for the sloshing in direction x.
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Figure 1. Scheme of a TMD attached to a structure (left) and the main parameters for defining a TSD (right).

All formulas needed for the design depend on the basic definition used in defining
a TSD. The fundamental sloshing frequency of the water fw inside a TSD can be expressed
using the linear wave theory [16],

fw =
1

2π

√
πg

L
tanh

(
πh0

L

)
. (1)

In Equation (1), g is the gravitational acceleration and h0 and L mark the basic geo-
metric parameters of the initial water height and tank length. In the following, a denotes
the amplitude of the horizontal displacement, whereas fext and ωext mark the (circular)
frequency of the external excitation. Three main characteristics influencing the behavior of
a TSD are summarized in Equation (2):

depth ratio
h0

L
,

frequency ratio β =
fext

fw
=

ωext

ωw
,

amplitude ratio
a

L
.

(2)

The water content can be calculated using the proper density ρw, according to Equation (3):

mw = L W h0 ρw. (3)

For a rectangular device, only a part of the total liquid mass fully contributes to
the sloshing motion. Other parts do not provide any momentum in the desired motion
because of the existence of recirculation zones. Therefore, the water mass can be divided
into the effective mass in motion me f f and the rest m0. Equation (4) provides the relations
based on the linear potential flow theory [17]:

me f f =
8 tanh πh0

L
π3h0

L

mw,

m0 = mw −me f f .

(4)

2.1. Choice of an Adequate Numerical Model

An appropriate numerical model needs to be identified and set up properly. There are
various numerical approaches that can, in principle, simulate the movement of sloshing
liquids. Traditionally, models based on the shallow water equations were the choice as
the computational requirements remained fairly low. These continue to provide a good
initial approximate for certain scenarios of wave motions. Respective theories perform
particularly well when the horizontal length scale is considerable larger than the vertical
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scale, thus, the naming of shallow. Corresponding equations result from depth-integrating
the Navier–Stokes relations, which are the generally accepted governing formulas for
flow problems. Shallow water equations cannot represent quantities over height, as the
resulting variables are the wave height and horizontal travelling velocity of the wave.
Consequently, the outcomes solely describe the surface level of the sloshing and its speed.
This poses strong limitations for nonlinear dynamic motions, where they are unable to
tackle wave breaking or to provide a realistic insight into the inner dynamics, which is
linked to the internal energy considerations of the sloshing tank. Another type of numerical
model is represented by formulations using a particle analogy. These imply considering
the sloshing liquid as the collection of movement of all particles in the container. Two
main categories can be identified: one uses an explicit numerical mesh, which deforms
according to the sloshing movement; the other type uses an implicit numerical mesh,
meaning the existence of a background grid on which the particles are tracked. The for-
mer type suffers when large mesh distortions are present (the case of highly dynamic
movement), whereas both models can have issues with the conservation of mass. Further
investigations would be needed for more insight into the accuracy, robustness and scala-
bility. Nonetheless, this type of approach still remains promising for the design of TSDs.
The main result is represented by the positions and velocities of the particles. Internal
forces and reactions on the tank can be derived mainly based on collision and cohesion.
Specific implementations used for testing are part of the Kratos Multiphysics [14] project.
From here, we explored the use of the ShallowWaterApplication (with various considera-
tions outlined in [18]) for the depth-integrated theory, the PfemFluidDynamicsApplication
(theory and applications reviewed in [19]) and the ParticleMechanicsApplication (with im-
portant principles focusing on material points described in [20]) as the approaches based
on the particle analogy (implying a Lagrangian view of the governing physics), as well
as the two-fluid formulation (with a Eulerian approach to the flow) of the Navier–Stokes
equations contained in the FluidDynamicsApplication. A comparison is detailed in the work
of [21]. The very last model of the flow equations can consider two phases in the flow:
for our purposes, water and air. When used to model a TSD, the expected velocities are
moderate, resulting in a Mach number Ma < 0.3, such that the assumption of incompress-
ibility is appropriate [22]. The detailed derivation of the formulas below is presented in [23].
Corresponding numerical results describe the flow field being represented by the velocity
and pressure in the domain. Under the assumption of the two phases being immiscible,
this model enables the identification of the interface between water and air. The entire
container domain Γ is divided into two complementary subdomains, seen in Equation (5),

Γ = Γa(ir) ∪ Γw(ater). (5)

{
ρi

(
∂ui
∂t + (ui∇)ui

)
− µi∆ui +∇pi = fi

∇ui = 0
in Γi for i = air, water. (6)

Equation (6) presents a generic expression of the Navier–Stokes equations (ρi is the den-
sity, ui the velocity, µi is the dynamic viscosity, pi marks pressure and fi is the body
force), valid for both subdomains. The momentum equation is accompanied by the mass
(i.e., continuity) conservation. This is the particular formulation and the accompanying
governing equations of the CFD simulations that we used in this study. It provides a re-
alistic model of the dynamic sloshing motion at a slightly higher computational effort.
The transient analysis not only captures the interface of the wave at an appropriate level of
accuracy and resolution but also provides critical insight into the motion of water below
the surface level. This latter aspect is necessary for assessing the effect of added mass
and damping from a TSD. Moreover, such a CFD formulation tends to scale well on HPC
infrastructures, which is critical for detailed three-dimensional investigations. It is also
promising when exploring various improvement possibilities, such as the detailed effect of
screens or other beneficial alterations to the container shape.
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2.2. Design Principles

Required design steps follow the line of thought representative for optimally tun-
ing a TMD. Both are passive AMDs, aimed at reducing oscillations, specifically using
the rules applicable for accelerations. Displacements will also be decreased. This pro-
cess starts by identifying and decomposing the main directions of motion. In Figure 2,
we show the schematic representation of the TMD and TSD, respectively. These are de-
picted in-plane on the cross-section of the structure. Mechanically, the TMD acts on each
bending mode as a Single-Degree-of-Freedom (SDOF) system. Due to the fact that the
mode shapes of the construction are uncoupled (i.e., bending modes neither affect each
other, nor the torsional mode), the TMD can be tuned for each direction independently.
This results in one-dimensional models. We are led to the total action by superposing the or-
thogonally functioning oscillators. TSDs follow an analogous principle. We considered two
perpendicular sloshing directions, which are presented by a water in motion using a two-
dimensional model (with sideways and vertical orientations) for each of the directions.
This is actually a beneficial simplification, as it discards potential effects from the waves
influencing each other.

Figure 2. In-plane schematic representation of TMDs and TSDs.

The key design steps need to address the following major points:

1. Determine the mass ratio as an upper limit, depending on the maximum weight to be
added to the structure;

2. Set a frequency (or tuning) ratio by determining at which frequency the added device
should naturally vibrate;

3. Assess the damping ratio in the case of a TSD representing the estimate of the addi-
tional damping that could be achieved.

Optimizing AMDs in order to affect accelerations is analogous between the TMD and
TSD. As the behaviour of TSDs is inherently nonlinear, this approach provide a starting
basis for the design. We outline the necessary steps for a TMD in Setup 1. Such steps
are applicable for setting up an equivalent linear SDOF mechanical model, with viscous
damping. The process needs to take place for each of the dominant directions. Numerical
values for the parameters are presented in Table 2. In the case of a TSD, this process
is slightly modified, as highlighted in Setup 2. The workflow follows steps proposed
by [24,25].
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Setup 1 The steps for optimally tuning a TMD.

1 Choose the total mass ratio 1 µtot ≤ 1.5 % 1

2 Calculate the added mass 2 m = µtot mS 2

3 Calculate the modal mass ratio µ =
m

m∗S
η2 3

4 Calculate the tuning (i.e., frequency) ratio Ωopt =
1√

1 + µ
4

5 Calculate the frequency of the damper based
on the target structural frequency

fopt = Ωopt fS,target 5

6 Calculate the stiffness k =
(
2 π fopt

)2
m 6

7 Calculate the optimal damping ratio ζopt =

√
3µ

4(1 + µ)(2 + µ)
7

8 Calculate the damping coefficient c = 2 ζopt m
(
2 π fopt

)
8

All parameters are for a TMD, unless specified otherwise and appropriately marked by a subscript. 1 Here, we use

as an upper limit the value typical for cantilever-type structures, as recommended by [26]. 2 η is the value of the

mode shape at the AMD.

Setup 2 The steps for optimally tuning a TSD

1
Choose the mass ratio similarly to how
it is carried out for the TMD (we take
the same exact value for our studies)

µtot,TSD
!
= µtot,TMD 1

2
Calculate the effective damping ratio, as it
should be optimally provided by the TSD ζe f f ,opt =

1
4

√
µ(1 + µ)

1 + 3µ/4
2

3
Calculate the optimal damping ratio,
which should be higher than the one
previously determined

ζopt =

√
µ(1 + 3µ/4)

4(1 + µ)(1 + µ/2)
3

4
Calculate the tuning (i.e., frequency) ratio,
similar to the one for the TMD Ωopt =

√
1 + µ/2
1 + µ

4

5
Calculate the frequency of the damper
based on the target structural frequency

fopt = Ωopt fS,target 5

6 Calculate the optimal response ratio Ropt =
1 + µ√

2µ + 3µ2/2
6

7
Calculate the total damping ratio aimed to
be achieved

ζtot = 0.8 ζS + ζe f f ,opt 7

8
Calculate the RMS relative response
motion of the equivalent linear
mechanical model 1

σr using R =
σr

σS
and ζtot = ζS

σ2
S,initial

σ2
S,target

8

9
Set the container dimensions L and h0
such that the natural sloshing frequency
fulfills the optimality criterion

fopt
!
= fw =

1
2π

√
πg

L
tanh

(
πh0

L

)
9

10

Set the relevant parameters for a screen
(solidity ratio S, number of screens n and
position x) such that the damping ratio 2

fulfills the optimality criterion

ζopt
!
= ζwith screens =

Cl

√
32
π3 tanh2

(
πh0

L

)
∆Ξ

σr

L

10

11
Determine the number 3 N and width W
of water containers such that the total
target mass is reached

mw = N L W h0 ρw
!
= µtot mS 11

All parameters are for a TSD, unless specified otherwise and appropriately marked by a subscript. 1 The initial

displacement can be achieved by a priori determining or assuming a typical value. 2 The damping ratio for

a TSD with screens under random excitation, as given by the mathematical model in [25]. 3 The total amount of

water mass would typically be inefficient in one container and also difficult to allocate space for, so it needs to be

distributed.
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2.3. Efficiency Considerations

A typical setup for a TSD might assume the wave motions to be dominantly uni-
directional. For more complex movement patterns, a coupling between various directions
will be more realistic. Additionally, for such case,s the shape of the container needs to
be reconsidered, as sharp edges at the corners could be detrimental. This consideration
not only holds in the horizontal plane, but also in the vertical one. Consequently, some
use cases will lead to the adoption of sloped bottoms and avoid all kinds of sharp corners
where possible. These measures intend to increase the amount of liquid in motion. Further
improvements will lead to the usage of three-dimensional screens. Such elements, placed
in the middle of the container, have the intention of increasing the friction (and thus
dissipating kinetic energy through damping) of the sloshing water. The ideal placement
will aim to locate the regions with the highest kinetic energy.

2.3.1. Vertical Slat Screens

Damping is typically proportional to the sloshing velocity. This means that the highest
increase in dissipation can be achieved by placing additional slat screens, where the fluid
motion is expected to be the largest. This would mean near the middle of the tank. Particular
damping characteristics can be achieved by specific combinations of the number of slats
and their placement. As practical recommendations are case-dependent, here, we outline
the main ideas necessary for such tuning. Numerical solutions have the potential of
assisting the design process and optimizing setups.

Kinetic energy is dissipated by the inherent viscous damping at the walls of the tanks,
supplemented by wave breaking. This is typically suboptimal without additional elements
to increase dissipation [25]. Poles, screens and various other objects can be inserted into
the container for improved damping [27–29]. Vertical slat screens consist of stacked ele-
ments. The installation of such devices is simple. Varying spacing additionally permits
the change in damping characteristics. These can be also used in semi-active damping
devices [27,30] with changes possible during operation. Inclined and oscillating variations
have also been tried [28]. The working principle is similar to the flow through porous media.
Respective openings will induce an additional friction and pressure drop. Consequently,
the primary influence of a screen is determined by the solidity ratio S. It is a characteristic of
these devices, defined as the ratio of slat width dslat to the slat spacing bslat (i.e., of the solid
material to the opening where the fluid can pass).

In recent works describing nonlinear models for TSDs [27,28,31], screens are taken into
account by being numerically modeled by linear loss coefficients or with fixed pressure loss
factors. For such cases, it is important to correctly evaluate the pressure loss. This influences
the proper description of screens in transient flow conditions. For a steady flow, provisions
are provided in [32]. Further consideration related to the detailed modeling of sharp-
edged slat screen are described in [27–29]. Experimental values for relevant coefficients are
provided by [33].

2.3.2. Sloped Bottoms and Rounded Corners

A shortcoming of rectangular containers is the increased non-effective mass. Sharp-
edged corners of TSDs will result in zones where the water stays still. The inertia of
the sloshing fluid has further undesired effects. In particular, beating [34] (or pulsating) is
counter-productive, this happening due to continued sloshing once the motion of the base
construction stops. This is an amplitude modulation of the structure. Such artifacts are
improved when designing with inclined bottoms. This is in line with observations from
ocean hydrodynamics and sloped beaches. The longitudinal motion can be dominant
in a certain direction. It is well-matched by tanks particularly elongating in this specific
orientation. Tall structures will undergo excitations in a combined mode, either due to
the force acting in a skew angle or in the case of typical bending–torsion coupling. A rect-
angular shape in the horizontal plane might pose some more drawbacks, as uncontrolled
or interfered waves can occur due to the corners. The positive aspect is that such side
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effects can be overcome with careful geometric considerations. On the downside, each
change will contribute with a nonlinear effect to the optimal tuning, thus complicating
the design process.

3. Validation of the CFD Approach

Having outlined all typical considerations for setting up a TSD, the validation of
the numerical model based on the two-fluid assumption follows. Consequently, a series
of CFD simulations is planned, with the water tank undergoing controlled vibrations.
They are induced in the form of imposed horizontal motions, with a series of prescribed
amplitudes and frequencies. We use the extensive physical experimental results from [35]
as a reference for comparison. Our aim is to replicate that setup, which was carried out on
a shake table. The assessment was conducted at that reduced (i.e., model) scale, deriving
the dimensionless characteristics supporting the final design of an optimally tuned TSD for
our tall structure.

3.1. Experimental Setup

The numerical experiments focus on the sloshing of water in a rectangular container
at a reduced scale. In [35], the dimensions length L = 0.590 m and width W = 0.335 m are
used. The following combinations of water heights, excitation amplitudes and frequencies
are planned: a constant excitation amplitude a = 5 mm with different water levels h0;
keeping a constant depth ratio h0/L = 0.102 and varying amplitude ratios a/L. The in-
vestigations imply a harmonic horizontal forcing motion in time x(t) = a sin(ωext t),
with the prescribed circular forcing frequency being defined as ωext = β ωw. The above
characteristics need to be studied systematically because they lead to the design of TSDs
aimed at mitigating structural vibrations. As the optimal working condition is at harmonic-
dominant structural motions, this methodology represents the adequate preparatory phase.
The critical outcome of the investigation is the total (dimensionless) sloshing force Fsl (and
F′sl) acting on the liquid container, as defined in Equations (7) and (8). The base shear mainly
results from the difference in hydrostatic pressure on the two lateral walls (i.e., the water
height: right hR and left hL). The denominator contains the maximum inertial force of
the water treated as a solid mass mw (being the total mass of liquid),

Fsl =
1
2

ρ g
(

h2
R − h2

L

)
, (7)

F′sl =
Fsl

mw ω2
ext a

. (8)

We additionally recorded the physical work; here, the energy E transferred to or
from the object. An appropriate relationship considering a forcing cycle is provided
in Equation (9). The dimensionless dissipated energy per cycle ∆E′ is also marked, being
expressed in Equation (10). This is achieved by normalizing with the kinetic energy of
the entire liquid considered as a solid mass,

∆E =
∫ t+T

t
Fsl(t) x(t)dt, (9)

∆E′ =
∆E

1
2 mw (ωext a)2

. (10)

3.2. Imposed Motion Studies

The series of studies was designed using certain parameters from [35], such that the out-
come supports the application case of a TSD, as described in [36,37]. We present the sloshing
response in the form of the horizontal sloshing force, the shape of the hysteresis curve and the
dissipated energy. These values are compared to the reference results in [35]. The comparison
is supported by using the dimensionless expressions in Equations (8) and (10). The effect per
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vibration cycle is of focus, where the enclosed area in the hysteresis loop represents the dis-
sipated energy. We calculated the relative deviation of the assessed values from the results
in [35].

Whereas the detailed results are contained in [21], here, we particularly focused on
representing the characteristic outcome relevant for further design steps. The deviations
observed in Figures 3 and 4 are low. Accompanying quantitative results are presented
in Table 1. Not only are the areas of the hysteresis loops very close, but also the shape of
the curves depict a comparable behaviour. For cases with a high water depth and small
amplitude ratios, the simulations tend to slightly overestimate the sloshing response. We
attribute this to additional internal numerical damping for such cases. Overall, the CFD-
based approach reproduces the nonlinear sloshing forces very reliably. It can be seen
that even higher harmonics are captured by the model, despite the hysteresis loops not
identically overlapping with the reference ones.
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Figure 3. Validation results for varying the water height.
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Figure 4. Validation results for varying the amplitude of excitation.

Table 1. Dimensionless energy per hysteresis cycle.

∆E′
a = 5 mm a = 20 mm a = 60 mm

h0 = 20 mm h0 = 40 mm h0 = 60 mm

Experiment 36.00 29.90 8.30 19.40 10.20

CFD 32.01 24.92 9.12 17.55 11.82
Diff. to exp. [%] −11.1 −16.7 9.9 −9.5 15.9

Such studies can be designed in various ways, depending on the exact aim. For our use
case, we limited them to a two-dimensional domain, without extensive focus on varying
the excitation frequency. The results are mainly related to the effect of varying depth and
amplitude ratios at a frequency characteristic for our building. It is expected of the TSD to
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have to mitigate motions that are unidirectional, so this assumption is deemed appropriate.
For other cases, three-dimensional simulations might be the only viable alternative, which
is possible with CFD simulations.

Computational methods make it possible to visualize various results. In Figure 5,
we include one of these, as a selection of variables and properties can be captured. Here,
we see the clear distinction between air and water based upon density (similarly possible
based upon viscosity). Additionally, the velocity and pressure fields are also available
to aid in various discussions and design purposes.

Figure 5. Showcasing the representative setup and qualitative results for the imposed motion of
a = 5 mm and h0 = 40 mm: the water surface being best identified by the border between the densities
of air and water.

4. Wind Loading and Vibration Mitigation

Wind loading represents a characteristic load case for tall buildings. It is critical
to ensure structural safety and occupational comfort during the design process. Due to
the inherent slenderness, high-rises are prone to vibrations. This leads to the necessity
to find ways to mitigate such oscillations. Added devices constitute a common way to
counteract these effects, with them being either planned already in early design phases or
sometimes even considered as part of retrofitting measures. In particular, passive AMDs
represent a common solution to wind-induced vibrations. We choose the prototypical
case of a sharp-cornered construction, the CAARC-B building. The advantage of this
example is that the load conditions are thoroughly studied. Multiple references substantiate
the knowledge base, as it represents a benchmark for building aerodynamics. Not only
is the oncoming naturally turbulent wind described in detail, but also vortex-shedding
characteristics are well-known. This cuboid shape is prone to such a phenomenon, typically
resulting in a von Kármán vortex street [38]. Clear vortical structures (more dominant
in the case of low-to-no incoming turbulence) are linked to nearly harmonic cross-wind
excitation forces.
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4.1. Structural Model

The benchmark building has the aspect ratio of its dimensions height H: depth D:
width W of 6:1.5:1, with H = 180 m. With a prescribed density of 160 kg/m3, the total
mass results in 38.880 tonnes. It is a generic structure, with the mass, stiffness and damping
characteristics distributed homogeneously. Further provisions give the target modes of
vibrations and respective frequencies. The first three for such a cantilever structure are as
follows: weak bending at fbending,weak = 0.20 Hz, strong bending at fbending,strong = 0.23 Hz
and torsion at ftorsion = 0.40 Hz. These eigenmodes are uncoupled.

The initial study aimed to use this model for base-force measurements according to
the High-Frequency Force Balance (HFFB) method. The peculiarity for that method is that
the fixity is flexible, but the building is rigid along its height. As a result, the mode shapes
are linear. We created a model setup for Finite Element Analysis (FEA). This numerical
replica was built up with elements using a formulation corresponding to the FEM. It led
to a structure detailed with multiple types of elements, such as shells, trusses and beams,
tuned to match the prescribed geometric and mechanical properties. This directly led to
more realistic shapes of vibration, similar to those known for cantilever-type structures.

4.2. Considered Load Cases

Wind loading is numerically captured using a LES approach, typical in CFD for tran-
sient flow fields [39,40]. The respective numerical domain follows the setup as presented
in [41]. There are certain particularities to this setup, depending on whether the aim is to
realistically model the natural turbulence in the Atmospheric Boundary Layer (ABL) or
whether the scope is to trigger strong vortex shedding. The former case implies nonzero tur-
bulence, whereas the latter can become critical for very low (to practically zero) turbulence
intensity. In Figure 6, we show the main aerodynamic considerations and definitions.
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Figure 6. Definition of the wind loading: direction and simulation domain.

4.2.1. Turbulent Wind Loading

Here, we focus on the excitation typically arising in the Atmospheric Boundary Layer
(ABL). Fluctuations in the wind field occur naturally for the CAARC-B, with available
provisions describing the target state. This is characterized by the (streamwise, time-
averaged) mean velocity profile along the height, accompanied by the turbulence intensity,
as well as the (integral) turbulence length scale for this velocity component at the top of
the structure. To achieve this state, we numerical modeled the inlet by synthetic turbu-
lence, a specific type of generated condition (using the WindGen generator [42] based
on the theory by [43]). We provide our assessment, additionally including the Power
Spectral Density (PSD) for the streamwise velocity component. As the velocity is directly
linked to the surface pressure, the along-wind excitation force will have a similar spectrum.
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This scenario is thus characterized by a broad-band excitation, mostly in a streamwise (i.e.,
along-wind) direction.

The load mechanism is typically dominated by the oncoming flow, this being the gusti-
ness approaching the ABL. It is acceptable to assume that the deformation state of the struc-
ture will not have a strong influence on the flow field itself. Consequently, we recorded
the wind forces by CFD and applied it on the structural model, as typically carried out
in Computational Structural Dynamics (CSD). Following the approach defined as One-Way
Coupling (OWC), forces are transferred to the structure, but the resulting deformation state
is not updated in CFD.

4.2.2. Oscillations in Smooth Flow

Fluctuations in the flow can either exist without the presence of the structure, such
as the case in the previous scenario, or additional ones can arise due to a body being
immersed into the flow. The CAARC-B is a bluff body that will facilitate vortex creation
around it. Of particular interest is the case of a smooth flow, which triggers dominant
shedding around the building. The critical situation is when the vortex shedding frequency
fsh matches one of the lower eigenmodes of the structure. We planned a setup to trigger
this mechanism for the weak bending mode.

At a particular angle of attack, this occurs for a given streamwise velocity. This is
described in detail by [41]. It leads to a practically constant along-wind force accompanied
by a close-to-harmonic cross-wind component. If the narrow-banded excitation force [44]
exactly matches the underlying structural frequency, we are led to the situation of me-
chanical resonance. However, in the case of (wind) flow, vortex-shedding can trigger
a feedback mechanism, also called lock-in [38]. This means that not only is the exact overlap
of the frequencies dangerous, but also the slight shifts might need considering, as the
oscillating systems could synchronize. This leads to the necessity of the approach labeled
as Two-Way Coupling (TWC). In the numerical context, this means that forces simulated
by CFD trigger deformations in the CSD model, which, in turn, will require an update of
the shape in the flow field.

4.2.3. Simulated Conditions

Wind flow conditions are characterized with typical metrics of the streamwise velocity
component, presented in Figure 7. The turbulent flow approaches the building at a 0◦

angle of attack (streamwise perpendicular to the wide face). This is defined by a lower
mean magnitude at a higher turbulence intensity TI. The energy spectrum of this velocity
contains higher energy distributed over multiple frequencies. Smooth flow (i.e., minimal to
no oncoming fluctuations) is seen in the case of the 90◦ angle of attack (streamwise parallel
to the wide face). For this latter scenario, the along-wind velocity component has lower
energy, as observed in the spectrum.

The energy content of the flow is inherent to the natural conditions of the approaching
wind. The shape of the building determines the characteristics of the aerodynamic forces
that arise under such conditions. These are presented in Figure 8. Along-wind, the vertical
lines (dashed) represent the weak and strong bending frequencies, with 0.2 Hz and 0.23 Hz.
We can see that there is no peak in the energy content at these values. Conversely, for the
cross-wind component, the smooth flow peaks at approximately 0.2 Hz (dashed), with it
matching the weak bending mode. In the case of approaching turbulence, we can also
observe a cross-wind peak at 0.08 Hz (marked as dash-dotted). This peak is expected
as, also in turbulent conditions, vortex shedding will exhibit itself. However, the mechanism
overlaps with the fluctuations already present in the oncoming flow field.
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Figure 7. The typical metrics for characterizing the flow conditions: turbulent for the 0◦ angle of
attack, smooth (i.e., low turbulent) for 90◦ angle of attack.
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Figure 8. Spectral assessment of the energy content in the aerodynamic forces: turbulent flow for
the 0◦ angle of attack, smooth in case of 90◦ angle of attack.

4.3. Coupled Simulations in CWE

Wind effects on structures often imply a feedback mechanism, thus rendering arising
phenomena as challenging to be investigated. This means that the force deforms the struc-
ture, whereas such changes in shape will alter the flow field, leading to a modification
of the excitation itself. This is a crucial characteristic in the case of flexible constructions.
Numerical methods constitute one of the viable ways to investigate such effects. The main
advantage is that corresponding simulations are not affected by scaling as the digital mod-
els are created at full (i.e., real) size. Following a partitioned approach, dedicated solvers are
linked to the wind flow and structure, respectively. Nonetheless, this will lead to particular
requirements of corresponding computing power, alongside issues related to the accuracy,
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robustness and stability of the scheme. Additional details characterize the kind of coupling
schemes used, OWC or TWC. This choice is problem-dependent, with potential effects
being highlighted by the aerodynamic and elastic studies in [45]. Further generalizing
the partitioning, numerical simulations permit the inclusion of additional components,
such as AMDs, as shown in Figure 9. Whereas extending a structural model with a TMD
would be straightforward by adding additional entries in the mass, damping and stiffness
matrices (native to the FEM-formulation of structures), this is not a universal solution.
For the particular case of a CFD model for a TSD, this submodule (or component) has to be
treated in a dedicated manner. It also needs to be included in the broader computational
scheme. The generalized concept follows the developments in [41,46]. This is a viable
approach for investigating the efficiency of TSDs and TMDs alike, at full scale, while
capturing all relevant details. It is also possible to use it for general controllers, with the
applicability highlighted by [47].
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Figure 9. Representation of the coupled wind–structure–damper simulation.

For our purpose, we set up the TMD and the TSD based on the presented structural
properties and following the principles enumerated in Section 2. In Table 2, all crucial
parameters are detailed for the weak and strong bending mode, respectively.
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Table 2. Setup of the interacting systems—tructure and AMDs—using the definitions based on the
structure-attached coordinate system.

System Property Symbol Unit Weak Bending Strong Bending

Structure 1,2

Height H [m] 180
Width W [m] 30
Depth D [m] 45
Total mass m [×103 kg] 39,875
Equivalent density ρ [kg/m3] 164
Mode shape number i [−] 1 2
Eigenfrequency f [Hz] 0.20 0.23
Value of the mode shape at the AMD η [−] 0.94 0.96
Generalized modal mass of the mode shape m∗ [×103 kg] 10,144 12,698
Damping ratio ζ [%] 1.00 1.00

TMD 1,3

Mass m [×103 kg] 180
Frequency f [Hz] 0.20 0.23
Stiffness k [kg/s2] 280,321 371,690
Damping ratio ζ [%] 7.61 6.96
Damping c [kg/s] 34,215 36,031
Total mass ratio µtot [%] 0.45
Modal mass ratio µmod [%] 1.57 1.32

TSD 1,4

Length L [m] 9.50 7.00
Width W [m] 3.00 2.30
Resting water height h0 [m] 1.57 1.12
Location of screens x [−] (0.4, 0.6)L
Solidity ratio of screens S [−] 0.32 0.30
Mass per unit mN [×103 kg] 45 18
Number of TSD units N [−] 4 10
Total mass mw [×103 kg] 180

Total mass ratio µtot [%] 0.45
Modal mass ratio µmod [%] 1.57 1.32

Effective mass per unit me f f ,N [×103 kg] 33 13
Effective mass me f f [×103 kg] 135

Total mass ratio µtot [%] 0.34
Modal mass ratio µmod [%] 1.17 0.99

Damping ratio with screens ζ [%] 5.59 4.88

Labeling of the flow-attached axis
Turbulent flow at 0◦ angle of attack Along-wind—X Cross-wind—Y
Smooth flow at 90◦ angle of attack Cross-wind—Y Along-wind—X

1 Respective symbols will be attributed the initials of the systems—Structure, TMD, TSD—as subscripts to be able

to differentiate. 2 The total mass mS will be used to compute µtot and the generalized modal mass m∗S for µmod .
3 In case of a TMD the total and effective mass are the same. 4 Here we present results of the tuning process for a

TSD with vertical slat screens. The mass ratios are provided for the total mass as well as the effective one.

5. Results

This section focuses on presenting the kinematics at the top of the building. We in-
cluded the time series for the two orthogonal directions, for the displacement as well as
the acceleration. These are the typical quantities of interest for the design. Baseline results
characterize the motion of the structure under wind loading, without any AMD.

The broad-band excitation is caused by naturally turbulent wind. For this, engineers
typically consider a 10-minute time frame, as that is deemed statistically stationary and rep-
resentative for relevant actions on structures [48]. The initial time phase of 45 s (as seen
in Figure 10) represents the initiation phase, with these values being discarded for the quan-
titative evaluation. Specific metrics are evaluated and shown in Table 3. The along-wind
response is comparable, with the TMD and TSD performing similarly, at approximately
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±5 % relative of each other. For the cross-wind direction, the TSD performs at around
25 % worse than a TMD under these settings. Both AMDs improve the structural response
by mitigating deflections up to 50 %. We mention that such devices aim to perform well for
excitation forces near the natural vibration of the underlying construction. However, this
load case is broad-banded, so less efficiency is to be expected.
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Figure 10. Time series of the kinematics of the top point under turbulent wind loading.
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Table 3. Statistics of the kinematics of the top point under turbulent wind loading.

Case

Along-Wind Cross-Wind

Dispx [m] Accx [m/s2] Dispy [m] Accy [m/s2]

Mean RMS Max Mean RMS Max Mean RMS Max Mean RMS Max

Baseline 0.18 0.21 0.53 0.00 0.17 0.52 0.00 0.09 0.26 0.00 0.16 0.47

With TMD 0.18 0.19 0.39 0.00 0.08 0.23 0.00 0.06 0.17 0.00 0.08 0.25
Diff. to baseline [%] 0.0 −9.5 −26.4 0.0 −52.9 −55.8 0.0 −33.3 −34.6 0.0 −50.0 −46.8

With TSD 0.18 0.19 0.38 0.00 0.08 0.25 0.00 0.07 0.20 0.00 0.11 0.33
Diff. to baseline [%] 0.0 −9.5 −28.3 0.0 −52.9 −51.9 0.0 −22.2 −23.1 0.0 −31.3 −29.5
Diff. to TMD [%] 0.0 0.0 −2.6 0.0 0.0 8.7 0.0 16.7 17.6 0.0 37.5 32.0

Time series are accompanied by a quantitative statistical evaluation. As an additional
metric, we define a maximum value based upon derived quantities, instead of the sample
maximum. In Equation (11), the estimate is shown using a peak factor G = 3 (with an esti-
mate provided in this magnitude by [48]) alongside the mean and standard deviation σ of
the time series,

Max = Mean(series) + G σ(series). (11)

A dedicated discussion on the exact choice of the peak factor is out of the scope
of the current study, as it serves here as an amplification factor. It is taken as the same
throughout the statistical analysis, with its magnitude deemed representative. For special
design cases, this term needs a more in-depth investigation. Table 3 provides a summary.
Alongside the absolute values, the relative error is also displayed, being evaluated in pairs,
between the TMD–baseline, TSD–baseline and TSD–TMD.

Our second scenario represents narrow-banded loading in the cross-wind direction.
The dominant force arises in the smooth flow as a result of vortex shedding. Such an exci-
tation case is more typical for the setting that is aimed to be mitigated by AMDs. Passive
devices typically work well at particular frequencies. In Figure 11, we include the times
series for displacements and accelerations. This is amended by the statistical evaluation
in Table 4. The total time used for the evaluation is 200 s, with the initialization being
25 s. This choice resulted from capturing at least ≈ 25 periods of the vortex shedding
(with T = 5 s for the shedding frequency fsh = 0.2 Hz matching the weak bending). We can
clearly see in the time series that, for the baseline case, around 150 s are necessary to reach
the stationary state of damped harmonic oscillations. To put this in context, these very
specific flow conditions for a tall structure would need to be stable for 2.5 min to arrive at
this state, where it would imply ±3 m oscillations at a 180 m height. Both AMDs would be
able to reduce this to well under 1 m.

Table 4. Statistics of the kinematics of the top point in smooth flow.

Case

Along-Wind Cross-Wind

Dispx [m] Accx [m/s2] Dispy [m] Accy [m/s2]

Mean RMS Max Mean RMS Max Mean RMS Max Mean RMS Max

Baseline 0.40 0.41 0.56 0.00 0.24 0.72 0.00 1.62 4.88 0.00 2.58 7.75

With TMD 0.39 0.39 0.45 0.00 0.10 0.30 0.00 0.13 0.39 0.00 0.21 0.62
Diff. to baseline [%] −2.5 −4.9 −19.6 0.0 −58.3 −58.3 0.0 −92.0 −92.0 0.0 −91.9 −92.9

With TSD 0.39 0.39 0.50 0.00 0.18 0.53 0.00 0.26 0.78 0.00 0.41 1.22
Diff. to baseline [%] −2.5 −4.9 −10.7 0.0 −25.0 −26.4 0.0 −84.0 −84.0 0.0 −84.1 −84.3
Diff. to TMD [%] 0.0 0.0 11.1 0.0 80.0 76.7 0.0 100.0 100.0 0.0 95.2 96.8
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Figure 11. Time series of the kinematics of the top point in smooth flow.

A TMD was set up using an assumption of the linear mechanical model particularly
tuned to the eigenfrequencies of the building. For TSDs, this is the analogous workflow,
yet the tuning process is more complicated. It needs additional considerations of the initial
representative response and the amount of mitigation that is aimed to be achieved. Thus,
the design is a function of the response amplitude. Altering load conditions would theoret-
ically lead to different optima. We based our considerations on a representative amplitude
of acceleration of around (0.15–0.2) m/s2 for the baseline structure. This value seems to be
more appropriate for the broad-band load case, and sub-optimal for the narrow-banded one.
A proper decision for each particular design will need to be taken, weighing in the relative
importance of specific load cases.

For the particular scenario of smooth flow, both AMDs achieve a considerable im-
provement of close to 100% cross-wind. In the along-wind direction, the TSD performs
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clearly worse than the TMD. It needs to be mentioned that, for this load case, the harmonic
loading around the weak axis is more critical. Still, the relative performance in this direction
shows a considerable difference of 100%, in favor of the TMD.

Accompanying these qualitative and quantitative outcomes on the direct effect of
AMDs on structures in wind, we provide a snapshot of representative results. Using
computational methods permits analyzing all systems involved at full scale, at various
levels of detail. In Figure 12, we include typical data that help to visualize: wind loading
using CFD, the structural response captured with CSD and the sloshing motion enabled by
CFD. This depiction complements the abstraction of the workflow shown in Figure 9.

Figure 12. Representative visual results using a computational workflow.

The complexity of the models and computational effort for the analyses are substanti-
ated by Tables 5 and 6. Here, we document certain characteristics related to the detailing
of the numerical setup. This is best represented by the number nodes and respective
variables, the key quantities for a FEM-based formulation. The total duration and amount
of time steps will further influence the requirements in the case of transient simulations.
The second table includes the approximate computational cost in the form of core hours.
We provide it as the magnitude should be meaningful for the engineering practice, as well
as to those aiming at similar studies.

Table 5. Complexity of the numerical models.

Type of
Simulation

Number of Nodal Variables Degrees of Freedom Total Time Time Step
Elements Nodes Name & Type per Node Total [s] Size [s] Number

Turbulent wind
CFD

7.0× 106 1.3× 106 Pressure (scalar) and
velocity (vector)

4 5.2× 106 645 0.02 3.2× 104

Smooth flow CFD 4.0× 106 0.7× 106 Pressure (scalar) and
velocity (vector)

4 2.8× 106 200 0.01 2.0× 104

Structure CSD 2.1× 106 6.0× 104 Displacement and ro-
tation (vector)

6 3.6× 105 Will depend on what the
structure or AMDs are coupled

toTSD CFD 7.5× 104 3.9× 104 Pressure (scalar) and
velocity (vector)

3 1.2× 105

TMD CSD 2 1 Displacement (vec-
tor)

2 2
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Table 6. Numerical effort required for assessment.

Type of Simulation
Core Hours 1

[CPUh]

Turbulent wind CFD 12,000

Smooth flow CFD 7000
Diff. to wind turbulent CFD [%] −41.6

Smooth flow FSI 15,000
Diff. to smooth flow CFD [%] 114.3

Smooth flow FSI + TMD 23,000
Diff. to smooth flow FSI [%] 53.3

Smooth flow FSI + TSD 32,000
Diff. to smooth flow FSI [%] 113.3

1 Using MPI distributed memory parallelism on Intel Skylake—Xeon Platinum 8174 processors with a base

frequency of 3.10 GHz and 33 MB cache.

In Table 6, computed core hour values are shown, which we documented for simu-
lations carried out on the same hardware. It can be observed that CFD simulations with
turbulent wind will require more capacities because there needs to be a refinement of
the mesh from the inlet to the structure to maintain approaching turbulence. Additionally,
the total simulation time is typically longer. Despite a larger time step (in this particular
case), the resulting effort can be two to three times higher than for the CFD simulation
in the case of smooth flow. FSI approaches tend to increase the cost by a factor of at least
2 due to TWC. Including AMDs into the workflow further magnifies requirements by at
least a factor of (1.5–2).

6. Conclusions and Outlook

Our work focused on modeling and numerically simulating the effect of added damp-
ing systems on structures excited by wind. In particular, we contributed a fully compu-
tational workflow that uses CFD not only to capture wind flow but also to include TSDs.
This happens in a coupled manner to enable interaction at full scale. Consequently, such
an approach currently represents the highest fidelity method for these kinds of assess-
ments. Further innovation lies in developing proper algorithms, with an implementation
supporting modularity and scaling on dedicated computing units. Our results support
the argument for applicability in the case of similar user scenarios.

We investigated the vibration mitigation efficiency of TSDs using a two-fluid CFD
approach. The results show that these can be considerably less efficient than TMDs for the
load cases covered. The specific metrics are related to the displacement and acceleration at
the top of the building, under wind load. In particular, the RMS and estimated maximum
values of the time series are of interest. The optimal tuning was oriented towards acceler-
ations. This baseline comparison shows that a simple passive TMD will tend to perform
better than the equivalent setup of a TSD. We need to recall the challenging design process
for this latter category. As this is mostly based on a linear mechanical model, more effort is
needed to improve the process itself. The nonlinear behavior of the TSD should be inves-
tigated at full scale, ideally with coupling to the structure being modeled and simulated.
Additionally, there is much room for improvement when considering the possibilities of
sloping bottoms, rounding corners and including screens. One specific configuration of
vertical slat screens that we do consider, and its effect, are included in our results. Further
numerical optimization would potentially lead to improvements in the performance of
TSDs. Additionally, we explored recent numerical advances in finding an appropriate
model for the mechanical effects of the considered AMDs. The sloshing motion is realisti-
cally simulated by the two-fluid CFD approach. The validation studies of a rectangular
container under prescribed motion are well in-line with the experimental reference. This en-
sures that the effect of sloshing is correctly captured, as substantiated by the time histories
and hysteresis curves. The combination of CFD and numerical optimization is a viable way
to investigate the effects of TSDs, as well as to find improved designs.
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The chosen load cases relate to two representative scenarios, both describing various
facets of wind loading on tall structures. Atmospheric turbulence is modeled by a generated
synthetic wind, whereas the other scenario aims to trigger strong vortex shedding. Yet
again, CFD-based methods are able to properly model such flow phenomena, which
contribute to the realistic loading of constructions. The loading itself is set up based on
referenced work. Furthermore, the structure is modeled by a detailed numerical replica,
including all structural details and resulting in a particular mass, stiffness and damping
distribution in space. It is defined at its full size.

Our numerical workflow and framework permits capturing the interaction between
the excitation source and the considered structure, as well as the AMDs. This leads to
an integrated process where all effects can be simulated at the proper scale and necessary
resolution. The current contribution showcased its usability by including AMDs that were
tuned for the two orthogonal directions separately, modeled one-dimensional (for the TMD)
and two-dimensional (for the TSD). The total damping effect was yielded from superposing
reactions. Future work will focus on validating this assumption using three-dimensional
models. This shall also enable their usability in structures with coupled bending and torsion.
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Abstract: In recent years, the Tuned Mass Damper with inerter (TMDI) has received significant

attention. The inerter is defined to exert a force that is in proportion to the relative acceleration of

the two inerter terminals. Here, two TMDI topologies are investigated. The conventional topology

is given by the inerter being in parallel to the spring and viscous damper of the TMDI. The other

topology is the serial arrangement of spring, inerter and viscous damper being in parallel to the

stiffness of the mass spring oscillator of the TMDI. While the first topology intends to increase the

inertial force of the TMDI, the second topology aims at producing an additional degree of freedom.

The considered TMDI concepts are simulated for harmonic and random excitations, with parameters

set according to those described in the literature and with numerically optimized parameters which

minimize the primary structure displacement response. The classical TMD is used as a benchmark.

The findings are twofold. The conventional TMDI with typical inertance ratio of 1% and the very

small value of 0.02% performs significantly worse than the classical TMD with the same mass ratio. In

contrast, the TMDI with an additional degree of freedom can improve the mitigation of the primary

structure if the inertance ratio is set very small and if the TMDI parameters are numerically optimized.

Keywords: damping; inerter; optimization; TMD; TMDI; vibration

1. Introduction

The Tuned Mass Damper (TMD), first described by Den Hartog [1], is a widely used
passive device used to control resonant vibrations when the disturbing frequency is un-
known. It is a damped one-degree-of-freedom oscillator that is connected to the primary
structure, whereby the resulting system is a highly damped two-degrees-of-freedom sys-
tem. The two optimization parameters of the TMD are its natural frequency and damping
ratio. For the selected mass ratio between the TMD oscillating mass and the target modal
mass of the vibrating structure, these parameters can be optimized for minimum modal
displacement, velocity and acceleration for harmonic and broad band excitations [2]. TMDs
are widely used in footbridges [3,4] and high-rise buildings [5,6] to guarantee the required
acceleration limits [7–9], in street bridges to provide the required level of damping [10,11],
in railway bridges to avoid the loss of contact between wheels and track [12], and in flag
masts and wind power stations to reduce bending vibrations [13,14].

To enhance the mitigation efficiency and broadband characteristics of TMDs, several
concepts have been developed. Active and semi-active TMDs are based on the real-time
control of TMD natural frequency and damping according to the actual frequency of
vibration [15–19]. The resulting enhanced vibration suppression can be used to guarantee
lower vibration limits or to ensure vibration limits with reduced TMD mass [6]. Another
approach to make TMDs more efficient is simply to increase their oscillating mass. However,
limited TMD installation space and costs make this approach unfavorable. Given this, the
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TMD with inerter, abbreviated as TMDI, has received much attention during the past decade.
The ideal inerter is defined to exert a force in proportion to the relative acceleration of its two
grounds or terminals, respectively. That the development of real inerters with minimum or
even zero friction is a challenging task is seen from the works [20,21]. Originally, the inerter
was used in vehicle suspension systems to improve ride comfort [22]. The use of inerters in
the field of vibration isolation in a more general way is described in [23]. When the inerter
is used in combination with the classical TMD, there are many possible TMDI topologies.
Some topologies aim at replacing the TMD mass, some intend to increase TMD inertial force
and some target producing an additional degree of freedom whereby the primary structure
with TMDI behaves as a three-degrees-of-freedom system. A profound overview of possible
TMDI topologies together with closed-form solutions of the related parameters can be
found in [24–27]. TMDI efficiency has been investigated for various TMDI configurations
for earthquake excitation [28–30], wind excitation [31–34], and harmonic and random
excitations of the primary structure [35–37]. The studies in [35,36] were made for various
TMDI parallel and serial arrangements of inerters, and stiffness and damping elements
and optimum TMDI parameters in table format are provided. The authors of [37] show
that even very complex inerter configurations are thinkable. Besides the investigations of
various TMDI topologies, studies have also been performed to investigate the influence
of the inerter ground on the primary structure [38,39]. This literature survey gives a brief
overview of the topics related to inerters that are being investigated.

The present work aims at analyzing the mitigation efficiency of the TMDI not with
analytical parameters but with numerically optimized parameters to ensure optimality. The
optimization criterion is minimum primary structure displacement response. The TMDI is
assumed to be located at the anti-node position of the first bending mode of the primary
structure (Figure 1a), and the inerter is grounded to the antinode position as well because
this is the most realistic scenario for real applications. Two typical TMDI configurations
are considered. The conventional topology is given by the parallel arrangement of inerter,
spring and viscous damper, aiming at increasing the inertial force of the TMDI mass, as
in Figure 1b. The benchmark for this TMDI configuration is the classical TMD with the
same mass ratio (Figure 1c). The other considered TMDI topology is the serial arrangement
of spring, inerter and viscous damper together with the main spring of the TMDI mass,
as proposed in [25] (Figure 1d). This topology aims to produce an additional degree of
freedom of the inerter. The performance of the resulting three-degrees-of-freedom system
is compared to the performance of the primary structure with two half TMDs, both with
half mass ratio and different natural frequencies and damping ratios, leading to a three-
degrees-of-freedom system as well (Figure 1e). The comparative study is performed for
both harmonic and random excitations. The performances of the simulated TMDs and
TMDIs are assessed by the primary structure displacement response and the damper
relative motion response.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the modelling of the con-
sidered TMDI concepts and the associated TMD benchmarks. To make the modelling closer
to reality, an inerter model based on a fly wheel mechanism is considered as well. Section 3
describes the simulation procedure concerning the optimizations of the considered TMDI
and TMD systems and their performance assessments. Section 4 shows the numerical
results of the considered TMDI configurations and the benchmark TMD with the same
mass ratio. The comparison is made in a systematic way. First, the conventional TMDI with
the commonly used inertance ratio of 1% and with parameters according to those described
in the literature is compared to the TMD with Den Hartog parameters that minimize the
primary structure displacement response, assuming zero structural inherent damping [1].
Then, the conventional TMDI and TMD with numerically optimized parameters are com-
pared and the very small inertance ratio of 0.02% is considered as well. For the serial TMDI,
the parameters are numerically optimized for inertance ratios of 1% and 0.02% due to the
lack of analytical optimum parameter solutions. For the TMDI with an inertance ratio of
1%, the frequency response function is characterized by two peaks. Therefore, the classical
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TMD is used here as a benchmark. For the TMDI with an inertance ratio of 0.02%, the
frequency response function shows three peaks due to the additional degree of freedom
induced by the serial inerter with the low inertance ratio of 0.02%. Consequently, the
benchmark is given here by two half TMDs with different natural frequencies and damping
ratios. Discussions of these comparative studies are included in Section 4. The article ends
with a short summary and conclusions in Section 5.

 

𝑚 𝑥 + 𝑐 𝑥 + 𝑘 𝑥 =  𝑓  𝑐 =  2 𝜁  𝑚 2 𝜋 𝑓  𝑘 =  𝑚 2 𝜋 𝑓  

Figure 1. (a) Multi-degree-of-freedom system with TMDI at the anti-node position of the first bending
mode. (b) Conventional TMDI with target structural mode (modeshape factor 1). (c) Classical TMD
with target structural mode (modeshape factor 1). (d) TMDI with serial arrangement of stiffness,
inerter and viscous damper with target structural mode (modeshape factor 1). (e) Two half TMDs
with target structural mode (modeshape factor 1).

2. Modelling

2.1. Primary Structure

The primary structure is modelled by the modal component that needs to be mitigated
by the damper. Therefore, the model is given by the following single-degree-of-freedom
system [40]

m1
..
x1 + c1

.
x1 + k1x1 = fex (1)

c1 = 2 ζ1 m1(2 π f1) (2)

k1 = m1(2 π f1)
2 (3)

where m1 denotes the modal mass; c1 is the viscous damping coefficient, which is given by
the damping ratio ζ1; k1 is the stiffness coefficient, which results from the eigenfrequency
f1;

..
x1,

.
x1, x1 describe the modal acceleration, velocity and displacement; and fex is the

excitation force. The chosen primary structure modal parameters represent typical values
of a tall building that may be susceptible to wind excitation and therefore may require a
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mass damper (Table 1). Notice that the choice of the structural modal parameters does
not influence the outcome of the comparative study under consideration. However, the
selection of the modal parameters influences the optimum mass damper parameters that
are given for all considered mass damper topologies.

Table 1. Assumed primary structure modal parameters.

Modal Mass
m1 (t)

Eigenfrequency
f1 (Hz)

Damping Ratio
ζ1 (%)

Stiffness Coefficient
k1 (MN/m)

Viscous Damping Coefficient
c1 (kNs/m)

50,000 0.14 1% 38.689 879.65

2.2. Primary Structure with TMD

The model of the primary structure with TMD is given by the following two-degrees-
of-freedom system (Figure 1c):

[
m1 0
0 m2

][ ..
x1..
x2

]
+

[
c1 + c2 −c2
−c2 c2

][ .
x1.
x2

]
+

[
k1 + k2 −k2
−k2 k2

][
x1
x2

]
=

[
fex

0

]
(4)

where m2 denotes the TMD mass, c2 is the TMD viscous damping coefficient, k2 is the
TMD stiffness coefficient,

.
x1 −

.
x2 describes the TMD relative velocity, x1 − x2 is the TMD

relative motion, and the modeshape factor of the first bending mode at TMD position
is not included, as it is 1 (see Figure 1a). The parameters of the considered TMDs that
are designed according to Den Hartog’s rules and numerically optimized for minimum
structural displacement are given in Table 2. The optimization criterion for minimum
structural displacement was chosen to ensure a fair comparison with the performance of
the TMDI with analytical parameters according to [33], which are intended to yield at least
a structural displacement response close to its minimum.

Table 2. Parameters of the considered TMDs.

Damper
Type

Mass Ratio
µ = m2/m1

Tuning Natural Frequency
f2 (Hz)

Damping Ratio
ζ2 (Hz)

Stiffness
Coefficient
k2 (kN/m)

Viscous Damping
Coefficient
c2 (kNs/m)

TMD 1% Den Hartog 0.1386 6.03% 379.27 53.069

TMD 1% Overdamped 0.1386 2.3434 × 6.03% 379.27 2.3434 × 53.069

TMD 0.5% Numerically
optimized NA NA 191.12 19.134

TMD 1% Numerically
optimized NA NA 378.11 54.648

Two half
TMDs 1% (total) Numerically

optimized k2a = 178.36 kN/m c2a = 17.123 kNs/m k2b = 201.62 kN/m c2b = 19.463 kNs/m

2.3. Primary Structure with TMDI with Inerter in Parallel to the Spring and Viscous Damper

The topology of the conventional TMDI is given by the parallel arrangement of the
inerter, spring and viscous damper, as depicted in Figure 1b. The idea behind this topology
is that the inerter, although producing a force in proportion to the relative acceleration of
its two terminals, increases the TMD inertial force without adding real mass. The model of
the primary structure with conventional TMDI is given by the following two-degrees-of-
freedom system:

[
m1 + b −b
−b m2 + b

][ ..
x1..
x2

]
+

[
c1 + c2 −c2
−c2 c2

][ .
x1.
x2

]
+

[
k1 + k2 −k2
−k2 k2

][
x1
x2

]
=

[
fex

0

]
(5)
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where b denotes the so-called inertance with unit (kg) that is determined by the selected
inertance ratio β as follows:

b = β m1 (6)

Notice that the inertance b not only increases the mass m2 of the TMDI but b occurs
at all locations in the modal mass matrix of Equation (5) because the inerter force fb is in
proportion to the relative acceleration of the inerter grounds, which is here the difference
between primary structure modal acceleration

..
x1 and acceleration

..
x2 of the TMDI mass m2.

fb = b
( ..

x1 −
..
x2
)

(7)

For the TMDI with conventional topology and the often-adopted inertance ratio
β = 1%, the parameters f2, ζ2, k2 and c2 are, on the one hand, designed according to the
closed-form solutions (8)–(11), according to [33], and, on the other hand, the parameters k2
and c2 are numerically optimized for minimum structural displacement (Table 3).

f2 = f1

√
1 + 0.5(β + µ)

1 + β + µ
(8)

k2 = (b + m2) (2π f2)
2 (9)

ζ2 =

√
(β + µ)(1 + 0.75(β + µ))

4(1 + β + µ)(1 + 0.5(β + µ))
(10)

c2 = 2 ζ2 (b + m2) (2π f2) (11)

Table 3. Parameters of TMDIs with an inerter in parallel to stiffness and viscous damper.

Damper
Type

Mass
Ratio

µ = m2/m1

Inertance
Ratio

β = b/m1

Tuning
Natural

Frequency
f2 (Hz)

Damping
Ratio

ζ2 (Hz)

Stiffness
Coefficient
k2 (kN/m)

Viscous Damping
Coefficient
c2 (kNs/m)

Parallel
TMDI

1% 1% [33] 0.1379 7.02% 751.17 121.66

Parallel
TMDI

1% 1%
Numerically
optimized

NA NA 760.64 76.151

Parallel
TMDI

1% 0.02%
Numerically
optimized

NA NA 385.77 54.919

According to [33], the closed-form solutions (8)–(11) do not minimize the structural
displacement response but yield a reasonable suboptimal solution as these solutions are
derived for a classical TMD with a total mass ratio µ + β. This means that one can expect
a good but not optimal performance of the conventional TMDI with parameters (8)–(11).
For the inertance ratio β = 0.02%, only the numerically optimized TMDI is used for the
comparative study because the very small inertance ratio of 0.02% has not been considered
in the literature so far.

2.4. Primary Structure with TMDI with Inerter in Series with Stiffness and Viscous Damper

Another topology is described in [25], where the spring k2 is in parallel with the serial
arrangement of the spring with stiffness kb, the inerter with inertance b and the viscous
damper with viscous coefficient cb, as depicted in Figure 1d. The idea behind this topology
is to produce an additional degree of freedom by setting the inerter between the spring and
viscous damper. The relevant equations of motion are given as follows:
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m1 0
0 m2

0 0
0 0

0 0
0 0

−b b
0 0







..
x1..
x2..
x3..
x4


+




c1 0
0 0

0 0
0 0

0 0
0 −cb

0 0
0 cb







.
x1.
x2.
x3.
x4


+




(k1 + k2 + kb) −k2
−k2 − kb k2

−kb 0
kb 0

kb 0
−kb 0

−kb 0
kb 0







x1
x2
x3
x4


 =




fex

0
0
0


 (12)

As for the first conventional TMDI layout, this TMDI topology was computed for
the usually adopted inertance ratio β = 1% and for the very small value of 0.02% as well.
For both inertance ratios, the parameters of the TMDI were numerically optimized for
minimum structural displacement to ensure the optimality of this mass damper type
(Table 4).

Table 4. Parameters of TMDIs with a serial arrangement of stiffness, inerter and viscous damper.

Damper Type
Mass Ratio
µ = m2/m1

Inertance
Ratio

β = b/m1

Tuning Stiffness Coefficient
k2 (kN/m)

Stiffness
Coefficient
kb (kN/m)

Viscous Damping
Coefficient
cb (kNs/m)

Serial TMDI 1% 1% Numerically optimized 347.47 80.103 76.288

Serial TMDI 1% 0.02% Numerically optimized 378.17 7.6402 50.441

Serial TMDI
(fly wheel) 1% 0.02% Numerically optimized 377.40 8.1045 50.275

2.5. Primary Structure with TMDI with Fly Wheel Inerter in Series with Stiffness and
ViscousDamper

For the TMDI with a serial arrangement of spring, inerter and viscous damper, an
inerter model based on the fly wheel principle s computed. The fly wheel that rotates
accelerated when the relative motion (x3 − x4) between the housing and the steel rod of
the fly wheel was accelerated (Figure 2). The mass of the housing including the gear rod
is denoted as m3 and the mass of the fly wheel including the steel rod and the axle is m4
(Table 5).

𝑚 00 𝑚  0 00 00 00 0 −𝑏 𝑏0 0
𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 + 𝑐  00 0 0  00  0 0  0 0  −𝑐   0  0 0 𝑐

𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 + 𝑘 + 𝑘 +𝑘 −𝑘−𝑘 − 𝑘 𝑘  −𝑘 0𝑘 0 𝑘  0−𝑘  0  −𝑘 0 𝑘 0
𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 = 𝑓000  

𝛽

𝝁 = 𝒎𝟐 𝒎𝟏⁄ 𝜷 = 𝒃 𝒎𝟏⁄ 𝒌𝟐 𝒌𝒃 𝒄𝒃

𝑥 − 𝑥𝑚 𝑚

 

𝐼 𝑚 ℎ 𝑅𝑏 𝑟.𝐼 =  =  𝑏 𝑟𝑟 𝑟𝑚 ℎ 𝑅 ℎ

 𝑚 00 𝑚0 00 0  0  00  0𝑏 + 𝑚 −𝑏−𝑏 𝑏 + 𝑚  𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 + 𝑐  00 𝑐  0  00  −𝑐 0  0 0  −𝑐   0  0 0  𝑐
𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 + 𝑘 + 𝑘 +𝑘 −𝑘−𝑘 𝑘  −𝑘 00 0 −𝑘  00  0  𝑘  0 0 0

𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 = 𝑓000𝛽𝛽 𝑘 𝑘𝑐

Figure 2. Fly wheel (without friction) as an ideal realization of an inerter.

Table 5. Parameters of the fly wheel inerter device.

Mass of Housing
and Gear Rod (kg)

Radius of Fly
Wheel (m)

Thickness of Fly
Wheel (m)

Gear Radius of
Fly Wheel (m)

Mass of Fly
Wheel (kg)

Mass of Fly Wheel,
Steel Rod, Axle (kg)

m3 = 500 0.7 0.28 0.288 3388 m4 = 3500

The moment of inertia I of the fly wheel with mass mwheel and radius R is equal to the
moment of inertia resulting from the envisaged inertance b and the gear radius r.

I =
mwheel R2

2
= b r2 (13)

r can be derived to obtain the envisaged inertance, which yields r = 0.288 m for
mwheel = 3388 kg and Rwheel = 0.7 m (Table 5). For this TMDI type, the equations of motion,
which avoid the zeros in the fourth line of the mass matrix in (12), are as follows:
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m1 0
0 m2
0 0
0 0

0 0
0 0

b + m3 −b

−b b + m4







..
x1..
x2..
x3..
x4


+




c1 0
0 cb

0 0
0 −cb

0 0
0 −cb

0 0
0 cb







.
x1.
x2.
x3.
x4


+




(k1 + k2 + kb) −k2
−k2 k2

−kb 0
0 0

−kb 0
0 0

kb 0
0 0







x1
x2
x3
x4


 =




fex

0
0
0


 (14)

The TMDI model (14) is computed for the inertance ratio β = 0.02%, which turns out to be much
more favourable than β = 1%, with numerically optimized parameters k2, kb and cb (Table 4).

2.6. Primary Structure with Two Half TMDs

The TMDI topology with the serial arrangement produces an additional degree of freedom,
i.e., the primary structure with this TMDI behaves as a three-degrees-of-freedom system. Therefore,
the appropriate benchmark is the primary structure with two different TMDs, resulting in a three-
degrees-of-freedom system as well. The mass ratio of each TMD is selected to be 0.5%, whereby the
mass ratio of both TMDs together is equal to 1%. The equations of motion of the primary structure
with two different TMDs but with the same mass are as follows (Figure 1e):




m1 0 0
0 m2/2 0
0 0 m2/2






..
x1..
x2..
x3


+




c1 + c2a + c2b −c2a −c2b

−c2a c2a 0
−c2b 0 c2b






.
x1.
x2.
x3


+




k1 + k2a + k2b −k2a −k2b

−k2a k2a 0
−k2b 0 k2b






x1
x2
x3


 =




fex

0
0


 (15)

The parameters k2a, c2a, k2b and c2b are numerically optimized for minimum primary structure
displacement (Table 2). Notice that the numerically optimized stiffness and viscous damping coeffi-
cients are not equal because one half of the TMD is tuned to mitigate the left peak of the primary
structure with classical TMD and the other half of the TMD is tuned to the right peak.

3. Simulation Procedure

3.1. TMDI Optimization

The Matlab (1994–2022 The MathWorks, Inc.) functions “fminsearch” and “optimset” were used
for the optimization of the parameters of the considered TMDI concepts. The optimization criterion is
the minimization of the steady-state displacement response of the primary structure under harmonic
excitation (16). The fact that optimum parameters were obtained will be demonstrated by the equal
peaks of the two-peak curve of the structure with parallel TMDI and of the three-peak curve of the
structure with TMDI with an additional degree of freedom.

optimization criterion = min(X1) (16)

3.2. TMD Optimization

The classical TMD is computed for the same mass ratio as the TMDI to ensure the same masses.
The stiffness and viscous damping coefficients of the classical TMD are designed according to two
methods. First, the well-known Den Hartog’s rules are adopted, which minimize the structural dis-
placement response if the primary structure damping ratio is negligible [1]. Second, TMD parameters
are numerically optimized using the same optimization functions as for the TMDI in order to obtain
equal normalized displacement peaks, even for ζ1 = 1%, and also for the benchmark of the two half
TMDs with different natural frequencies and damping ratios.

3.3. Assessments of TMDI and TMD

For harmonic excitation, TMDI and TMD are assessed by their steady state primary structure
displacement response, which is normalized by the static displacement X1,static = k1/Fex, where Fex

denotes the excitation force amplitude (17). The relative motion amplitudes of the TMDI and TMD,
respectively, are normalized by the maximum value of the TMD with 1% mass ratio and by adopting
Den Hartog parameters (18).

X1/X1,static = X1 k1/Fex (17)

(X1 − X2)/{max(X1 − X2)}TMD (18)

For random excitation, the primary structure displacement response and the damper relative
motion response were assessed by their transfer functions TFx1 and TFxd, respectively, between these
displacements and the excitation force ((19) and (20)). The transfer function of the damper relative
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motion is normalized by the maximum of the transfer function of the damper relative motion of the
benchmark TMD with 1% mass ratio.

TFx1 =
PSD(x1)

PSD( fex)
(19)

TFxd =
PSD(x1 − x2)

PSD( fex)
/
{

max

(
PSD(x1 − x2)

PSD( fex)

)}

TMD

(20)

3.4. Excitation

Harmonic and random excitations were adopted. For harmonic excitation, steady state re-
sponses of the primary structure displacement and damper relative motion were computed for an
excitation frequency range between 0.85× f1 and 1.15× f1. For random excitation, a zero-mean white
noise signal at sampling frequency 200 Hz was generated that was high pass-filtered (second-order
filter) at 0.005 Hz to remove any offset and low pass-filtered (second-order filter) at 99 Hz to remove
unnecessary higher frequencies, considering f1 = 0.14 Hz (Figure 3).

𝑋 − 𝑋 𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑋 − 𝑋⁄
𝑇𝐹 𝑇𝐹

𝑇𝐹 =
𝑇𝐹 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥

 𝑓  𝑓
𝑓

 

𝛽
𝛽

Figure 3. Power Spectral Density estimate via Welch’s method of white noise excitation force (close-up
of frequency range 0 Hz to 10 Hz).

4. Results

4.1. TMDI with Inerter in Parallel to Stiffness and Viscous Damper, β = 1%, Tuning According to
Parameters Described in the Literature

First, the normalized structural displacement and damper relative motion of the TMDI with an
inerter in parallel to the stiffness and viscous damper, β = 1% and parameters set according to [33]
were compared to the classical TMD with the same mass ratio for harmonic and random excitations;
see Figures 4 and 5. The results demonstrate that the TMDI with tuning according to [33] led to a far
greater structural displacement than the classical TMD. The shape of the primary structure response
due to the TMDI corresponded well with the results presented in [32]. The response of the TMDI was
similar to the response due to an overdamped TMD, which was confirmed by the simulation result
due to a TMD with the same mass ratio and a viscous damping coefficient that was 2.3434 times greater
than the value according to Den Hartog (Table 2). The observation that the design according to [33]
leads to an overdamped TMDI was also seen from the viscous damping coefficient of 121.66 kNs/m
(Table 3), which is very close to the value of the overdamped TMD 2.3434× 53.069 kNs/m = 124.36 kNs/m
(Table 2). The reason for the extremely suboptimal tuning of the TMDI according to [33] is that the
TMDI parameters are derived for a TMD with a mass ratio µ + β that is not correct, since the inerter
force is in proportion to the relative acceleration between the primary structure and the damper mass.
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 𝜇 𝛽𝜇 𝜇

𝜇 𝛽𝜇 𝜇
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Figure 4. Performances of TMDI with inerter in parallel to stiffness and viscous damper (µ = 1%, β = 1%,
parameters as in [33]), TMD (µ = 1%, Den Hartog parameters) and overdamped TMD (µ = 1%) for
harmonic excitation: (a) primary structure normalized displacement response and (b) normalized
damper relative motion response.

𝜇 + 𝛽
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Figure 5. Performances of TMDI with inerter in parallel to stiffness and viscous damper (µ = 1%, β = 1%,
parameters as in [33]), TMD (µ = 1%, Den Hartog parameters) and overdamped TMD (µ = 1%) for
random excitation: (a) primary structure normalized displacement response and (b) normalized
damper relative motion response.

4.2. TMDI with Inerter in Parallel to Stiffness and Viscous Damper, β = 1%, Numerically
Optimized Parameters

The second case investigated the performance of the TMDI with an inerter in parallel to the
stiffness and viscous damper, β = 1% and numerically optimized parameters. The results are depicted
in Figures 6 and 7 for harmonic and random excitations and compared to the classical TMD with
same mass ratio and Den Hartog parameters and the TMD with µ = 0.5% and numerically optimized
parameters. It can be seen that the classical TMD still performed significantly better than the TMDI
with β = 1% and numerically optimized parameters. Notice that the left peak of the classical TMD
is slightly higher than the right peak because ζ1 = 1% was used for the computations, but the Den
Hartog formulae assume ζ1 = 0%. Furthermore, it was observed that mitigation of the primary
structure due to the TMDI was approximately equal to that due to a TMD with half mass. Needless
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to say, the relative motion of the TMD with half mass was significantly greater than that of the TMD
with µ = 1% and that of the TMDI with µ = 1% and β = 1%.

𝛽
𝜇 𝛽𝜁𝜁

𝜇 𝜇 𝛽

 𝜇 𝛽𝜇 𝜇

𝜇 𝛽𝜇 𝜇

Figure 6. Performances of TMDI with inerter in parallel to stiffness and viscous damper (µ = 1%,
β = 1%, numerically optimized parameters), TMD (µ = 1%, Den Hartog parameters) and TMD
(µ = 0.5%, numerically optimized parameters) for harmonic excitation: (a) primary structure normal-
ized displacement response and (b) normalized damper relative motion response.

𝛽
𝜇 𝛽𝜁𝜁

𝜇 𝜇 𝛽

𝜇 𝛽𝜇 𝜇

 𝜇 𝛽𝜇 𝜇Figure 7. Performances of TMDI with inerter in parallel to stiffness and viscous damper (µ = 1%,
β = 1%, numerically optimized parameters), TMD (µ = 1%, Den Hartog parameters) and TMD
(µ = 0.5%, numerically optimized parameters) for random excitation: (a) primary structure normalized
displacement response and (b) normalized damper relative motion response.

4.3. TMDI with Inerter in Parallel to Stiffness and Viscous Damper, β = 0.02%, Numerically
Optimized Parameters

The third case investigated how the far smaller inertance ratio of β = 0.02% influenced the per-
formance of the TMDI. For this case, only numerically optimized TMDI parameters were considered,
as the first case demonstrated that the TMDI parameters set according to [33] led to a far suboptimal
tuning. The results of the TMDI with β = 0.02% and numerically optimized parameters are plotted
in Figures 8 and 9 for harmonic and random excitations and compared to the results of the TMD
(µ = 1%) with Den Hartog parameters and the TMD (µ = 1%) with numerically optimized parameters.
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Figure 8 shows that the TMDI with the very small inertance ratio of β = 0.02% and numerically
optimized parameters led to a far better performance than the numerically optimized TMDI with
β = 1%. However, the primary structure displacement was slightly worse (X1/(Fw/k1)) = 11.46) than
for the numerically optimized TMD with the same mass ratio (X1/(Fw/k1)) = 11.37). A difference in
their maximum relative motions could not be observed.
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 𝜇 𝛽𝜇 𝜇Figure 8. Performances of TMDI with inerter in parallel to stiffness and viscous damper (µ = 1%,
β = 0.02%, numerically optimized parameters), TMD (µ = 1%, Den Hartog parameters) and TMD
(µ = 1%, numerically optimized parameters) for harmonic excitation: (a) primary structure normalized
displacement response and (b) normalized damper relative motion response.
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Figure 9. Performances of TMDI with inerter in parallel to stiffness and viscous damper (µ = 1%,
β = 0.02%, numerically optimized parameters), TMD (µ = 1%, Den Hartog parameters) and TMD
(µ = 1%, numerically optimized parameters) for random excitation: (a) primary structure normalized
displacement response and (b) normalized damper relative motion response.

4.4. TMDI with Serial Arrangement of Stiffness, Inerter and Viscous Damper, β = 1% and 0.02%,
Numerically Optimized Parameters

The fourth case considered the TMDI with a serial arrangement of stiffness, inerter and viscous
damper. First, the TMDI with µ = 1%, β = 1% and numerically optimized parameters was considered.
The results for harmonic excitation depicted in Figure 10 demonstrate that this TMDI slightly reduced
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the primary structure displacement by (11.37–11.09)/11.37 = 2.5%, while the TMDI relative motion
was almost the same. However, it was also observed that this TMDI topology with β = 1% did not
show the envisaged three-degrees-of-freedom response characteristics; see Equation (12). This means
that the serial arrangement of stiffness, inerter and viscous damper does not make sense for great
inertance ratios. Therefore, the performance of the TMDI with serial topology but with the far smaller
inertance ratio of β = 0.02% was analyzed next.

𝜇 𝛽𝜇 𝜇
𝛽

𝜇 𝛽
𝛽

𝛽

 𝜇𝛽 𝜇 𝜇Figure 10. Performances of TMDI with serial arrangement of stiffness, inerter and damper (µ = 1%,
β = 1%, numerically optimized parameters), TMD (µ = 1%, Den Hartog parameters) and TMD
(µ = 1%, numerically optimized parameters) for harmonic excitation: (a) primary structure normalized
displacement response and (b) normalized damper relative motion response.

Figures 11 and 12 depict the normalized primary structure displacements and damper relative
motions due to the numerically optimized TMDI with µ = 1% and β = 0.02%, the classical TMD
(µ = 1%), Den Hartog tuning and the numerically optimized two half TMDs, each with µ = 0.5%,
for harmonic and random excitations. For the case of harmonic excitation, the theoretical model
of the TMDI and the physical model of the fly wheel were computed; for random excitation, the
physical model only was computed, which was numerically more robust because it avoids the zeros
in the fourth row of the mass matrix of the theoretical TMDI model (12). It was observed that the
additional degree of freedom due to the serial arrangement of stiffness, inerter and viscous damper
evoked the desirable three-degrees-of-freedom system response if the inertance ratio was small.
Remember that this response characteristic was not observed for the same TMDI topology with
β = 1%; see Figure 10. The simulation results shown in Figures 11 and 12 demonstrate that
the use of the inerter enhanced the mitigation of the primary structure response if the inerter
topology and tuning were selected to evoke an additional degree of freedom and the associated
TMDI parameters were numerically optimized. For harmonic excitation, the improvements were
(11.56–9.50)/11.56 = 17.8% and (10.31–9.50)/10.31 = 7.9%, respectively, compared to the classical
TMD and two half TMDs, respectively. Similar results can be found in [35,36]. Another advantage of
this TMDI solution is the reduced damper relative motion compared to the two half TMD solution,
where the masses were not fully activated at one specific excitation frequency because of the different
natural frequency tunings of the two half TMDs. Of course, these benefits of this TMDI solution
must be related to the additional efforts that are needed for the technical realization of the serial
arrangement of stiffness, frictionless inerter and viscous damper.
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 𝜇𝛽 𝜇𝜇Figure 11. Performances of TMDI with serial arrangement of stiffness, inerter and damper (µ = 1%,
β = 0.02%, numerically optimized parameters), TMD (µ = 1%, Den Hartog parameters) and two half
TMDs (µ = 1%, numerically optimized parameters) for harmonic excitation: (a) primary structure
normalized displacement response and (b) normalized damper relative motion response.
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Figure 12. Performances of TMDI with serial arrangement of stiffness, inerter and damper (µ = 1%,
β = 0.02%, numerically optimized parameters), TMD (µ = 1%, Den Hartog parameters) and two
half TMDs (µ = 1%, numerically optimized parameters) for random excitation: (a) primary structure
normalized displacement response and (b) normalized damper relative motion response.

5. Conclusions

This study investigated the mitigation efficiencies of a TMDI and TMD with the same mass
ratios for harmonic and random excitations. Two TMDI topologies were considered, i.e., the inerter
in parallel to the spring and viscous damper of the damper mass and the serial arrangement of
spring, inerter and viscous damper in parallel to the main spring of the damper mass. The TMDI
was computed for the mass ratio of 1%, the commonly used inertance ratio of 1% and the far
smaller inertance ratio of 0.02%, with analytical parameters set according to values described in
the literature and numerically optimized parametric values. The results for harmonic and random
excitation demonstrated:

• That the TMDI with parallel stiffness, damping and inerter and with the typical inertance ratio
of 1% led to greater normalized primary structure displacement than the TMD; for harmonic
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excitation the maximum displacement response was 27.47% greater than the response due to
the classical TMD with Den Hartog parameters;

• That the parallel TMDI with the very small inertance ratio of 0.02% led to approximately
the same primary structure displacement response as the classical TMD with numerically
optimized parameters;

• That if the inertance ratio of the serial TMDI is too big, then the favorable three-degrees-of-
freedom dynamics are not observed and;

• That the TMDI with the serial arrangement of spring, inerter and viscous damper besides the
main spring of the damper resulted in an additional degree of freedom. This system, with
numerically optimized parameters and the small inertance ratio of of 0.02%, performed better
than the TMD; for harmonic excitation, the structural displacement response was additionally
reduced by 17.82%. This benefit must be related to the technical efforts that are needed to
realize the serial arrangement of a spring, an inerter and a viscous damper without producing
undesirable significant friction in the inerter and the connections between these three elements.
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Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to present a novel single tube semi-active tuned liquid gas

damper (SA-TLGD) for suppressing horizontal vibrations of tower-like structures and to study its

damping effectiveness. The main difference to the well-known state-of-the-art tuned liquid column

damper (TLCD) is the special geometric shape of the developed SA-TLGD. Contrary to the TLCD,

the presented SA-TLGD only consists of a single horizontal tube that is partially filled with water. A

large deformable elastic membrane with neglectable stiffness is used as the interface between the

liquid and the air. Both ends of the horizontal tube are sealed and the resulting gas spring is used as

the restoring force and frequency tuning parameter, respectively. The developed SA-TLGD is a semi-

active vibration damping device, where its natural frequency and magnitude of energy dissipation

can be re-adjusted during operation. Due to the lack of any vertical tube parts, this new type of

vibration absorber requires significantly less installation space compared to the classical TLCDs. The

equations of motion of the SA-TLGD and the coupled main system are derived by the application

of conservation of momentum. The procedure of optimal tuning of the SA-TLGD is presented, and

computational numerical studies are performed to demonstrate the damper effectiveness. It is shown

that the application of the developed SA-TLGD provides a large reduction in the maximum horizontal

forced vibration amplitudes of tower like-structures and that its semi-active functionality enables the

possibility of re-adjustment any time during the operation life of the structure.

Keywords: tower-like structures; tuned liquid gas damper; semi-active; elastic membrane; gas spring;

gas volume; SA-TLGD; TLCGD; TLCD; TMD

1. Introduction

Tower-like structures, e.g., high-rise buildings, chimneys, and wind turbines, are prone
to vibrations when subjected to wind, sea waves, and earthquake loads, which may cause
structural failure, discomfort to occupants, and malfunction of the installed equipment.
Hence, the mitigation of structural vibrations has always been a major concern amongst
structural engineers. One of the effective means to reduce the dynamic response of tower-
like structures is the application of dynamic vibration absorbers. The Tuned Mass Damper
(TMD) is one of the most popular passive control systems and has been broadly studied
and applied to many engineering structures [1–9]. TMDs make use of a moving secondary
mass capable of counteracting the dynamic motion of the vibrating structure.

Amongst the widely recognized application of TMDs, Tuned Liquid Dampers (TLDs)
have also become very popular for vibration suppression of tower-like structures in recent
decades. In civil engineering applications, the following two types of TLDs are commonly
utilized: Tuned Sloshing Dampers (TSDs) and Tuned Liquid Column Dampers (TLCDs).
TSDs are typically constructed by a tank partially filled with water and they can be either
based upon a deep or a shallow water configuration. TSDs absorb and dissipate kinetic
energy through boundary layer friction, wave breaking, and free surface rupture during the
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interaction with the vibrating structure [10–14]. Pandey et al. [15] studied a compliant tuned
liquid damper for controlling seismic vibrations of short period structures by mounting a TLD
on an array of compliant elastomeric pads and in [16] is the authors propose to implement a
tuned liquid mass damper in a deep liquid storage tank by flexibly attaching the tank to the
structure to allow tuning of vibration of the impulsive mass to short period structures.

TLCDs are a special type of TLDs that rely on the motion of a liquid mass in a rigid
U-shaped tube to counteract the action of external forces acting on the structure, with
the inherent damping being introduced in the oscillating liquid column through friction
and built-in orifices. The tank consists of two vertical columns and a single horizontal
connecting tank. TLCDs are partially filled with a Newtonian fluid until the liquid reaches
a certain level in the two vertical columns. Due to its cost-effectiveness, simplicity in
installation, and low maintenance costs, TLCDs have attracted significant interest for
researchers and engineers [17–21]. The applicability of passive TLCDs is limited to civil
engineering structures with extremely low vibrating frequencies up to around 0.5 Hz.
However, this detrimental property of TLCDs is conquered through some innovative ideas
such as utilizing an air spring (gas spring) in the vertical tubes, to extend the range of
applicability to structural vibration frequencies up to 5.0 Hz [22,23]. The resulting beneficial
frequency increase and tuning effects due to the gas spring are reflected by the so-called
Tuned Liquid Column Gas Damper (TLCGD). The application of TLCGDs offers a quite
simple tuning mechanism since the natural frequency can be adjusted by pressurizing the
gas chambers or adjusting the size of the gas volume inside the vertical sealed tubes [24,25].
Further developments of TLDs and TLCDs were studied by Zhao et al. [26] who presented
a novel tuned liquid inerter system by employing the synergy benefits of an inerter-based
subsystem and a tuned liquid element to achieve the lightweight-based improved control
performance and by Di Matteo et al. [27] who studied a tuned liquid column damper inerter
to control the seismic response of structural systems.

For a passive vibration absorber, designed with optimal tuned frequency and damping
ratio, these optimum parameters are valid only for a given level of wind, sea waves,
or seismic excitation with a specific frequency content. In fact, wind, sea waves, and
earthquake forces acting on tower-like structures are random in nature, with their extent
and frequency content being different at different times. Likewise, the dynamic properties
of a tall building structure, including the natural frequencies and damping ratios, are
response-amplitude-dependent during strong winds [28]. It is therefore highly desirable, to
develop frequency- and damping-variable or parameter-adjustable vibration absorbers to
achieve optimal control performance for a wide range of loading conditions and therefore
to be able to consider structural uncertainties [29,30]. Structures also show a significant
change in their natural frequencies and damping ratios with increasing age and due to
temperature effects. Hence, Yalla et al. [31] proposed a semi-active TLCD which achieves
variable fluid damping by using a controllable valve to adjust the orifice opening and
Haroun et al. [32] presented a concept of a hybrid liquid column damper that can actively
control the orifice opening ratio. Altay and Klinkel [33] presented a semi-active TLCD
that provides mechanisms for a continuous adaptation of both its natural frequency and
damping behavior in real time. Further relevant research in the field of semi-active TLCDs
has been performed by Wang et al. [34] and Sarkar and Chakraborty [35]. They presented a
semi-active TLCD with the use of magneto-rheological (MR) fluids to generate controllable
fluid damping. The MR fluids are smart materials that can reversibly change from a
free-flowing, linear viscous fluid to a semi-solid with a controllable yield strength in
milliseconds when exposed to a magnetic field [36]. Thus, they are used as damping fluids
to devise semi-active MR-TLCDs with alterable fluid viscosity. The strongly modifiable
fluid viscosity results in adjustable and controllable damping forces in the MR-TLCD for
structural vibration control under a wide range of loading conditions.

Regarding existing installations of TLDs onto civil engineering structures, their sizes
can vary, depending on the kinetic equivalent moving mass of the structure, from relatively
compact units to much larger devices of several hundred tonnes (e.g., the two TLCDs
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installed at the top of the 52-storey Random House Tower in New York City of, respectively,
265,000 and 379,000 kg [37]). In the case of TLDs, the apparent low density of the moving
damper mass (e.g., water ρ = 1000 kg/m3) compared to classical tuned mass dampers (e.g.,
steel ρ = 7850 kg/m3) results in a considerable disadvantage in terms of the space required
at the installation site of the damper. Especially slender vibration-prone structures, e.g.,
wind turbines, only provide a very small installation space at the tower head and, hence,
the practical application of TLDs is a quite challenging task. For instance, a 5 MW offshore
wind turbine with a 112 m steel tube length has a diameter of just 5.5 m at the tower
head [38]. To achieve the desired bidirectional damping effect, at least two TLDs must be
installed in the two relevant vibration directions, resulting in a very large space requirement
at the tower head. In the case of installation of TLCDs, the two vertical columns of the U-
shaped tank, which are arranged at a distance from each other and communicate through the
horizontal passage, also need an enormous installation space inside of the structure. Thus, it
is evident that although TLDs offer several advantages compared to TMDs, their application
to real structures often fails because of the limited available installation space in the case of
vibration-prone slender tower-like structures, e.g., wind turbines. Compared to the liquid
dampers, the installation space required for the moving mass of pendulum dampers is
significantly smaller due to the density of steel. However, the very low fundamental natural
frequency in the range of approx. 0.20 Hz usually found in wind turbines and high-rise
structures requires a very large pendulum length of approx. 6.21 m. Hence, the space
gained by the small steel pendulum mass compared to the fluid mass of liquid dampers is
compensated by the very long pendulum lengths.

In this paper, a novel single tube semi-active tuned liquid gas damper (SA-TLGD) for
suppressing horizontal vibrations of tower-like structures is presented and its damping
effectiveness is studied computationally considering a SDOF- and MDOF-main system.
The novelty of the damper lies in the lack of any vertical columns and the design of a single
tube only which is partially filled with a fluid, e.g., water (Figure 1). A large deformable
elastic membrane with neglectable stiffness is used as an interface between the fluid and
the air. The SA-TLGD can be interpreted as a TLCGD, but without any vertical columns,
i.e., the restoring force from gravity is not present anymore. Both ends of the horizontally
orientated tube are sealed and the resulting gas spring is used as the restoring force and
frequency tuning parameter, respectively. To adjust the SA-TLGD vibrating frequency, the
bulk gas volume V0 is separated into a series of gas chambers V0i that are connected via
controllable valves. Depending on the desired optimal vibrating frequency, a specific size of
gas volume is initiated through the utilized control software, running on the microcontroller
(MC), which opens or closes the appropriate number of valves. It is noted that the valves
are either in a completely closed or opened position, i.e., they do not work as damping-
increasing throttling valves. The magnitude of the fluid damping is properly adjusted by
varying the diameter of several controllable orifices.

ρ
ρ

 
Figure 1. Novel single tube semi-active Tuned Liquid Gas Damper (SA-TLGD).

The semi-active control logic of the SA-TLGD is based on measuring the present reso-
nance frequency of the vibration-prone main system with properly installed accelerometers
(A). Hence, the input parameter for the control algorithm is the actual resonance frequency
calculated from the recorded acceleration response in the time domain by application of
FFT. Based on this resonance frequency information, the microcontroller (MC) sets the
optimal number of opened or closed valves and the optimal diameter of the orifices to
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achieve the optimal absorber parameters. The actual vibration response and vibrating
frequency, respectively, of the fluid mass is measured with pressure sensors (p). Hence, the
developed SA-TLGD is a semi-active vibration damping device, where its natural frequency
and magnitude of energy dissipation can be re-adjusted during the operation of the damper
at any time. However, the adjustment of the damper parameters to the optimal values is
not performed in real time immediately after detecting slight changes in the main system
resonance frequency, but after detecting significant changes during the structural lifetime
and, therefore, it is not necessary to adjust the damper parameters in real time during the
state of fluid mass vibration. Due to the lack of any vertical tubes, this new type of vibration
absorber requires significantly less installation space compared to classical TLCDs and its
semi-active functionality ensures an optimal performance over the total operating life of
vibration-prone structures. It is noted that the studied SA-TLGD has no fixed direction and,
hence, it can act in arbitrary planes. Regarding the long-term durability of the SA-TLGD, it
is important that all construction elements of the damper are designed for both the static
and dynamic loading conditions that occur during the total operating lifetime.

2. Mechanical Model

Tower-like structures with low inherent damping are, in general, forced to couple
bending and torsional vibrations. In this study, it is assumed that the vibration modes of the
considered structure are well separated and, hence, modal tuning of SA-TLGD is applicable
to a selected vibration mode. The mechanical model is developed in steps, starting with the
free body diagram of the SA-TLGD (Figure 2a) and the formulation of in-plane rigid body
motions of a seismic wg(t) and force F(t) excited SDOF-shear frame structure with a single
SA-TLGD attached (Figure 2b). The substructure synthesis method is applied to derive the
coupled equations of motion.

 

 

ρ ρ

∆ −

Figure 2. Free body diagrams of the mechanical model: (a) single tube SA-TLGD under horizontal
floor excitation; (b) SDOF-main system under combined seismic wg(t) and force excitation F(t) with
horizontal interaction force Fx from the SA-TLGD dynamics.
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2.1. Free Body Diagram of SA-TLGD

The single tube SA-TLGD is considered in a deflected position separated from the
floor of the SDOF-main system under horizontal floor excitations wt = wg + w (Figure 2).
The horizontal orientated tube with diameter AT is sealed at both ends and filled with a
fluid (density ρf) over the length Lf, i.e., the total fluid mass yields to mf = ρf AT Lf. The
relative motion of the fluid interface to gas is described by the displacement u1 = u2 = u(t).
A large deformable elastomeric membrane with neglectable stiffness is used as the interface.
To formulate the SA-TLGDs dynamic, the shape of the membrane in static equilibrium is
approximated as a pure vertically orientated surface. During the vibration process, the gas
inside the air chambers V0i is quasi-statically compressed and released by the moving fluid
interface in relatively slow motion. A pressure difference ∆p = p2 − p1 is created between
the left and right gas chambers and it changes the undamped circular natural frequency of
the SA-TLGD defined in Equation (8). The absolute acceleration of the chosen reference
Point P in the prescribed rigid body motion is given by

..
wt =

..
wg +

..
w. (1)

To derive the nonlinear equation of motion, the floor excited SA-TLGD is trans-
formed into an equivalent single-mass oscillator [39]. Thereby, the fluid mass mf = ρf AT

Lf represents the equivalent mass M* of the harmonic oscillator. Neglecting the stiffness
contribution of the elastic membranes, the equivalent spring stiffness K* results solely
from the gas spring effect. It is assumed that the gas pressure p0 is present in both gas
chambers in the static equilibrium position of the fluid. p0 can either be chosen equal to
the atmospheric pressure (p0

∼= 105 Pa) or to any other arbitrary desired value (negative
or positive pressure). The initial size of the gas volume V0 enclosed on the left and right
sides of the fluid in the static equilibrium position is exposed to a constant change in
compression and expansion, i.e., the size of V0 fluctuates as a function of the horizontal
dynamic deformation u(t) of the fluid mass. Hence, the time varying size of V0 leads to a
change in the pressure state of the gas volume and in consequence of a restoring effect of
the deflected fluid mass. The resulting gas pressure difference ∆p = p2 − p1 approximately
follows the quasistatic polytropic law [39] (ρ0 is the gas density in the static equilibrium
position of the fluid mass),

∆p = p0

(
∆ρ

ρ0

)n

= p0

(
V0

∆V

)n

, ∆V = V2 −V1, V0 =
k

∑
i=1

Vi. (2)

where n denotes the polytropic coefficient and k is the number of conducted separated
gas chambers Vi. In the case of very slow fluid velocities (low eigenfrequency) the gas
spring acts approximately under isothermal conditions n = 1.0, while in the case of higher
velocities an adiabatic condition occurs and the coefficient changes to a value of n = 1.4. In
any other circumstances, n takes a value in the range between 1.0 and 1.4 [25]. During the
state of fluid mass vibration, the actual size of gas volume at the left and right gas chambers
is defined as (Figure 2a),

V1 = V0 + AT u, V2 = V0 − AT u. (3)

Inserting the expressions for the gas volumes V1 and V2 into Equation (2) yields the
nonlinear gas pressure difference,

∆p(u) = p0

[(
V0

V0 − AT u

)n

−
(

V0

V0 + AT u

)n]
. (4)
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A linearization of Equation (4) is obtained using a Taylor series expansion of the
nonlinear function with respect to the equilibrium pressure p0 while neglecting the higher
order terms,

∆p(u) =
2 n p0 AT

V0
u + O

(
u3
)
≈ 2 n p0

Lg
u, (5)

where Lg = V0/AT defines the horizontal length of the gas spring at the left and right gas
chambers of the SA-TLGD (Figure 2a). From Equation (5) and the relation K* u = ∆p AT the
single-mass oscillator equivalent spring stiffness K* results as

K∗ =
2 n p0 AT

Lg
. (6)

The deviation of the exact solution for the nonlinear relative pressure difference ∆p/p0
(Equation (4)) from the linearized solution (Equation (5)) is illustrated in Figure 3 as a
function of the dimensionless relative displacement u(t)/Lg. The polytropic coefficient was
chosen with n = 1.2, i.e., mean value of isotherm and adiabatic state change. It is indicated
that up to u(t)/Lg≤ 0.30 the deviation to the exact nonlinear solution is insignificantly small,
i.e., linearization is permissible in this range of the vibration amplitude. In the case of very
large vibration amplitudes u(t)/Lg > 0.50, the restoring force of the nonlinear gas spring
differs significantly from the linear solution and, therefore, leads to a disadvantageous
detuning of the SA-TLGD eigenfrequency. Hence, when designing the SA-TLGD the
relation of the maximum fluid mass displacement u(t) to the chosen gas spring length Lg is
an important tuning parameter to achieve the optimum vibration damping effect. For this
reason, the maximum amplitude of gas compression is limited to max|u(t)| = Umax < 0.30 Lg

to keep the eigenfrequency of the SA-TLGD approximately constant.

∆
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Figure 3. Comparison of linear and nonlinear gas spring stiffness function ∆p/p0.

After derivation of the equivalent mass M* = mf = ρf AT Lf and stiffness K* given
in Equation (6) of a single-mass oscillator, the nonlinear equation of motion for the floor
excited SA-TLGD yields to,

..
u + δL

∣∣ .
u
∣∣ .

u + ω2
A u = − ..

wt, (7)

where an averaged turbulent damping term, that must be experimentally verified, has been
added. The head loss coefficient δL can be increased by properly selecting the diameter
of the built-in orifice plate (Figure 2a). In the case of stationary flow, δL is tabulated for
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relevant pipe elements and cross-sectional areas in [40]. In Equation (7), the undamped
circular natural frequency ωA of the both side sealed SA-TLGD is defined as,

ωA =

√
2 n p0 AT

m f Lg
. (8)

In Equation (8) n, p0, AT, mf, and Lg denote the polytropic coefficient (1.0 ≤ n ≤ 1.4),
the initial equilibrium pressure in the gas chambers, the cross-sectional area of the tube,
the fluid mass, and the total gas spring length. Lg = V0/AT is an important design variable
of the SA-TLGD, defining the volume of the gas chamber in terms of the cross-sectional
area. The re-optimization of the damper eigenfrequency is performed during the state of
operation by semi-actively controlling the appropriate number of either closed or open
valves, i.e., adjusting the size of the gas volume V0. Equation (8) rewritten into a more
general form leads to,

ωA =

√√√√√√
2 n p0 A2

T

m f

k

∑
i=1

V0i

. (9)

Linearization of the Fluid Flow Equation of Motion

Regarding the application of the absorber optimization procedure in Section 3, the
nonlinear turbulent damping term δL

∣∣ .
u
∣∣ .
u in Equation (7) must be transformed into its

equivalent linear one, 2ζAωA
.
u. Demanding equally dissipated energy during one cycle,

over a vibration period T, for the nonlinear and the linear SA-TLGD results in the relation,

T∫

0

∣∣∣
(

δL

∣∣ .
u
∣∣ .

u + ω2
A u
) .

u
∣∣∣dt =

T∫

0

∣∣∣
(

2 ζA ωA
.
u + ω2

A u
) .

u
∣∣∣dt, (10)

and, when substituting the time harmonic displacement function, u(t) = U0 cosωAt, the
equivalent linear viscous damping coefficient can be written proportional to the absorber
vibration amplitude as follows,

ζA =
4 U0 δL

3 π
. (11)

Under these conditions, Equation (7) takes on its linearized form with,

..
u + 2 ζA ωA

.
u + ω2

A u = − ..
wt, |u| ≤ U0 ≈ Umax. (12)

The value for U0, used in Equation (11) for general forced vibrations of the fluid mass,
is determined by means of numerical simulations of the linear coupled main system with
the SA-TLGD attached and commonly chosen as U0 = Umax.

Applying the conservation of momentum to the fluid mass in the free body diagram
of the SA-TLGD (Figure 2a) determines the resultant horizontal interaction force,

Fx = m f

( ..
wt +

..
u
)
, m f = ρ f AT L f . (13)

2.2. Substructure Synthesis of a SDOF-Main System with SA-TLGD Attached

The SDOF-main system with the assigned interaction force Fx from the SA-TLGD
dynamics under combined seismic

..
wg and force excitation F(t), is considered in the next

step of the substructure synthesis method (Figure 2b). The external dynamic force F(t) is
interpreted as a wind load. The main system floor deformation is given by the displacement
w(t), whereby the time variant P-∆ effect is neglected. The moving floor mass mH includes
the dead weight mD,A of the SA-TLGD and the modal masses of the vertical columns. The
field stiffness of the columns is denoted with k, and it includes the geometric correction
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of prestressing by the dead weight considered for the columns according to [39,41]. Light
structural damping is assumed by the damping coefficient b.

Conservation of momentum of the floor mass mS yields the relevant linear equation of
motion of the SDOF-main system with the attached SA-TLGD (Figure 2b),

..
w + 2 ζS ΩS

.
w + Ω2

S w = − ..
wg +

F(t)

mS
− Fx

mS
, ζS =

b

2 mS ΩS
, Ω2

S =
kS

mS
, (14)

where ΩS and ζS represent the undamped circular natural frequency of the SDOF-main
system, and the linear viscous damping ratio. Inserting the coupling force Fx from Equation
(13) into Equation (14) leads together with Equation (12) to the coupled system of linearized
equations of motion for the seismic and force excited 2-DOF system,

..
w + 2 ζS ΩS

.
w + Ω2

S w = − ..
wg +

F(t)
mS
− µ

..
wt − µ

..
u ,

..
u + 2 ζA ωA

.
u + ω2

A u = − ..
wt ,

wt = wg + w .

(15)

The ratio of fluid mass to the moving mass of the SDOF-main system is defined by,

µ =
m f

mS
. (16)

To provide highest possible vibration suppression of the main system the mass ratio
µ should be maximized. However, from a practical point of view, i.e., limited installation
space and avoidance of detrimental frequency shifts of the main system, the mass ratio µ is
typically chosen in range of 0.5–5%.

To prepare for the equations of motion of a MDOF-main system with multiple, differently
tuned SA-TLGDs attached, Equation (15) is rewritten in its linearized matrix form,

MS

[ ..
w
..
u

]
+ CS

[ .
w
.
u

]
+ KS

[
w
u

]
= −

[
mS + m f

1

]
..
wg +

[
F(t)

0

]
,

MS =

[
mS + m f m f

1 1

]
, CS =

[
2ζSΩSmS 0

0 2ζAωA

]
, KS =

[
kS 0
0 ω2

A

]
.

(17)

2.3. Substructure Synthesis of a MDOF-Main System with Multiple SA-TLGD Attached

Based on Equation (17), the coupled linearized equations of motion of a seismic and
forced excited MDOF-main system with multiple SA-TLGDs attached are described by the
following set of matrix equations, in a hyper matrix formulation,

MS




..
⇀

w
..
⇀

u


+

[
C 0
0 Cf

] 


.
⇀

w
.
⇀

u


+

[
K 0
0 Kf

] [ ⇀

w
⇀

u

]

= −


 M

⇀

r S + L Mf

⇀

i
⇀

i


 ..

wg +

[ ⇀

F (t)
⇀

0

]
.

(18)

where
⇀

r S denotes the static influence vector, which for the single point base excitation

renders to
⇀

r S =
⇀

i = [1 1 1 . . . 1 ]T . In Equation (18) the sparse SA-TLGD position matrix
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L with dimension N × nA, where N and nA define the main system degree of freedom
(DOF) and the number of installed SA-TLGDs,

L =




1 0 1
...

...
...

0 1 0
...

...
...

0 0 0



← DOF to be in f luenced, N

↑
number o f SA− TLGD, nA

(19)

is included into the generalized mass matrix MS as well,

MS =

[
M + L Mf LT L Mf

L I

]
. (20)

M, C, and K are the mass, damping, and stiffness matrices of the MDOF-main system
and the SA-TLGD parameter-related diagonal matrices Mf, Cf, and Kf are defined as follows,

Mf = diag
[
m f 1 , . . . .. , m f nA

]
,

Cf = diag
[
2ζA1ωA1 , . . . .. , 2ζAnA

ωAnA

]
,

Kf = diag
[
ω2

A1 , . . . .. , ω2
AnA

]
.

(21)

3. Optimal Tuning of SA-TLGDs

3.1. Optimal Tuning of a Single SA-TLGD Attached to a SDOF-Main System

For optimal modal tuning of a single SA-TLGD attached to a SDOF-main system, the
two design parameters δ = ωA/ωS and ζA must be selected appropriately. Here, δ defines
the ratio between the natural frequency of the vibration absorber and the natural frequency
of the SDOF-main system, and ζA defines the linearized viscous damping ratio of the
SA-TLGD. The analytical formulas for determining the optimal design parameters for the
classical TMD attached to a SDOF-main system were first presented by Den Hartog [1], for
a time harmonic force excitation and an undamped main system ζS = 0,

δopt =
ωA

ωS
=

1
1 + µ

, ζA,opt =

√
3µ

8 (1 + µ)
, µ =

m f

mS
. (22)

Equation (22) is applicable for determining the optimal design parameters to minimize
the displacement w(t) of a harmonic force excited main system F(t) = F0 eiνt, ν is the
excitation frequency, and it remains unchanged when minimizing the acceleration

..
w(t) of a

harmonic base excited main system [7]. Slightly different parameters result for a harmonic
base excited main system wg(t) = w0 eiνt when minimizing the displacement w(t) [7],

δopt =

√
2− µ

2 (1 + µ)2 , ζA,opt =

√
3µ

4 (1 + µ) (2− µ)
. (23)

The Equations (22) and (23) indicate that the optimum design parameters of the single
SA-TLGD attached to a SDOF-main system depend solely on the mass ratio µ = mA/mS.
In practical applications, the mass ratio is usually chosen in range of 0.5–5%. It is noted
that the optimal design parameters given in Equations (22) and (23) are derived under the
assumption of an undamped main system, i.e., the optimal performance of the vibration
absorber is present for ζS = 0. However, Pocanschi and Phocas [42] give the following
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analytical equations for the correction of the optimal design parameters considering the
structural damping of the main system ζS > 0 when optimizing the vibration damper,

δ̃opt = δopt −
(
0, 241 + 1, 7 µ− 2, 6 µ2

)
ζS −

(
1− 1, 9 µ + µ2

)
ζ2

S,
ζ̃A,opt = ζA,opt +

(
0, 13 + 0, 12 µ + 0, 4 µ2

)
ζS −

(
0, 01 + 0, 9 µ + 3 µ2

)
ζ2

S.
(24)

3.2. State Space Optimal Tuning of Multiple SA-TLGDs Attached to a MDOF-Main System

In the case of multiple SA-TLGD attached to a MDOF-system, the tuning process
is best performed in two steps. At first, the linearized model is tuned with respect to
a selected vibration mode of the main system using the classical Den Hartog formulas,
presented in Section 3.1. Fine tuning of the absorber parameters for MDOF-systems is best
achieved by also considering adjacent vibration modes in a state space representation, by
minimizing the weighted squared area of the frequency response function (FRF). Hence,
the coupled linearized equations of motion of the seismic and force excited MDOF-main
system with multiple SA-TLGDs attached (Equation (18)), are transformed into the state

space. Introducing the state space hypervector
⇀

z =

[
⇀

w
⇀

u

.
⇀

w

.
⇀

u

]
and its time derivative

.
⇀

z ,

renders the first order matrix equation in state space,

.
⇀

z = (A + B R)
⇀

z − ⇀

e g
..
wg +

⇀

b ,

⇀

e g =


⇀0

⇀

0 M−1
S


 M

⇀

r S + L Mf

⇀

i
⇀

i




,

⇀

b = EF

⇀

F , EF =

[
0 0 M−1

S

(
I

0

)]
.

(25)

The forcing hypervector contains the horizonal excitation forces
⇀

F (t). Since only the
matrix elements A and B from Equation (25) contain the known main system parameters,
the state space matrix A + B R should be kept separated,

A =




0 0

0 0

I 0

0 I

−M−1
S

(
K 0

0 0

)
−M−1

S

(
C 0

0 0

)


,

B =




0 0

0 0

I 0

0 I

−M−1
S

(
I 0

0 I

)
−M−1

S

(
I 0

0 I

)


,

(26)

and the matrix R contains the unknown SA-TLGD design parameters,

R =




0 0 0 0

0 Kf 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 Cf


 . (27)

For the seismic excited MDOF-main system with multiple SA-TLGDs attached, the
steady-state solution in the frequency domain results as,

⇀

z (ν) = [iν I− (A + B R)]−1 ⇀

e g. (28)

For the force excited coupled MDOF-main system the steady state solution is given by,

⇀

z (ν) = [iν I− (A + B R)]−1
⇀

b 0. (29)
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To determine the optimal design parameters of the SA-TLGD it is common practice
to minimize an appropriate performance index, e.g., defined by the infinite integral of the

weighted sum of quadratic state variables of the MDOF-main system
⇀

z S, in the frequency
domain, see, e.g., Müller and Schiehlen [43], for the seismic excited coupled system

J(ν) =

∞∫

−∞

⇀

z
T

S (ν) S
⇀

z S(ν) dν = 2π
⇀

e
T

g P
⇀

e g → min, (30)

and for the force excited coupled system,

J(ν) =

∞∫

−∞

⇀

z
T

S (ν) S
⇀

z S(ν) dν = 2π
⇀

b
T

0 P
⇀

b g → min. (31)

where the matrix P is the solution of the algebraic Lypanuov matrix equation,

(A + B R)TP + P (A + B R) = −S. (32)

The matrix S is a symmetric, positive semi-definite weighing matrix, which offers the
opportunity to emphasize the importance of selected components of the state space vector.
The matrix solution for P is numerically evaluated by means of the software MATLAB. The
minimum search is best performed by the MATLAB optimization toolbox, substituting Den
Hartog’s modal design parameters for the SA-TLGDs as start values.

4. Numerical Studies on the Effectiveness of SA-TLGDs

4.1. SDOF-Wind Turbine with Single SA-TLGD Attached

The effectiveness of a single SA-TLGD regarding vibration reduction is demonstrated
by considering a slender vibration-prone wind turbine with a flat gravity basement
(Figure 4a) under severe wind-induced forcing by a time harmonic excitation force F(t).
The wind turbine is modeled as a clamped continuous Bernoulli–Euler beam with the
height h and the head mass mP on top (Figure 4b). Further ρA and EI denote the tower
mass per unit length as well as the bending stiffness. The mass mP is composed of the mass
of the rotor blades, the hub, the nacelle including all internals, and the dead weight of the
installed SA-TLGD. The first natural bending frequency f 1 with its corresponding mode
shape φ1 is selected as most critical resonance frequency regarding wind-induced vortex
shedding, and hence the continuous beam model with an infinite number of DOF can be
reduced to a simple SDOF system. The position of the installed single SA-TLGD is assumed
at hub height h. The damping ratio of the wind turbine consists of structural damping and
aerodynamic damping. Light modal damping is assumed with ζS = 1.4% according to [44]
for steel towers.

The parameters chosen in this numerical study for the considered wind turbine are
listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Parameters chosen for the considered wind turbine.

Parameter of the Wind Turbine Variable Value Unit

Hub height h 60 m
Tower diameter D 5.5 m
Tower mass per unit length ρA 3330 kg/m
Bending stiffness EI 2.9 × 1011 Nm2

Head mass mP 300,000 kg
Modal damping ratio ζS 1.4 %
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Figure 4. Wind turbine considered in the numerical study: (a) principial drawing of a wind turbine
with a flat gravity basement, Cg is the center of gravity; (b) mechanical model of the harmonic force
excited wind turbine with a single SA-TLGD attached.

By applying the single-unit Ritz approach for the approximated solution of the dy-
namic deflection along the height of the considered wind turbine tower,

w(x, t) = q(t) · φ1(x), (33)

with the properly chosen shape function for the relevant fundamental vibration mode
(Figure 2b), which fulfills the kinematic boundary conditions,

φ1(x) = 1− cos
πx

2h
, (34)

yield the following formulas for the (kinetic equivalent) modal mass and stiffness of
the SDOF-main system just from an energy comparison to the equivalent single-mass
oscillator [39],

mS = 0.227 ρAh + mP, kS =
π4EI

32 h3 . (35)

Subsequently, the fundamental circular natural frequency of the SDOF-main system
can be written as follows,

ω1 =

√
kS

mS
=

π2

h2

√
EI

32 · (0.227ρA + mP/h)
. (36)

Inserting the assumed wind turbine parameters listed in Table 1 into Equation (36)
results in the circular natural frequency of the considered first vibration mode of the wind
turbine to ω1 = 3.44 rad/s (f 1 = ω1/2π = 0.55 Hz). The comparison with the measured
fundamental frequencies of existing onshore wind turbines shows a very good agree-
ment [45,46]. While Equation (36) is simple to use, it is noted that it does not consider the
flexibility of the foundation and stiffness softening effects due to the axial vertical load
arising from the mass mP. The influence of these in practice relevant effects on the resulting
natural frequencies of wind turbines was studied in [45,46].

Optimal tuning of the single SA-TLGD with respect to the relevant fundamental
frequency of the force excited SDOF-main system, f 1 = 0.55 Hz, is performed by the
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application of Den Hartog’s formulas (Section 3.1). The ratio of fluid mass to the modal
mass of the SDOF-main system is chosen with µ = 1%. Inserting this mass ratio into
Equation (22) and applying the correction formulas given in Equation (24) to account for
the available light structural damping of the main system (ζS = 1.4%) renders the following
optimal parameters for the SA-TLGD: ωA,opt = 3.39 rad/s (fA,opt = ωA,opt/2π = 0.54 Hz) and
ζA,opt = 6.28%. To realize the optimal natural frequency fA,opt in the practical application of
the considered wind turbine, the dimensions of the SA-TLGD must be chosen appropriately.
The optimal damping ratio ζA,opt is achieved by properly adjusting the diameter of the
controllable orifices in the fluid stream. Table 2 lists both the calculated optimal parameters
and the chosen dimensions of the SA-TLGD attached to the SDOF-wind turbine.

Table 2. Parameters and dimensions of the optimized SA-TLGD attached to the SDOF-wind turbine.

Parameter of SA-TLGD Variable Value Unit

Optimal natural frequency fA,opt 0.54 Hz
Optimal damping ratio ζA,opt 6.28 %
Mass ratio µ = mf/mS 1.0 %
Fluid mass mf 3454 kg
Fluid density ρf 1000 kg/m3

Fluid volume Vf 3.454 m3

Fluid horizontal length Lf 4.40 m
Polytropic coefficient n 1.2 -
Initial atmospheric pressure p0 105 Pa
Tube diameter d 1.0 m
Tube cross-sectional area AT 0.79 m2

Gas spring length Lg 4.75 m
Initial gas volume V0 3.73 m3

Assuming the time harmonic horizontal excitation force with F(t) = F0 eiνt, where ν is
the excitation frequency, inserting the already chosen parameters for the considered wind
turbine (Table 1) and for the optimally tuned SA-TLGD (Table 2) into Equation (17), yield
the linearized matrix equations of the coupled system with now known mass, stiffness, and
damping matrix elements. The steady state solutions for the tower head and fluid mass
displacements w(ν) and u(ν) are determined in the frequency domain after inserting the
exponential functions w(ν) = w0 eiνt and u(ν) = u0 eiνt as well as their derivatives into the
matrix equation of the coupled system [7].

Figure 5 shows the gained results for the frequency response functions (FRF) of the
SDOF-wind turbine with and without activated optimally tuned SA-TLGD. The force
amplitude is chosen with F0 = 20,000 N and the equivalent stiffness parameter of the wind
turbine tower is defined by kS = mS ω2

S = 4.09 MN/m, i.e., the static displacement of the
tower head is given by wst = F0/kS = 0.0049 m. It is seen that the activated optimally tuned
SA-TLGD reduces the maximum horizontal displacement amplitude of the SDOF-wind
turbine over the total frequency range of interest more than 70% (from 0.17 m without
any vibration absorber to 0.05 m with activated SA-TLGD). The gained reduction in the
maximum dynamic wind turbine head displacement corresponds to an effective structural
damping ratio of ζS,eff = 4.9% and this equates to an increase in the light structural damping
of the wind turbine (ζS = 1.4%) of more than three times. Figure 6 illustrates the steady
state response of the fluid mass displacement amplitude u for the case of the activated
SA-TLGD. It is indicated that the maximum fluid mass amplitude results in umax = 0.37 m
over the total frequency range of interest.
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Figure 5. Frequency response functions (FRF) of the SDOF-wind turbine with and without activated
optimally tuned SA-TLGD (steady state response of the horizontal tower head displacement w).

𝑓 % = 0.58 Hz 𝑓 % = 0.52 Hz

𝑓 , % = 0.51 Hz 𝑓 , % = 0.57 Hz

𝑓 , % = 0.51 Hz

Figure 6. Frequency response function (FRF) of the activated optimally tuned SA-TLGD (steady state
response of the fluid mass displacement amplitude u).

In the next step it is assumed that the natural frequency of the wind turbine fS = 0.55 Hz
varies ±5%, i.e., f+5%

S = 0.58 Hz and f−5%
S = 0.52 Hz, and hence detuning of the SA-

TLGD occurs, which obviously influences the achievable damping effect negatively. The
assumed magnitude for the frequency shift is quite common in real structures and caused,
for instance, by temperature effects and stiffness variations within the operating life of
structures. Figure 7 clearly indicates that due to the assumed shifts in the fundamental
frequency the maximum head displacement w increases from the minimum value 0.05 m
for the optimally tuned SA-TLGD, to around 0.08 m.

To account for the expected frequency shifts that occur in real structures and that lead
to a detrimental detuning of the installed vibration absorber, the SA-TLGD is equipped
with a total of three gas volumes V01, V02, and V03 at each side of the tube (cf. illustra-
tion in Figure 1). Beside the optimal eigenfrequency of the SA-TLGD, fA,opt = 0.54 Hz
listed in Table 2, that corresponds to the unchanged natural frequency fS = 0.55 Hz, the
optimal eigenfrequencies that correspond to the shifted natural frequencies yield from
Equations (22) and (24) to f−5%

A,opt = 0.51 Hz and f+5%
A,opt = 0.57 Hz. Subsequently, the required

sizes of the gas volumes are calculated, based on the chosen SA-TLGD dimensions listed
in Table 2, from Equation (9) to V01 = 3.34 m3 (Lg1 = 4.26 m), V02 = 0.39 m3 (Lg2 = 0.49 m),
and V03 = 0.35 m3 (Lg3 = 0.45 m) to achieve the corresponding vibration frequency of the
SA-TLGD. It is noted that the separated gas chambers are connected via controllable valves
(cf. again Figure 1) and that, for instance, the required gas volume to achieve the lowest
eigenfrequency f−5%

A,opt = 0.51 Hz relates to the gas volume size of V01 + V02 + V03 = 4.08 m3.
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In practical applications, the air chamber volumes V0i can be redesigned with a smaller or
larger cross-sectional area than AT, i.e., basically the geometric shape of the air chambers
is arbitrary and therefore adjustable to the available installation space of the structure.
Obviously, the cross-sectional area of the tube AT must be kept constant at least up to the
maximum dynamic vibration amplitude u = Umax of the fluid mass.

𝑓 % = 0.58 Hz𝑓 % = 0.52 Hz
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Figure 7. Frequency response functions (FRF) of the SDOF-wind turbine with sub-optimal tuned
SA-TLGD (frequency shift of the wind turbine fundamental mode fS = 0.55 Hz to f+5%

S = 0.58 Hz
and f−5%

S = 0.52 Hz assumed).

4.2. MDOF-Shear Frame Structure with Multiple SA-TLGDs Attached

The effectiveness of multiple SA-TLGDs in vibration reduction is demonstrated for
a plane three-DOF-shear frame structure under horizontal force excitation, e.g., caused
by wind gusts. Based on a benchmark definition paper from Spencer et al. [47], a scale
model of the original structure was built at the Multidisciplinary Center for Earthquake
Engineering Research (MCEER) at Buffalo. In the following numerical study, the considered
force excited MDOF-shear frame model with a total mass of 2943 kg and a total height
of 2.55 m is equipped with two SA-TLGDs in parallel connection on the 3rd floor (see
Figure 8). The optimization procedure of multiple vibration absorbers that are supposed
to be tuned to the most critical resonance frequency of the structure, requires fine-tuning
in the state space (see Section 3.2). Modal (SDOF) tuning as discussed in Section 3.1 is
performed in a first step.

The mass- and stiffness matrix of the scale MDOF-shear frame model are provided
in [48],

M =




981 0 0
0 981 0
0 0 981


 [kg]. K =




650.3 −183.4 33.2
−183.4 574.7 −148.9

33.2 −148.9 387.2


 [N/m], (37)

and the orthonormalized eigenvectors and well-separated undamped natural frequencies
are yielded after solving the eigen value problem [39],

⇀

φ 1 =




0.2015
0.5472
0.8123


,

⇀

φ 2 =




0.6782
0.5204
−0.5189


,

⇀

φ 3 =



−0.7067
0.6555
−0.2662


,

fS1 = 2.38 Hz, fS2 = 7.44 Hz, fS3 = 12.29 Hz.

(38)

The light modal damping ratios are set to ζS1 = 1%, ζS2 = 2%, and ζS3 = 3%, respectively.
Both attached SA-TLGD are tuned with respect to the most critical fundamental natural
frequency fS1 = 2.38 Hz choosing the mass ratio µ = 4% with respect to the moving modal
mass M1 = 1531 kg of the fundamental vibration mode. Thereby, the modal mass is
determined by calculating the kinetic energy of the vibrating MDOF-main system in the first
mode and comparing it with the kinetic energy of an equivalent single-mass oscillator [39].
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With µ = 4%, the fluid mass of each attached SA-TLGD results in mf1 = mf2 = 30 kg, i.e., the
total fluid mass is mf,total = 60 kg.

ζ ζ
μ

ζ ζ

ν 𝑧 = 𝑤 , 𝑤 , 𝑤 , 𝑤 , 𝑤 , 𝑤
𝑧

𝑆 = 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔 10, 10, 10, 1, 1, 1
ν

ζ
ζ

Figure 8. Scaled three-DOF-shear frame structure under horizontal force excitation F3(t) with two
SA-TLGDs in parallel connection attached to the 3rd floor.

In a first step, the optimal absorber eigenfrequencies fA1,opt, fA2,opt, and optimal lin-
earized viscous damping ratios ζA1,opt, ζA2,opt of the two attached SA-TLGDs are deter-
mined by the application of Den Hartog’s formulas. Inserting µ = 4% into Equation (22)
yields identical optimal design parameters for both SA-TLGDs: fA1,opt = fA2,opt = 2.29 Hz,
ζA1,opt = ζA2,opt = 12.01%. Improvements in their performance are achieved by minimiz-
ing the frequency domain-based quadratic performance index J(ν) in the state space
representation (see Section 3.2). The state vector of the MDOF-shear frame structure,
⇀

z S =
[
w1, w2, w3,

.
w1,

.
w2,

.
w3
]T

, to be substituted in Equation (31), does not contain the
SA-TLGD quantities explicitly. However, the vibration damping effects of the attached
SA-TLGDs are hidden in the system´s dynamics, Equation (29), and thus in the structural

response state vector
⇀

z S. The relevant system´s matrices A, B, and R are defined in Equa-
tions (26) and (27) and they contain both, the MDOF-main system´s parameters and the
quantities of the two attached SA-TLGDs.

Having chosen the weighing matrix, S = diag[10, 10, 10, 1, 1, 1] in Equation (32),
the numerical minimization of the performance index J(ν) is started with Den Hartog´s
modal tuning parameters as initial values. Calling the command fminsearch within the
MATLAB optimization toolbox renders the final improved optimal tuning parameters for
the two attached SA-TLGDs, significantly changed to: fA1,opt = 2.18 Hz, fA2,opt = 2.49 Hz,
and ζA1,opt = 6.08%, ζA2,opt = 6.72%. It is noticed that the eigenfrequencies fA1,opt and
fA2,opt are significantly smaller and larger, respectively, than the considered fundamental
natural frequency of the MDOF-shear frame structure fS1 = 2.38 Hz. This gained properties
regarding the eigenfrequencies of the two SA-TLGDs to increase the robustness of the
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damping absorbers with respect to the expected changes of the fundamental natural
frequency during the operating life. Based on the determined optimal tuning parameters
the dimensions of the two SA-TLGDs must be chosen with respect to the available space at
the 3rd floor of the MDOF-shear frame structure. The optimal damping ratios ζAi,opt are
achieved by properly adjusting the diameters of the controllable orifices in the fluid stream.
The calculated optimal parameters and chosen dimensions of the installed two SA-TLGDs
are listed in Table 3.

Assuming a time harmonic excitation force F3(t) with the force amplitude F03 = 1000 N
acting on the 3rd floor of the MDOF-shear frame structure with the two optimally tuned
SA-TLGDs attached (Figure 8) results in the frequency response function (FRF) for the
horizontal floor displacement w3(t) illustrated in Figure 9. The two installed, activated,
and optimally tuned SA-TLGDs reduce the maximum floor displacement from 0.143 m
to just 0.017 m around the most critical fundamental mode of the MDOF-shear frame
structure, i.e., the percentage of vibration reduction is almost 90%. In the case of the
activated SA-TLGDs the FRF of the floor displacement indicates three peaks in the vicinity
of the fundamental mode and obviously, these peaks arise due to the determined different
optimal tuning parameters for both attached SA-TLGDs. Because the two SA-TLGDs
are optimally tuned to the fundamental frequency of the MDOF-shear frame structure
fS1 = 2.38 Hz, the higher modes fS2 = 7.44 Hz and fS3 = 12.29 Hz are not affected by the
installed vibration absorbers. The modal stiffness parameter of the fundamental mode
is defined by K1 = M1 ω2

S1 = 4.09 MN/m, i.e., the static displacement of the 3rd floor
results in w3,st = F03/K1 = 0.0029 m. Hence, the gained reduction in the maximum floor
displacement w3 corresponds to an effective structural damping ratio of ζS1,eff = 8.6% and
this equates to an increase in the assumed light structural damping for the fundamental
mode (ζS1 = 1%) of almost nine times.

Table 3. Parameters and dimensions of the two optimized SA-TLGDs attached to the 3rd floor of the
MDOF-shear frame structure.

Parameter of SA-TLGD Variable TLGD 1 TLGD 2 Unit

Optimal natural frequency fAi,opt 2.18 2.49 Hz
Optimal damping ratio ζAi,opt 6.08 6.72 %
Total fluid mass mf,total 60 kg
Total mass ratio µtotal = mf,total/M1 4.0 %
Mass ratio of each SA-TLGD µi = mfi/M1 2.0 %
Fluid mass of each SA-TLGD mfi 30 kg
Fluid density ρf 1000 kg/m3

Fluid volume Vf 0.031 m3

Fluid horizontal length Lf 0.624 m
Polytropic coefficient n 1.2 -
Initial atmospheric pressure p0 105 Pa
Tube diameter d 0.25 m
Tube cross-sectional area AT 0.049 m2

Gas spring length Lg 2.05 1.57 m
Initial gas volume V0 0.1007 0.0772 m3

To investigate the detrimental influence of an expected frequency shift of the MDOF-
shear frame fundamental frequency fS1 = 2.38 Hz during the operating life on the vibration
damping effectiveness gained through the two optimally tuned SA-TLGDs the following
assumptions are made: f+5%

S1 = 2.50 Hz and f−5%
S1 = 2.26 Hz. The FRF of the detuned force

excited MDOF-shear frame structure with the two sub-optimal tuned SA-TLGDs in parallel
connection is illustrated in Figure 10. Note that the FRF of the activated and optimally
tuned SA-TLGD is also illustrated in Figure 10. It is seen that due to the assumed frequency
shift of the fundamental mode of the MDOF-shear frame structure the maximum floor
displacement w3 increases from the minimum value 0.018 m for the two optimally tuned
SA-TLGDs, to around 0.023 m.
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𝑓 % = 2.50 Hz 𝑓 % = 2.26 𝐻𝑧

ν 𝑓 % = 2.26 Hz𝑓 % = 2.50 Hz

Figure 9. Frequency response functions (FRF) of the force excited MDOF-shear frame structure
with and without the two activated optimally tuned SA-TLGDs (steady state response of floor
displacement w3).

𝑓 % = 2.50 Hz𝑓 % = 2.26 Hz

μ

ζ
ζ

Figure 10. Frequency response functions (FRF) of the force excited MDOF-shear frame structure with
two sub-optimal tuned SA-TLGDs in parallel connection (steady state response of floor displacement
w3; frequency shift of the fundamental natural frequency fS1 = 2.38 Hz to f+5%

S1 = 2.50 Hz and
f−5%
S1 = 2.26 Hz assumed).

To account for the above-mentioned shift of the fundamental frequency of the MDOF-
main system, the two SA-TLGDs are equipped with a total of three gas volumes V01, V02,
and V03 at each side of the tube. The optimal eigenfrequencies of the SA-TLGDs that corre-
spond to the shifted natural frequencies yield again by minimizing the frequency domain
based quadratic performance index J(ν) in the state space representation (see Section 3.2):
fA1,opt = 2.07 Hz, fA2,opt = 2.36 Hz in the case of f−5%

S1 = 2.26 Hz and fA1,opt = 2.29 Hz,

fA2,opt = 2.61 Hz in the case of f+5%
S1 = 2.50 Hz. The linearized viscous damping ratios

of the two SA-TLGDs remain unchanged. Subsequently, the required sizes of the gas
volumes for the two installed SA-TLGDs, based on the chosen absorber dimensions listed
in Table 3, from Equation (9) are: V01,A1 = 0.0912 m3 (Lg1,A1 = 1.86 m), V02,A1 = 0.0095 m3

(Lg2,A1 = 0.19 m), V03,A1 = 0.0110 m3 (Lg3,A1 = 0.22 m) for the first installed SA-TLGD and
V01,A2 = 0.0702 m3 (Lg1,A2 = 1.43 m), V02,A2 = 0.0069 m3 (Lg2,A2 = 0.14 m), V03,A2 = 0.0087 m3

(Lg3,A2 = 0.18 m) for the second installed SA-TLGD.
The separated gas chambers are connected via controllable valves (cf. again Figure 1).

To achieve the optimal absorber tuning frequency the appropriate number of valves must be
opened or closed. In practical applications, the air chamber volumes V0i can be redesigned
with a smaller or larger cross-sectional area than AT, i.e., basically the geometric shape of
the air chambers is arbitrary and therefore adjustable to the available installation space of
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the structure. Obviously, the cross-sectional area of the tube AT must be kept constant at
least up to the maximum dynamic vibration amplitude u = Umax of the fluid mass.

5. Conclusions

This paper introduced a novel single tube semi-active tuned liquid gas damper (SA-
TLGD) for suppressing horizontal vibrations of tower-like structures. The special feature
of the presented SA-TLGD is its lack of any vertical tube sections, which lead to a great
advantage regarding the required installation space in slender vibration-prone structures,
e.g., wind turbines. The horizontal orientated single tube is partially filled with a fluid and
sealed at both ends. A large deformable elastic membrane with neglectable stiffness is used
as the interface between fluid and air, and the resulting gas spring provides the restoring
force and frequency tuning parameter, respectively.

The equations of motion were derived for both a SDOF-main system with a single SA-
TLGD and a MDOF-main system with multiple SA-TLGDs attached. Modal tuning of the
single SA-TLGD attached to a SDOF-main system was presented by the application of Den
Hartog´s formulas considering a harmonic force and seismic excitation. Optimal tuning of
multiple SA-TLGDs attached to a MDOF-main system was achieved by minimizing the
frequency domain-based quadratic performance index in state space representation.

It was shown that the adjustment of the SA-TLGDs vibration frequency is simply
achieved by separating the bulk gas volume V0 at the left and right tube sections into a
series of gas chambers V0i all connected via controllable valves. Depending on the desired
optimal vibrating frequency a specific size of gas volume is initiated through the utilized
control software, which opens or closes the appropriate number of valves. In addition, the
magnitude of the fluid damping is properly adjusted by varying the diameter of several
controllable orifices that are built into the fluid stream.

The achievable damping effectiveness of the introduced SA-TLGDs were evaluated
considering two different application examples. The first example was a SDOF-wind
turbine with a single optimally tuned SA-TLGD attached. In this example, the vibration
absorber was optimally tuned to the most critical fundamental mode of the force excited
SDOF-main system and a frequency shift of ±5% of the main systems’ fundamental fre-
quency was assumed. The mass ratio was chosen with µ = 1%. It was shown that the
achievable reduction in the maximum tower head displacement resulted as almost 70%
and that the assumed light structural damping ratio of ζS = 1.4% could be increased to the
effective damping ratio of ζS,eff = 4.9% by the installed optimally tuned SA-TLGD. To avoid
detuning due to the assumed frequency shift the SA-TLGD was equipped with a total of
three gas volumes V01, V02, and V03 at each side of the sealed tube and optimal tuning was
achieved by setting the appropriate size of the gas volume via controllable valves.

The second example was a scaled MDOF-shear frame structure with two optimally
tuned SA-TLGDs in parallel connection installed on the top floor of the structure. The mass
ratio was chosen with µ = 4% (includes the total fluid mass of both installed SA-TLGDs).
The two vibration absorbers were tuned to the most critical fundamental vibration mode
of the MDOF-main system, and it was shown that a vibration reduction in the maximum
horizontal 3rd floor displacement of almost 90% could be achieved. The assumed light
structural damping ratio of ζS1 = 1% of the fundamental mode could be increased to the
effective damping ratio ζS1,eff = 8.6% by the installed optimally tuned SA-TLGDs.

It is concluded that the presented SA-TLGDs achieve a high reduction in the maximum
force vibration amplitudes of tower-like structures and that its semi-active functionality
enables the possibility of re-adjustment any time during the operation of the damper.
Hence, SA-TLGDs can best account for the expected frequency shifts that occur in real
structures and, thus, provide the favored optimal performance over the total operation
life of vibration-prone structures. Furthermore, the lack of any vertical tube sections of
the presented SA-TLGD makes it easier to implement the vibration absorber into slender
vibration-prone structures and, thus, opens a whole new field of possible applications.
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In the next step of the research work we plan to set up a laboratory tests with the
SA-TLGD on a small scale using a uniaxial shaking table and to study the achievable
effectiveness as well as the practical implementation of the presented vibration absorber.
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SA-TLGD Semi-Active Tuned Liquid Gas Damper
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TMD Tuned Mass Damper
TLCD Tuned Liquid Column Damper
TLCGD Tuned Liquid Column Gas Damper
TLD Tuned Liquid Damper
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Abstract: A suspended ceiling system (SCS) is one of the most fragile and non-structural elements

during earthquakes. However, effective seismic protection technologies for enhancing the suspended

ceiling system have not been developed other than the steel bracing system. An innovative passive

vibration control system is proposed in this paper, which equipped a damper-employed pulley

amplification mechanism into the indirect suspended ceiling system, named the pulley–damper

ceiling system (PDCS). Theoretical formulation and the detailed information on the system were

presented first. In addition, a new rotational damper composition consisting of a non-linear viscous

damper was developed to follow the large wire-cable stroke. Six types of the full-scale ceiling speci-

mens of a 15.6-square meter area with different configurations were constructed for the preliminary

experiments to evaluate the seismic performance and feasibility of PDCS under simulated earthquake

motions. The comparative results of the shake table test demonstrated that the application of PDCS

is capable of controlling both displacement and acceleration of the ceiling panels. This study also

presents the nonlinear time history analyses by modeling a wire-cable as an equivalent truss element

to transmit the relative displacement of the ceiling system to the damper. The analytical model

accurately simulated the dynamic behavior of PDCS.

Keywords: suspended ceiling systems; passively controlled structure; pulley tackle mechanism;

shake table test; simulation analysis

1. Introduction

The experience of countless earthquake events accelerated the development of seismic
protection technologies for main structural frames, such as base isolation structures and
vibration control devices. These systems are widely applied in structural design in Japan,
especially after the 1995 Kobe earthquake, and their effectiveness in reducing the shaking
was verified during the 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake [1]. Meanwhile, only a little atten-
tion has been paid to the seismic performance of nonstructural elements and/or secondary
structures, including, for example, suspended ceilings, exterior walls, fire extinguishing
equipment (fire door and sprinkler), piping installation, and lighting equipment [2,3].

During the consideration of nonstructural elements, a suspended ceiling system
(hereinafter referred to as SCS), which is one of the most commonly used in large indoor
public spaces, is fragile to the shaking during earthquake events [4]. The vulnerability
of SCS in past earthquakes has been extensively documented. For instance, in Japan, the
ceiling falls in indoor sports facilities, including a gymnasium in school, shopping mall,
and airports terminal, were previously reported in the 2003 Tokachi-Oki earthquake [5] and
the 2016 Kumamoto earthquake [6]. Moreover, the damage to the SCS has been reported in
various countries, namely, in the 1994 Northbridge earthquake in the United States [7], the
2010 Chile earthquake [8], the 2016 Gyeongju earthquake, and the 2017 Pohang earthquake
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in Korea [9]. In addition, the failure and collapse of ceiling panels would cause, not only
blocking evacuation paths and impending continuous operation of the building, but also
human damage. During the 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake, there were more than
75 casualties caused by the collapsing of approximately 2000 SCSs [10,11].

The SCS is composed mainly of hanger elements, carrying ceiling runners, and ceiling
panels. Based on the structure of the ceiling runner, the SCS can be classified into two
types [12]: the direct-hung suspended ceiling system (direct-SCS) and indirect-hung sus-
pended ceiling system (indirect-SCS). Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the SCS. The
key difference between them is the connection of the cross runner and hanger elements. In
the direct-SCS (Figure 1a), the primary runners are directly suspended from wires attached
to the structural system above, and cross joints are applied to the secondary runners to
insert between the span of the primary runners. Meanwhile, the indirect-SCS (Figure 1b,c)
uses hanger bolts to suspend primary runners from the above floor, and primary runners
and secondary runners are connected using clips.

   
(a) (b) (c) 

𝑛𝑃 , 𝑃 𝑃 , 𝑃𝐷𝑛 𝐷

Figure 1. Type of suspended ceiling systems: (a) Direct-hung suspended ceiling system; (b) indirect-
hung suspended ceiling system with lay-in panel; (c) indirect-hung suspended ceiling system with
continuous panel.

On the one hand, as the direct-SCS is widely used because of its convenience when
changing the ceiling panels, relocating the attached air conditioner unit, and the lighting
equipment in the practice, most of the previous studies focused on evaluating and under-
standing the seismic response of the direct-SCS by using a shake table for more than two
decades. The main finding from those experiments was about the connection failure of
the ceiling grid members due to the collision between ceiling panels and the surrounding
structures, including walls. To overcome this issue and improve the seismic performance,
several studies were performed on the hanger connection [12,13], the perimeter [14–16],
retainer clip [17], and the cross joint [18,19]. In addition to these studies, few researchers
proposed and investigated the feasibility of a pendulum-type ceiling system that does not
use any rigid elements and is completely separated from the surrounding wall, with an
aim to reduce ceiling damage in the earthquake [20,21]. Similarly, Fiorino [22] presented
the application of flexible braces (lightweight steel) integrated into the SCS to absorb the
input energy.

On the other hand, research on the indirect-SCS is recently becoming active. Based
on their response behavior in the earthquake, the indirect-SCS can be divided into two
types [23]: a continuous panel ceiling and a lay-in panel type (Figure 1). In the case of
the lay-in panel SCS, the seismic performance decreases rapidly, owing to the lack of
lateral stiffness when one panel falls, which is due to the unfastening of the ceiling runner.
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Therefore, the continuous panel SCS has been certified to perform low fragility because the
larger area panels are fixed on the bottom surface of runners and the entire ceiling moves
together [24]. The superiority of the continuous ceiling panel was also verified based on
the seven types of direct and indirect SCSs using an array of two shaking tables [9].

In August 2013, a new technical bulletin of the suspended ceilings system “Determin-
ing a Safe Structural Method for Specific Ceilings and Specific Ceiling Structural Strengths”
Notice No. 771 was established by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and
Tourism (MLIT). According to this report, when the SCS is installed with more than
200 square meters with the end clearance and the mass per unit area is over 2 kg including
the attached equipment, the required number of steel braces should be placed. The effect
of damage reduction of the SCS with braces following the technical bulletin has been
verified through a full-scale shaking table experiment of a school gym with approximately
550 square meters conducted at the E-Defense earthquake simulator in Japan [25]. How-
ever, Lee et al. [12] investigated the arrangement and the location of braces on the entire
ceiling system through a shaking table test and indicated the necessity for consideration
that the relative displacement occurs between the installed brace part and may cause the
panel to fall out. Despite this, the separation distance of the braces for the installation is
not explained in detail in the technical bulletin. Moreover, the installation of many braces
greatly disturbs the facility design above the ceiling panel and decreases the advantage to
adopt it. In addition, a rigid-brace-based ceiling design amplifies the acceleration from the
above hanging structure and causes great influence on the interactions between SCS and
other nonstructural elements [26–28]. Liangjie et al. [29] investigated the mechanism of the
dynamic behavior between ceiling panels and suspended equipment, and revealed that
the restriction by friction force between them is very limited and the air conditioner unit
would collide even under a Level 1 earthquake. Furthermore, during a full-scale shaking
table test of a five-story steel building using the E-Defense shake table, additional concern
arose that the use of the bracing system increases the damage of SCS when subjected to
the strong vertical excitation over about 1.0 G [30]. The rigid elements constrain the ceiling
movement, so the acceleration difference between the fixed ceiling grid and the unfixed
part makes the ceiling unstable and drop off.

In this study, an innovative passive control system employing pulley mechanisms into
the SCS (hereinafter referred to as the pulley–damper ceiling system: PDCS) is proposed and
the feasibility is evaluated through a full-scale shaking table test and simulation analysis.
The proposed ceiling vibration control system is aimed to mitigate both the acceleration
response and displacement response of the SCS and eliminate the possibilities of a ceiling
system collapse even during a Level 2 earthquake. The concept of the pulley–damper
system is to amplify the wire movement stretched between the SCS and surrounding
structure as well as the force of the viscous damper device connected to the wire. Three
types of full-scale ceiling system specimens: conventional-SC, braced-SCS, and damped-
SCS, were designed for the shaking table tests.

2. Pulley–Damper Ceiling System

2.1. Mechanism of the System

Figure 2 explains the fundamental concept of PDCS, which consists of pulley tackle
mechanisms, one energy-dissipating device (damper), and the SCS. A wire is reciprocally
stretched n times with bilateral symmetry between Pulley PL1, PR1 (attached on the SCS)
and Pulley PL2, PR2 (attached on the primary structure). Thus, according to the response
displacement “D” of the SCS, the amount of damper deformation should be enlarged to
n× D [31,32]. That is, the pulley tackle mechanism is employed in the proposed system
to amplify the wire-cable movement and transmit it to significantly increase the energy
absorption of the damper installed at the middle of the wire movement path.
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Figure 2. Concept schematic for the proposed pulley–damper ceiling system (PDCS).

2.2. Derivation of the Constitutive Equation

Constitutive equations were established for the proposed pulley–damper system
considering wire-cable deformation under the static condition. Hence, the friction force,
thermal changes, and the wire mass are not included in the equation. Figure 3 illustrates a
schematic diagram for the PDCS. A continuous wire-cable is reciprocated n times between
the movable pulley, PL1, and the fixed pulley, PL2, and similarly between the movable pulley,
PR1, and the fixed pulley, PR2. When the SCS deformed displacement D in the horizontal
direction and force, fL and fR act on the wire-cable each side (use plus for tension); the
force–deformation relationship of the wire-cable in the diagonal part and horizontal part
can be expressed both in the left-hand side of Equation (1) and the right-hand side of
Equation (2), as follows:

fL =
KL1

n
δL1 · · ·Diagonal part (1a)

fL = KL2δL2 · · ·Horizontal part (1b)

fR =
KR1

n
δR1 · · ·Diagonal part (2a)

fR = KR2δR2 · · ·Horizontal part (2b)

where L1 and δ1 are the wire-cable length and deformation in the diagonal part, respectively;
L2 and δ2 are the wire-cable length and deformation in the horizontal part, respectively;
E is the Young’s module of wire-cable; A is the cross-sectional area of wire-cable; K is the
axial stiffness of the wire-cable (= EA/L).

In this derivation, the wire-cable is modeled as equivalent truss-elements. Thus, the
force–deformation relationship can be converted into the axial force, N, and the deforma-
tion, δ, as follows for each side:

NL = n fL (3a)

δL =
(δR1 + δR2 + x)

n
=

(αL fL + x)

n
(3b)

NR = n fR (4a)

δR =
(δR1 + δR2 − x)

n
=

(αR fR − x)

n
(4b)

where α = n/K1 + 1/K2
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As the PDCS consists of one continuous wire, if one side gets shorter, the other side
must grow longer. Thus, the following relation should hold:

(δL1 + δL2 + x) + (δR1 + δR2 − x) = αL fL + αR fR = 0 (5)

𝑛 𝑃 𝑃𝑃 𝑃𝐷 𝑓 𝑓
𝑓 = 𝐾𝑛 𝛿 ⋯ Diagonal part 
𝑓 = 𝐾 𝛿 ⋯ Horizontal part
𝑓 = 𝐾𝑛 𝛿 ⋯ Diagonal part
𝑓 = 𝐾 𝛿 ⋯ Horizontal part𝐿 𝛿𝐿 𝛿𝐸 𝐴𝐾 = 𝐸𝐴 𝐿⁄

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 3. (a) Configuration model; (b) equivalent truss model.

In addition, the damper force can be obtained from the difference in the tensile force
of both wire sides. Therefore, by substituting Equation (5) into Equation (6), the damper
force and the displacement can be established as Equation (7):

Q(x, x́) = fL − fR (6)

Q(x, x́) = Ω
(

f − f ′
)
=

(
αL + αR

αR

)
fL = −

(
αL + αR

αL

)
fR (7)

Utilizing Equations (3a), (4a), and (7), the axial force of the truss elements can be finally
written, as follows:

NL = n

(
αR

αL + αR

)
Q(x, x́), NR = n

(
αL

αL + αR

)
Q(x, x́) (8)

The deformation of the damper is given by:

x = −nδL + δL1 + δL2 = −nδ1 +
αLNL

n
(9)

Therefore, the simulation analysis can be implemented by the following procedures:

• Step 1: Calculate the damper displacement using truss force and displacement from
Equation (9);

• Step 2: Determine the damper force Q(x, x́);
• Step 3: Update the truss axial forces using Equation (8).

3. Component Details of the Pulley–Damper System

3.1. Friction Test of the Pulley Sheaves

A friction test was conducted to evaluate the friction coefficient of pulley sheaves. A
stainless wire-cable comprises 7 × 19 strands with 2.75 kN braking force, and 2.0 mm in
nominal diameter was selected. The tensile force of the wire-cable during excitations was
monitored through strain gauges placed on either side of a copper plate after the calibration
in Figure 4. A triple pulley was used in this study as a deviator of wire-cable to smoothly
transmit the ceiling displacement to the damper (Figure 5a). The pulley consists of three
sets of a sheave of 30 mm in internal diameter, with a ball bearing inside.
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(a) (b) 

𝜇𝐹 𝑁, 𝑇
𝜇 = 𝐹𝑁 𝑇

Figure 4. (a) Installation of the tension measuring plate at the end of the wire in the specimen;
(b) details of the tension measuring plate.

  
(a) (b) 

𝜇𝐹 𝑁, 𝑇
𝜇 = 𝐹𝑁 𝑇

Secondary channel 

Primary channel 

Connector 

Pulley 

Figure 5. (a) Overview of the pulley; (b) details of the fixture between pulley and ceiling runners.

The purpose of this test is to discover the friction coefficient per sheave to predict
friction force in the following shake table test and simulate it in the following simulation
analysis. In this study, the friction coefficient µ per sheave was estimated by dividing the
mean friction force, Ff , by the number of touched sheaves, N, and pre-tension force, T,
as follows:

µ =
Ff

N × T
(10)

Table 1 summarizes the three test cases for the friction test. The parameter in this
friction test is the pre-tension force of the wire-cable and the number of wire-cable loops.
Figure 6 shows the specimen view for the friction test. A steel test frame was prepared,
and a movable pulley is hung from the top. The generated friction force when the movable
pulley went up and down was calculated from the difference of the tensile force between
the two strain gauges.

Table 1. Information on the friction test.

Test Case
Number of Loops

(Activated Sheaves)
Pre-Tension Force

No.1 2 (5) 30 N
No.2 3 (7) 40 N
No.3 4 (9) 50 N

Figure 7a–c shows the force–displacement loop. The horizontal axis represents the
movable pulley displacement, and the vertical axis represents the friction force, which
comprises the overall activated sheaves. In all cases, if the number of loops stayed constant,
the maximum friction force got larger as the initial tension increased. The friction coefficient
was calculated from the displacement range as ±5 mm, using Equation (10). As Figure 7d
shows the relation of the friction coefficient and the pre-tension force on the wire-cable,
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the coefficient stays constant and the results of the average friction coefficient in this test
were 0.014.

 

Movable pulley 

Fixed pulley 

Counterweight 

Test frame 
Laser Disp. Sensor 

Strain gauge 

Strain gauge 

Figure 6. Test setup for characterizing friction behavior under sinusoidal wave excitation.
 

  

(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Figure 7. Experimental results of the pulley-friction test: (a–c) Force–displacement relationship under
different number of the wire-cable loop and (d) friction coefficient with the average value.
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3.2. Dynamic Test of the Viscous Damper

Figure 8 explains an assembly of the rotational non-linear viscous damper using silicon
oil, which was specially developed to enhance the potential damping performance of the
pulley–damper system. The component consists of two rotary dampers of 60 mNm-rated
torque, two ball bearings, and other fixtures. Wire-cable should be wrapped around the
spool several times to allow for a large stroke of the amplified wire-cable movement. As the
velocity-force relationship can be expressed by Equation (11), and to quantify the velocity
dependence, the sinusoidal excitation test and the frequency range between 0.1 Hz and
1.0 Hz were conducted to understand the variable of the equation:

F = CVα (11)

where F is the damping force, C is the coefficient of the fluid inside the damper, V is the
velocity of the damper, and α is the exponent (0.0 < α ≤ 1.0).

𝐹 = 𝐶𝑉𝐹 𝐶 𝑉𝛼 0.0 𝛼 1.0

𝛼𝐶 ∙ α

  

(a) (b) 

Damper 

Figure 8. (a) Overview of the damper attached to the supporting beam in the specimen; (b) details of
the damper components.

Figure 9 presents the test specimen for the sinusoidal wave excitation of the proposed
rotational viscous damper. The damper is connected to actuator by the wire-cable to
convert the horizontal movement of actuator to the rational motion in damper. Besides, the
counterweight was set at the other side of wire end to provide initial wire tension to avoid
the cable being slack during the excitations.

𝐹 = 𝐶𝑉𝐹 𝐶 𝑉𝛼 0.0 𝛼 1.0

𝛼𝐶 ∙ α

 

Counterweight 

Actuator 
(Shake table) 

Damper 

Figure 9. Test setup for characterizing the dynamic behavior of viscous damper under sinusoidal
wave excitation.
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The hysteresis loop of the force–displacement relationship and force–velocity relation-
ship under the sinusoidal frequency test of the non-linear viscous damper is presented in
Figure 10. The damping force gradually grows up as the input frequency increased. While
the energy absorption of the viscous damper is relatively limited at approximately 25 N,
the velocity power coefficient of α = 0.9 and the damping coefficient C = 0.06 N·(s/mm)α
was decided based on the SRSS (square root of the sum of squares) of all the test results
and modeled in the following simulation analysis.

 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 10. Hysteresis loop of viscous damper measured under sin wave excitation test at different
frequencies: (a) Force–displacement loops; (b) force–velocity loops.

4. Full-Scale Shake Table Test

4.1. Shake Table and Test Specimens

The unidirectional dynamic tests were performed using the earthquake simulator at
the structural engineering laboratory of the Hazama Ando Technical Research Institute to
evaluate and qualify the ceiling vibration control system in January 2020 and 2021. The
performance envelops of the simulator are a ±300 mm displacement and 3.0 g acceleration
at a payload of 35 tf in the horizontal direction.

An overall 5800 mm (length) × 3500 mm (width) × 3200 mm (height) rigid steel test
frame was properly designed and built to hang the SCS specimens test (Figure 11) At the
ceiling level, 1500 mm from the top, steel beams were fixed to the columns on two sides in
a Y-direction to provide support for the pulley installation.

The ceiling specimen assemblies consisted of ceiling panels, hanger bolts, carrying
channels, and seismic clips. The ceiling system, 4020 mm × 3200 mm in size, was sus-
pended 1500 mm by the hanger bolt (9 mm diameter) under the beams attached to the
structural frame (Figure 12). In the specimens, the primary runners were arranged along
the Y-direction with a spacing of 900 or 600 mm. The secondary runners were placed
under primary runners along the X-direction with a spacing of 364 mm. The interaction
points of the ceiling runner were tightly connected by seismic clips. Then, plasterboard
(1820 mm × 910 mm) was fixed on the bottom surface of secondary runners. Here, in order
to avoid the torsion of the entire system, V-braces were placed in the Y-direction for all the
test cases.

4.2. Test Cases for the Shaking Table Tests

In this study, four types of indirect-SCSs with continuous panels were designed
to understand the dynamic behavior of the proposed system: conventional SCS (Case
C), braced SCS (Case CB), wired SCS (Case CW), and damped SCS (Case CWD), which
places the proposed damper in Section 3.1. Moreover, to investigate the influence of
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the wire stretching angle on seismic performance, two types of system arrangement, the
horizontally stretched case (0-degree angle) and diagonally stretched case (60-degree angle),
were prepared. The list of specimens is summarized in Table 2. The wire was symmetrically
reciprocated 2.5 times between pulleys on the left and right sides, with 50 N of initial
tensile force.

 

Steel test frame 

Suspended 
ceiling 

Support beam for the 
pulley installation 

Shake table 

Figure 11. Overall view of the SCS specimen on the shake table.

 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 12. Schematic view of overall specimen: (a) Plan view; (b) cross-section view in X-direction;
(c) cross-section view in Y-direction.

4.3. Measurement Plan and Input Excitations

A total of 27 accelerometers, in a triaxial direction and with 9 locations (four of each on
the specimen top and ceiling panel, and the shake table surface), and 4 laser displacement
sensors (two of each in the X-direction and Y-direction) were used for monitoring the
outputs in the tests with 500 Hz sampling frequency. During the excitation with the damper
system, one draw-wire displacement sensor, and four tension measuring plates with strain
gauges were installed for each pulley–damper system. The location and details of these
instruments are shown in Figure 13.
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Table 2. Information on the SCS specimen.

Conventional Type
(SCS + Brace)

Wire Type
(SCS + Wire)

Damper Type
(SCS + Wire + Damper)

       
Case C Case CW0 Case CWD0

       

Case CB Case CW60 Case CWD60

 

Figure 13. Measurement instrument location for the full-scale suspended ceiling system.

White noise with random phase tests (frequency range: 0.1 Hz to 49 Hz) were con-
ducted for the initial tests to analyze the dynamic properties of the SCS and the test steel
frame. Then, earthquake excitation tests using a simulated earthquake ground motion with
random phases, based on the design spectrum specified in the Building Standards Law of
Japan, were carried out. The amplitude was gradually scaled according to the condition of
the specimens. Figures 14 and 15 show the acceleration time histories and spectrum of the
input motions given to the shake table.

4.4. Full-Scale Shake Table Test Results

Figure 16 displays the amplitude of acceleration transfer functions from the shake
table surface to the ceiling panel surface under random waves for a better understanding
of the dynamic response of six specimens and to estimate the natural periods. The first
natural periods of Case C and Case CB were 1.37 and 0.14 s, respectively. In other cases,
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for example, Case CW and Case CWD, a distinct peak point was not confirmed. That is,
the implementation of PDCS into the SCS provides a great effect to suppress vibration and
prevent resonance damage to the ceiling.

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 14. White noise wave used in shake table test: (a) Acceleration time histories; (b) Fourier
amplitude spectrum.

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 15. Simulated earthquake wave used in shake table test: (a) Acceleration time histories;
(b) spectral acceleration.

 

Figure 16. Amplitude of acceleration transfer function under white noise wave.

Figure 17a depicts the relationship between the maximum displacement response of
the ceiling panel and the peak ground acceleration (PGA) at the shake table surface for
simulated earthquake waves up to PGA 5 m/s/s. Table 3 summarizes the ratio of the
maximum displacement response for each test case to Case C under major PGAs.
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faster than Case C. 

 

(a) (b) 

―

Figure 17. Displacement response of the SCS surface under simulated wave: (a) Maximum displace-
ment for different PGAs; (b) displacement time histories under PGA 2 m/s/s.

Table 3. The response ratio of maximum displacement to the Case C under major PGAs.

PGA Case CB Case CW0 Case CW60 Case CWD0 Case CWD60

1 m/s/s 0.03 0.11 0.32 0.02 0.14

2 m/s/s 0.02 0.26 0.52 0.03 0.21

3 m/s/s 0.02 — 0.63 0.06 0.27

Average 0.03 0.18 0.49 0.04 0.21

As shown in Figure 17a and Table 3, Case CB, which was rigidly fixed to the floor
above by the steel brace, exhibited the largest response reduction, of an average of 3% for
the unreinforced Case C. Similarly, the specimens applying the proposed system, Case
CWD0 and Case CWD60, effectively reduced the displacement response to 6% in Case
CWD0 and 27% in Case CWD60, respectively, compared to Case C. Case CW0 mitigated
the displacement response more than Case CW60, because the horizontal stiffness given by
the stretched wire of Case CW0 is larger than that of Case CW60.

Figure 17b compares the displacement time history of the ceiling panel for each case
under the simulated earthquake motion at PGA 2 m/s/s. As the displacement time history
demonstrates, the displacements in Case CWD0 and CWD60 were much smaller than Case
C, between 20 to 40 s, and they suppressed the shaking faster than Case C.

Figure 18a displays the relationship between the maximum acceleration response at
the ceiling panel and the peak ground acceleration (PGA) at the shake table surface for
simulated earthquake waves up to PGA 5 m/s/s. The ratio of the maximum acceleration
response for each test case to Case CB under major PGAs is presented in Table 4.

As shown in Figure 18a and Table 4, the acceleration response of Case CB was amplified
twice as compared with Case C; meanwhile, the Case CB provided great displacement
reduction effect. Moreover, in the Case CB, the buckling of the hanger bolts after the
excitation of the simulated earthquake motion at PGA 6 m/s/s was observed due to the
large acceleration response. The accelerations in other cases were reduced to almost 20% of
Case CB, and there were no significant differences at the maximum acceleration response
between Case CWD0 and Case CWD60.

Figure 19 displays the amplification factor of PDCS under the simulated ground
motion at different PGAs. This amplification factor is the ratio of the maximum damper
displacement to the maximum ceiling panel displacement. The theoretical amplification
factor for Case CW0/CWD0 and Case CW60/CWD60 are 5.0 and 2.5, respectively. While
little fluctuation of the factor can be observed, especially in Case CWD0 when PGAs are
small, the mean values of the experimental results are close to the theoretical values.
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(a) (b) 

―

Figure 18. Acceleration response of the SCS surface under simulated wave: (a) Maximum acceleration
for different PGAs; (b) acceleration time histories under PGA 2 m/s/s.

Table 4. The response ratio of maximum acceleration to the Case CB under major PGAs.

PGA Case C Case CW0 Case CW60 Case CWD0 Case CWD60

1 m/s/s 0.29 0.1 0.11 0.17 0.13

2 m/s/s 0.39 0.13 0.18 0.19 0.14

3 m/s/s 0.46 — 0.27 0.2 0.17

Average 0.38 0.11 0.19 0.19 0.15

―

 

Figure 19. Amplification factor for different PGAs.

5. Simulation Analysis

5.1. Simulation Model

With the aim of observing the verification of the structural modeling using equivalent
truss elements for the wire-cable, a simulation analysis was carried out and the modeling
results were compared with the experimental results. The 3D-frame simulation model of the
experimental test specimen was constructed by using the STructural Earthquake Response
Analysis 3D (STERA 3D Version 10.8) software, which is a finite element-based program
developed by one of the authors considering the material and geometric nonlinearities [33].
In the model, as illustrated in Figure 20, the steel beam element is presented by a line
element and two nonlinear flexural springs at both ends. The steel column element is
presented by a line element with nonlinear vertical springs in both end sections to consider
nonlinear axial-moment interaction.
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𝐹 𝐹𝐾 𝐾𝐹𝛼 𝑑

Figure 20. Moment-rotation relationship for bending spring.

Figure 21 shows the simulation model in the STERA 3D. The ceiling panel is suspended
1500 mm from the supporting beams, and the model was analyzed applying the fixed-
ended connection to all the joints. In addition, recorded acceleration data at the shake table
surface during the excitation were used as the input seismic motions.

𝐹 𝐹𝐾 𝐾𝐹𝛼 𝑑

Figure 21. Analytical model in the STERA 3D.

Figure 22 shows the mechanical model of the bilinear and non-linear viscous damper.
The friction force, Ff , generated on pulley-wire contacts, was modeled as one bilinear
model, and the yield strength, Ff y, was estimated by multiplying the number of pulleys
and the friction coefficient, using Equation (10). The initial and second stiffnesses of the
bilinear hysteresis are K0 and K1, respectively. The hysteresis behavior of the fluid viscous
damper is modeled based on the element test results in Figure 10. The damping force Fd is

quantified in proportion to an exponential α of the velocity
.
d (Equation (11)).

The technical parameters for the one set of the pulley–damper system in the simulation
model are summarized in Table 5. The damping factor in the SCS was predicted using a
free-vibration range during shake table excitation, and 1.5% was selected for the inherent
damping of the SCS by the logarithmic attenuation method.

5.2. Simulation Results

In Figure 23, the experimental results of maximum response values and time history
data in displacement and acceleration at the SCS panel are compared with the analytical
results for all the experimental cases under simulated earthquake waves. During the
comparison of the maximum response value, while the experimental results are relatively
larger than the analytical results, the experimental and numerical models’ responses are in
good agreement.
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𝐾𝐾 𝐾⁄𝐹𝐶 ∙ α𝛼𝐶  α 𝛼 =1 ∙ 𝛼 = 0.9 ∙

Figure 22. Restoring force characteristics of damper in the simulation model.

Table 5. Damper parameter in the analytical model.

Damper Type Parameter

Bilinear model

Initial stiffness K0 [N/mm] 110

Stiffness ratio K1/K0 0.0001

Yield force Ff y [N] 6

Nonlinear viscous dashpot model
Damping coefficient Cd [N·(s/mm)α] * 0.06

Velocity exponent α 0.9
* the unit of the damping coefficient Cd changes with velocity exponent α (i.e., when α = 1 is N·s/mm, and when
α = 0.9 is N·(s/mm)0.9).

It is considered that the repeated earthquake excitation to the specimen decreased the
pre-tension force of the stay cable, and the joint rigidness caused the differences between
the experimental and analytical results. The shake table test of Case CW60 was carried
out after the Case CW0 in 2020. Therefore, due to the cumulative of the previous test case
damage, the error in Case CW60 was made to become larger than Case CW0.

The coefficient of determination, R2, is selected to quantitatively measure the accuracy
of the simulation model in this study, and it is defined as Equation (12). In addition, Table 6
shows the R2 for the validation of each simulation model. The R2 value for all cases of
the maximum acceleration and displacement response are 0.83 and 0.91, respectively. In
particular, the minimum R2 value was 0.69 in the Case CW60. Besides, the simulation model
accurately reproduced the time histories responses of the accelerations and displacements,
including the frequency and the location of the wave crest.

R2 = 1−

n

∑
i=1

(Expi − Anai)
2

n

∑
i=1

(
Expi − Exp

)2
(12)

where Expi is the output by the shake table test, Anai is the output by the simulation
analysis, and Exp is the mean of Expi.

The results of the force–velocity relationship of the damper device in the shake table
tests and simulation analyses are contrasted in Figure 24. The gaps in the hysteresis loop
shape were confirmed; however, the error between the experimental and analytical results
of the time histories are reproduced well. Thereby, the effect of displacement amplification
was successfully simulated in the analytical model.
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Figure 23. Results comparison of the SCS response between shake table test and simulation analysis. 
Figure 23. Results comparison of the SCS response between shake table test and simulation analysis.

Table 6. Coefficient of correlation for the validation of simulation model.

Case Name Acceleration Response Displacement Response

Case C 0.86 0.93

Case CW0 0.98 0.97

Case CW60 0.69 0.79

Case CWD0 0.70 0.99

Case CWD60 0.94 0.82

All cases 0.83 0.91
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Figure 24. Results comparison of the damper response between shake table test and simulation anal-
Figure 24. Results comparison of the damper response between shake table test and
simulation analysis.
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6. Conclusions

This paper proposed an innovative passive vibration control structure for an indirect
suspended ceiling system using pulley tackle mechanisms, named the pulley–damper
ceiling system (PDCS), and provided detailed information on the system configuration.
A preliminary experimental investigation of the dynamic characteristics of the proposed
system was conducted. A main goal was to understand the behavior of the entire system
under seismic motion and evaluate the feasibility. The results obtained in this study are
summarized below:

• The fundamental concept to integrate passive damper system-employed pulley tackle
mechanisms into a SCS was presented, which amplifies the SCS displacement in
proportion to the number of stretched wire and its installing angle, and transmits to
the damper. Moreover, theoretical formulation, considering the amplification mech-
anism and the elasticity of the wire-cable by modeling as equivalent truss elements,
was established.

• Shake table tests using a full-scale SCS specimen of 4020 mm × 3200 mm in area were
demonstrated using simulated earthquake ground motion to evaluate the vibration
reduction effect of the PDCS. Conventional SCS (Case C), reinforced SCS with the
steel brace (Case CB), and damped SCS using PDCS (Case CWD) were constructed. In
addition, in the case of Case CWD, two configurations were prepared to investigate
the influence of the system installing angle (horizontal: Case CWD0 and diagonal:
Case CWD60) to the response reduction effect. The average response ratio of the
maximum displacement in Case CWD0 and Case CWD60 to Case C were 0.04 and 0.21,
respectively. Additionally, the average response ratio of the maximum displacement
in Case CWD0 and Case CWD60 to Case CB were 0.19 and 0.15, respectively. It was
confirmed that both acceleration and displacement could be controlled with high
efficiency compared to the unbraced SCS and braced SCS.

• A non-linear rotational damper comprises of two fluid viscous dampers, and the cable
bobbin was developed for the proposed system to follow up the large wire stroke.
The damper successfully worked during shake table excitations and the theoretical
amplification effect was observed.

• The analytical model of the full SCS specimens and formulation of the constitute
equation in the DPDS were verified by comparing the experimental and analytical
results. The friction force on the pulley was equivalently converted as a bilinear
hysteresis model. The analytical model accurately simulated the experimental time
history responses of both displacements with 0.83 R2 and acceleration with 0.91 R2,
including the dynamic behavior of the damper.
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Abstract: Cylindrical liquid storage tanks are vital lifeline structures, playing a critical role in industry

and human life. Damages to these structures during previous earthquakes indicate their vulnerability

against seismic events. A novel strategy to reduce the seismic demands in the structures is the

use of metamaterials, being periodically placed in the foundation, called MetaFoundation (MF).

The periodic configuration of metamaterials can create a stop band, leading to a decrease in wave

propagation in the foundation. The aim of this paper is to study the effect of MF on the dynamic

behaviour of liquid storage tanks. To that end, the governing equations of motion of the liquid

storage tank equipped with MF are derived and solved in the time domain to obtain the time history

of the responses under a set of ground motions. Then, the peak responses of tanks, mounted on MF,

are compared with the corresponding responses in the fixed base condition. Besides, a parametric

study is performed to assess the effect of the predominant frequency of earthquakes, the number of

layers of metamaterials, the thickness of soft material, and the damping ratios of soft material on the

performance of the MF. The obtained results indicate that the MF improves the dynamic behaviour of

the squat tank, in which the mean ratio of responses using MF to the ones in the fixed base conditions

equals 0.551 for impulsive displacement, overturning moment, and base shear.

Keywords: liquid storage tank; MetaFoundation; time domain analysis; earthquake; passive control;

stop band

1. Introduction

Cylindrical liquid storage tanks made of steel or concrete materials are strategic struc-
tures, having been employed to store water for drinking or firefighting, oil and chemical
products in urban areas, and industrial plants. Damages to these structures may have
catastrophic consequences such as economic losses, fire due to flammable materials, envi-
ronmental pollution, and disruption of human lives. The reported failure modes of these
structures during past earthquakes indicate their inappropriate seismic performance [1,2]
and the need for a safeguard against seismic events. The seismic behaviour of liquid storage
tanks has been studied extensively (e.g., [3–6]). Generally, two approaches can be followed
to improve the performance of liquid containers against seismic events. The first approach
is the strengthening of tanks by increasing their wall thickness. However, increasing the
thickness of the wall will increase the input seismic energy. The second approach, aiming
to decrease and dissipate the input seismic energy, is exploiting the advantages of control
devices, such as base isolation systems, dampers, or other innovative control devices [7].

For more than four decades, a wide variety of studies have been conducted to develop
various base isolation devices and to study their effects on the improvement of the seismic
performance of steel tanks [8–14]. However, several factors influence the seismic responses
of structures [15,16], and in the case of base-isolated liquid storage tanks, they may have
adverse effects leading to an increase in seismic demands compared to the fixed base
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condition [17–19]. For example, Bagheri and Farajian [17] showed that the base isolation
may experience an excessive displacement when the system is subjected to near-fault
excitations with severe pulses, resulting in a dramatic increase in the displacement of
the impulsive mass and, consequently, base shear and overturning moment. The same
results were observed through experimental tests conducted on the seismic response
of scaled structures isolated by highly efficient, low-cost PVC-Rollers Sandwich seismic
isolation [20,21]. Besides, the traditional base isolation devices are less capable of improving
the seismic performance of structures built on soft soil and cannot isolate structures from
the vertical component of ground motions. Therefore, it would be beneficial to mitigate the
seismic demands through other control systems without the shortages mentioned above.

In recent years, the progress in the area of solid-state physics showed that the struc-
tures being placed periodically display distinctive properties called frequency stop band,
which can be explained as a wave is blocked to propagate through a continuum model
if its frequency falls in the stop band frequency and can propagate to the model for the
frequencies other than the frequencies of stop band [22–24]. This fascinating feature at-
tracted considerable attention, stimulating researchers to construct materials with periodic
structures to block the propagation of waves. Locally resonant metamaterials (LRMs)
and phononic crystals (PCs) have been known as two types of periodic structures which
are employed to avoid the propagation of waves [25]. Compared to PCs, LRMs have a
more suitable performance to diminish vibrations with low frequency because the local
resonances have the ability to create the stop band. LRMs, made from heavy materials
(metamaterials) coated with a soft layer in a stiff matrix [26] (usually concrete), have been
employed as foundations and barriers to decrease the propagation of seismic waves into
structures and to protect them against the harmful consequences of earthquakes. The
benefits of such a foundation would be magnified in the case of different structures, such
as liquid storage tanks as well as modular structures, in which their performance under
seismic actions is still a big question [27,28]. Jia and Shi [29] investigated the effect of
physical as well as geometrical properties of periodic foundation on the stop band. They
concluded that a lower band gap can be achieved by considering a higher mass density for
the core. Bao et al. [24] compared the seismic behaviour of a seven-story building mounted
on a periodic foundation with the traditional foundation and base isolation system. They
observed that the periodic foundation has a better performance compared to base isolation
systems in attenuating the seismic responses when the predominant frequency of the wave
incident lies in the stop band. Mitchell et al. [30] proposed metaconcrete in which spherical
metal cores coated with soft material are used instead of standard concrete. The coated
metal core behaved as a resonator, activating when a dynamic blast load is applied with
the frequency at or near the resonator frequency. Hence, the overall system exhibits neg-
ative effective mass, leading to the reduction of the amplitude of the applied blast wave.
Dertimanis et al. [31] used mass-in-mass barriers being placed periodically to investigate
the effect of locally resonant metamaterials. They connected internal mass to the outer
mass by tendons and found that the input energy is filtered if the frequency falls in the
stop band. Maleki and Khodakarami [32] conducted numerical analyses to evaluate the
effect of MetaSoil on the amplification of in-plane waves due to topography irregularities.
More recently, Basone et al. [33] employed the concept of LRMs to alleviate the demand in
liquid tanks due to seismic actions. The foundation was made of steel columns, and the
concrete-type resonators were connected to these columns. They conducted an optimization
procedure to obtain the optimized damping and frequency corresponding to the resonators.
The obtained results demonstrated that the proposed system could decrease the base shear
in a slender tank up to 30%. Aguzzi et al. [34] investigated the propagation of flexural
waves in a thin reticulated plate augmented with two classes of metastructures for wave
mitigation. Despite all the research on metamaterials, no study has been conducted on the
performance of MetaFoundation, composed of concrete matrix and steel core, in liquid
storage tanks. Moreover, it is vital to investigate the effect of various parameters influencing
the performance of MF on the seismic behaviour of the superstructure. Particularly, due to
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the fact that the MF works in a range of frequencies, it is essential to investigate the effect
of earthquake frequency on the seismic behaviour of MF.

This paper aims to investigate the efficiency of a foundation made by concrete and
locally resonant materials coated with a soft layer called MetaFoundation (MF) on the
dynamic behaviour of cylindrical tanks made from steel materials. To that end, the theory
and background of the MF based on Bloch’s theorem are studied, and a simplified mass–
spring model is suggested for the dynamic analysis of the coupled MF–tank system. Then,
the governing equations of motion of the system are derived and solved in the time domain.
For the numerical study, two types of tanks, namely squat and slender, are subjected to a
set of ground motions with far-field characteristics to compare the seismic responses of the
tanks mounted on MF with corresponding responses in the fixed base condition. Besides,
a parametric study is performed to investigate the influence of different parameters on
seismic responses of considered tanks with MF. These parameters are the predominant
frequency of ground motions, the number of layers of metamaterials, the thickness of the
soft material, and the damping of the soft material.

2. Simplified Model of MF

The 3D view of an MF is illustrated in Figure 1. Compared to the traditional foundation,
which is made of concrete and longitudinal and transversal rebars, the MF contains heavy
cores with cubic shapes that are coated with soft material in addition to the concrete and
rebars. It is assumed that the MF is subjected to dynamic excitations in X and Y directions.
Therefore, it can be divided into N unit cells in X, Y, and N-layers in Z directions.

Figure 1. Three-dimensional view of the proposed MetaFoundation.

Assuming that the model is continuous, isotropic, made by materials with perfectly
plastic behaviour, small deformation and insignificant damping, the governing equation of
an inhomogeneous solid is written as [35]:

ρ(r)
∂2u

∂t2 = ∇{[λ(r) + 2µ(r)](∇.u)} −∇× [µ(r)∇× u] (1)

where ρ is the mass density, u = (ux, uy, uz) is the displacement vector, t is the time parameter,
r = (x, y, z) the coordinate vector, λ and µ are Lame’s constants and∇ is the Laplace operator.
Decoupling the out-of-plane modes from those of in-plane ones, Equation (1) is rewritten
as [35]:

ρ(r)
∂2uj

∂t2 =
∂

∂xj

[
λ(r)

∂ul

∂xj

]
+

∂

∂xl

[
µ(r)

(
∂ul

∂xj
+

∂uj

∂xl

)]
(2)
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where uj = uj (x, y) is the in-plane displacement vector, j, l = 1, 2 and r = (x, y). Using the
Floquet–Bloch theorem for the periodic configuration of unit cells in uniaxial direction, the
solution of Equation (2) is given as:

u(x, t) = ei(qx−ωt)u (3)

where q is the wave vector in reciprocal space, ω is the circular frequency. The wave
amplitude is shown by u, which is a periodic function and is expressed as:

u(x) = u(x + A) (4)

where A is the unit cell size (shown in Figure 1). The stop band can be calculated through the
dispersion analysis of the periodic structure. Two different approaches can be employed to
conduct the dispersion analysis and obtain the stop band. The first approach is the 3D finite
element modelling of the MF, which requires potential workload and high computational
effort due to the complexity in modelling. The second approach is the use of the simple
model of MF, which is represented by a set of masses and springs. Since the unit cells of each
layer operate in parallel under seismic excitation, they can be represented by an equivalent
unit cell through dynamic condensation. Figure 2 shows the simplified mass–spring model
of an MF with N-layers in the Z direction.

Figure 2. Simplified mass–spring model of an MF.

The total mass of the concrete in each layer is shown by the external mass (m1), and
the total mass of the metamaterials in each layer is shown by the internal mass (m2). The
stiffness corresponding to each layer of foundation and soft material is represented by
springs whose stiffnesses are shown by k1 and k2, respectively. The stiffness corresponding
to the soft material for each unit cell is obtained by:

k2 =
ESM ASM

tSM − (|u2 − u1|)
(5)

where ESM and tSM are the modulus of elasticity and thickness of the soft material, re-
spectively. The area of the soft material perpendicular to the applied wave direction is
represented by Asm; u1 and u2 are displacements of external and internal masses. Note
that, in this study, the stiffness corresponding to the soft material will be updated during
the analysis based on the relative displacement of the internal and external masses. There-
fore, more accurate seismic responses will be obtained. The damping associated with the
external and internal masses are shown by c1 and c2 and expressed by

c1 = 2ζcon

√
k1(m1 + m2) (6)

c2 = 2ζSM

√
k2m2 (7)

where ζcon and ζSM are the damping ratios of concrete and soft material, respectively. Due
to the periodicity, it is possible to reduce the dispersion analysis of the infinite structure
to the dispersion analysis of a single unit cell with the same boundary condition. The
response of boundary conditions is calculated by substituting Equation (4) into Equation (3)
as follows:

u(x + A, t) = eiqAu(x, t) (8)
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The stop band is estimated by conducting the Eigen-frequency analysis of an un-
damped unit cell for a considered Bloch wave vector (q). The governing equations of
motion of j-th unit cell are written as:

m
j
1

..
u

j
1 + k1(2u

j
1 − u

j−1
1 − u

j+1
1 ) + k2(u

j
1 − u

j
2) = 0 (9)

m
j
1

..
u

j
1 + k2(u

j
2 − u

j
1) = 0 (10)

Equations (9) and (10) are rewritten by substituting Equation (8) into Equation (9) and
under the consideration of the trigonometric relationship of eiqA = cos (qA) + i sin (qA),
as follows:

m
j
1

..
u

j
1 + (2k1 − 2k1 cos(qA) + k2)u

j
1 − k2u

j
2 = 0 (11)

m
j
2

..
u

j
2 − k2u

j
1 + k2u

j
1 = 0 (12)

Equations (11) and (12) are formulated by Equation (13) to obtain the dispersion
relation of the considered MetaFoundation.

[K(q)−ω2M]u = 0 (13)

where K(q) and M are the stiffness and mass matrices of the unit cell, respectively. Equation (13)
shows that the stiffness of the unit cell is dependent on the Bloch wave vector (q). The
nontrivial solution of the eigenvalue problem is

m1m2ω4 − [(m1 + m2)k2 + 2m2k1(1− cos(qA))]ω2 + 2k1k2(1− cos(qA)) = 0 (14)

Equation (14) has two responses corresponding to two dispersion curves, known as
acoustic and optical. The lower response is related to the acoustic branch, and the higher
response is associated with the optical branch. The stop band gap falls between these two
dispersion curves.

3. Structural Model of the Liquid Storage Tank

The three-dimensional finite element modelling and analysis of a cylindrical liquid
tank is a complicated process and requires computational effort mainly due to the interac-
tion of tank and fluid. Besides, the MF, which is made of different materials, increases its
modelling and analysing complexity. Therefore, the use of a simple and accurate model
with the capability to determine the response of a liquid storage tank under seismic ground
motions is of interest. As an alternative approach of finite element modelling, the simplified
mass–spring model, which is accepted by standard codes such as API 650 [36], ASCE 7-
16 [37], and Eurocode 8 [38] can be employed to model and analyse of tank containers. This
simplified mass–spring model is generally based on the work conducted by Housner [39].
He evaluated the effect of hydrodynamic actions in liquid storage tanks, assuming that
the tank wall has a rigid behaviour. According to Housner’s model, the hydrodynamic
response of a fluid tank system is determined by the superposition of two components,
namely convective and impulsive components. The convective component is generated
by convective mass (mc), and the impulsive component is produced by impulsive mass
(mi). The convective mass refers to the portion of the liquid in the upper part of the tank
near the free surface, which experiences a long period of sloshing motion during dynamic
loading. Conversely, the portion of the filling liquid near the base of the liquid storage tank
accelerating in unison with the tank wall is represented by impulsive mass. Haroun and
Housner [40] modified the simplified mass–spring model of Housner to consider the tank
wall flexibility. Malhotra et al. [41] offered a simple and accurate procedure to assess the
seismic responses of liquid storage tanks. They combined the first impulsive modal mass
with the higher impulsive modal mass and the first convective modal mass with the higher
convective modal mass. As a result of such a combination, the tank liquid system was
represented by two modes only. Figure 3 demonstrates a cylindrical liquid tank mounted
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on an N-layer MF. The geometrical properties of the tank are the height of the liquid (H),
the thickness of the wall of the tank (tw) and the radius of the tank (R).

Figure 3. A liquid storage tank mounted on an MF.

In this paper, the mass–spring model suggested by Malhotra et al. is used for the
dynamic time history analysis of the liquid storage tank (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Simplified model of the liquid storage tank.

The impulsive and convective masses (mi and mc) are connected to the wall of the
tank by linear springs whose stiffnesses are ki and kc, respectively. The stiffness of springs
is influenced by the properties of the filling fluid, the tank material, and the geometric
properties of the tank. The damping coefficients corresponding to the impulsive and
convective masses are shown by ci and cc, respectively.

The damping coefficient and stiffness corresponding to impulsive and convective
masses are expressed as follows:

ci = 2ζimi ×
2π

Ti
(15)

cc = 2ζcmc ×
2π

Tc
(16)
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ki = mi ×
4π2

Ti
2 (17)

kc = mc ×
4π2

Tc
2 (18)

where ζi and ζc are the damping ratios of the impulsive and convective masses. Ti and Tc

are natural periods corresponding to impulsive and convective responses, given by [41]:

Ti = Ci
H
√

R√
tw/R×

√
Es

(19)

Tc = Cc

√
R (20)

where Es is the modulus of elasticity of the tank material and ρw is the mass density of
filling fluid, respectively. The ratio of impulsive and convective masses to the total mass
(mi/m) and (mc/m), relative heights of impulsive and convective masses (hi/H) and (hc/H),
and the coefficients Ci and Cc are suggested by Malhotra et al. [41]. The filling fluid mass
(m) equals to πR2Hρw.

4. Governing Equations of Motion MF-Tank System

The simplified mass–spring model of an N-layer MF-tank system is depicted in
Figure 5.

Figure 5. Simplified mass–spring model of the liquid storage tank mounted on an N-layer MF.

The whole system comprises 2N degrees of freedom representing the MetaFounda-
tion and two degrees of freedom demonstrating the convective and impulsive masses,
respectively.

The governing equations of motion of the MF tank system can be written in ma-
trix form:

MT
..
u + CT

.
u + KTu = −MTr

..
ug (21)

where MT, KT, and CT are the mass, stiffness, and damping matrices of the coupled tank
system mounted on the MetaFoundation, respectively expressed by

MT =

[
MMF 0

0 MTank

]
(22)
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CT =

[
CMF + CTank −CTank

−CTank CTank

]
(23)

KT =

[
KMF + KTank −KTank

−KTank KTank

]
(24)

MMF = diagonal (m1, m2 . . . m1, m2)2N×2N; MTank = diagonal (mi, mc)2×2; (25)

CMF =




2c1 + c2 −c2 −c1 · · · 0
−c2 c2 0 · · · 0

−c1 0
. . . · · ·

...
...

...
... c1 + c2 −c2

0 0 · · · −c2 c2




(26)

CTank = diagonal (ci, cc)2×2 (27)

KMF =




2k1 + k2 −k2 −k1 · · · 0
−k2 k2 0 · · · 0

−k1 0
. . . · · ·

...
...

...
... k1 + k2 −k2

0 0 · · · −k2 k2




(28)

KTank = diagonal (ki, kc)2×2 (29)

u = [u1, u2 . . . u1, u2, ui, uc]T (30)

The superscript MF and Tank stand for MetaFoundation and tank system, respectively;
u is the displacement of the system relative to the ground; x2 = (u2 − u1), xi = (ui − u1),
xc = (uc − u1) are displacement of internal, impulsive, and convective masses relative to
the external mass, respectively. In Equation (21), the earthquake acceleration is shown by
üg, and r is a column vector of one.

To obtain the time history of responses of the liquid storage tanks with MF, the govern-
ing equations of motion are derived and transferred to the first-order differential equations.
Then, these equations are solved in each time step using the state-space representation
and ODE15s in MATLAB programming language. The response quantities of interest are
vertical displacement of the surface of the fluid (dv), impulsive displacement (xi), overturn-
ing moment (M) at the top of the MF, and structural base shear of the tank (Fs). While
the impulsive displacement can be obtained directly through the solving of equations of
motion, the vertical displacement of the free surface, the overturning moment at the top of
the foundation, and structural base shear are calculated according to Equations (31)–(33),
respectively [8]. The overturning moment determines the generated hydrodynamic forces
in the tank wall, which is proportional to the axial compressive force. The axial compressive
force is the main reason of buckling of the tank walls, either in the form of elephant foot
buckling or diamond shape buckling. Conversely, the vertical displacement of the free
surface caused by the convective component controls the required freeboard. In the case
of lack of sufficient freeboard, the tank may experience a leak of fluid, tear of the shell or
break of the shell–roof connection.

dv = 0.837R
ω2

c xc

g
(31)

M = −
{

mchc(
..
uc +

..
ug) + mihi(

..
ui +

..
ug)
}

(32)

Fs = −
{

mc(
..
uc +

..
ug) + mi(

..
ui +

..
ug)
}

(33)

where ωc is the frequency of the convective mass (ωc = 2π/Tc). For simplicity and better
comparison of the results, the performance index of vertical displacement of the surface
of the liquid (PI dv), the displacement of impulsive mass (PI xi), overturning moment on
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the foundation (PI M), and structural base shear (PI Fs) are defined as the ratio of seismic
responses of the liquid storage tank mounted on the MF (dv

MF, xi
MF, MMF and Fs

MF) to
the corresponding responses of the tank in fixed base condition (dv

F, xi
F, MF and Fs

F),
according to Equations (34)–(37). Therefore, a PI of less than one indicates that the MF is
an efficient solution to improve the dynamic behaviour of liquid storage tanks. However,
the performance index of more than one shows that the response is amplified due to the
implementation of MF. Therefore, the MF has an adverse effect.

PI dv =
dMF

v

dF
v

(34)

PI xi =
xMF

i

xF
i

(35)

PI M =
MMF

MF
(36)

PI Fs =
FMF

s

FF
s

(37)

In addition to the time history of responses, it is interesting to evaluate the efficiency
of the proposed MetaFoundation in the frequency domain through the transmission ratio
(TR) of displacement above the MF against different frequencies (f ). The transmission ratio
is expressed as

TR( f ) = 20 log10(
ut( f )

u0( f )
) (38)

In Equation (38), the amplitude of the input displacement at the bottom of the MF is
shown by u0 (f ), and the amplitude of the displacement measured at the top of the MF is
shown by ut (f ), respectively. In detail, in order to obtain the displacement transmission
ratio, a harmonic displacement at various frequencies is imposed at the bottom of the foun-
dation with amplitude u0, and the displacement response ut on the top of the foundation
is observed.

5. Numerical Study

For practical applications, the periodic MetaFoundation must be constructed by avail-
able materials. In this paper, it is assumed that the foundation is made of concrete, and the
heavy cores are made of steel coated by rubber. The material properties of different parts of
unit cells, including modulus of elasticity and density, are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Material properties of a unit cell.

Part Name Material Modulus of Elasticity, E (GPa) Density, ρ (kg/m3)

matrix concrete 24.85 2400
soft material rubber 0.000137 1300

core steel 210 7850

For the preliminary time history analysis, it is assumed that the MetaFoundation
comprises unit cells with dimensions of 0.305 × 0.305 × 2.0 m corresponding to the length,
width, and height, respectively. In addition, the cores of unit cells have a dimension
of 0.10 m. The thickness of the rubber is assumed to be 0.05 m. The damping ratios
corresponding to concrete and rubber are assumed to be 5% and 30%, respectively. A
dispersion analysis has been conducted to calculate the dispersion relation and stop band
corresponding to an infinite unit cell. The optical and acoustic branches obtained from the
dispersion analysis are illustrated in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Dispersion analysis of considered unit cell.

The results show that the stop band forms in the frequency range of 18.733 to 18.984 Hz,
where the elastic waves cannot propagate through the MF according to the Floquet–Bloch
theory. However, the obtained stop band is valid for an infinite number of unit cells. For
the case of the foundation comprising finite unit cells, additional modal analysis is required
to calculate the stop band.

Two different types of cylindrical tanks have been considered as case studies from [8].
The considered tanks have different aspect ratios (height to radius). The ratio of height
to the radius of the assumed tanks (S = H/R) is 0.6 and 1.85, corresponding to squat and
slender tanks, respectively. The filling fluid is assumed to be water, with a mass density
of ρw = 1000 kg/m3. Table 2 shows the geometrical properties of considered tanks. A
foundation that has a square shape is considered for both squat and slender tanks. The
dimension of the MF for the squat tank is assumed to be 50.0 × 50.0 m, corresponding to its
width and length, respectively; for the slender tank, a MetaFoundation with 15.0 m length
and width is considered. As mentioned above, the height of each layer of MF is assumed to
be 2.0 m.

Table 2. Geometrical properties of the selected tanks used as case studies.

Tank Type H (m) R (m) tw (m)

Squat 14.6 24.4 0.0203
Slender 11.3 6.1 0.0058

The natural period, relative masses, and relative heights of the simplified mass–spring
model depend on the geometrical properties of the cylindrical tanks. The parameters of
the equivalent mechanical model of the tank have been calculated and tabulated in Table 3.
The damping ratios of the convective (ζc) and impulsive masses (ζi) are assumed to be 0.5%
and 2%, respectively, as suggested by [8].

Table 3. Resultant parameters of the equivalent mechanical model for the selected squat and slen-
der tanks.

Tank Type mc/m mi/m hc/H hi/H Cc (s/m0.5) Ci Tc (s) Ti (s)

Squat 0.608 0.392 0.557 0.400 1.65 7.08 8.15 0.253
Slender 0.245 0.755 0.727 0.444 1.48 6.07 3.66 0.157

An adequate number of earthquakes should be considered for the required time
history analysis to assess the efficacy of the proposed MF on the seismic responses of liquid
storage tanks. Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) [42] suggested three sets
of ground motions for quantifying seismic performance factors of buildings. The three sets
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include far-field (FF), near-fault without pulse (NF-WO Pulse), and near-fault with pulse
(NF-W Pulse) ground motions. In this paper, the FF set, which comprises twenty-two pairs
of records with an average moment magnitude of Mw = 7.0, has been used. Each record has
two horizontal components; therefore, the system is subjected to forty-four ground motions.
All of the considered earthquakes with a distance from the fault rupture of more than
10 km were recorded on site classes C or D based on the NEHRP classification, and they do
not reveal any pulse in their velocity time history. Besides, the selected excitations cover
different intensities in terms of their PGA. The ground motions were downloaded from the
strong ground motion database of the PEER NGA-West2 (pacific earthquake engineering
research) centre. The properties of the considered earthquakes, including the station name,
Mw, PGA, and PGV, have been listed in detail in Table 4. Figure 7 a,b depicts the pseudo-
acceleration and spectral displacement of the selected earthquake ground motions for 2%
and 0.5% damping ratios corresponding to the impulsive and convective masses, along
with median as well as 2.5% and 97.5% percentile.

Table 4. Selected earthquakes for time history analysis.

Record Pair Earthquake Year Station Mw Component 1 Component 2 PGA (g) PGV (cm/s)

1 Northridge 1994 Beverly Hills-Mulhol 6.7 MUL009 MUL279 0.52 63

2 Northridge 1994
Canyon

Country-WLC
6.7 LOS000 LOS270 0.48 45

3
Duzce,
Turkey

1999 Bolu 7.1 BOL000 BOL090 0.82 62

4 Hector Mine 1999 Hector 7.1 HEC000 HEC090 0.34 42

5
Imperial
Valley

1979 Delta 6.5 H-DLT262 H-DLT352 0.35 33

6
Imperial
Valley

1979 El Centro Array # 11 6.5 H-E11140 H-E11230 0.38 42

7 Kobe, Japan 1995 Nishi-Akashi 6.9 INIS000 NIS090 0.51 37
8 Kobe, Japan 1995 Shin-Osaka 6.9 SHI000 SHI090 0.24 38

9
Kocaeli,
Turkey

1999 Duzce 7.5 DZC180 DZC270 0.36 59

10
Kocaeli,
Turkey

1999 Acrelik 7.5 ARC000 ARC090 0.22 40

11 Landers 1992 Yermo Fire Station 7.3 YER270 YER360 0.24 52
12 Landers 1992 Coolwater 7.3 CLW-LN CLW-TR 0.42 42
13 Loma Prieta 1989 Capitola 6.9 CAP000 CAP090 0.53 35
14 Loma Prieta 1989 Gilroy Array #3 6.9 G03000 G03090 0.56 45
15 Manjil, Iran 1990 Abbar 7.4 ABBAR–L ABBAR–T 0.51 65

16
Superstition

Hills
1987 El Centro Imp. Co. 6.5 B-ICC000 B-ICC090 0.36 46

17
Superstition

Hills
1987 Poe Road (temp) 6.5 B-POE270 B-POE360 0.45 36

18
Cape

Mendocino
1992 Rio Dell Overpass 7.0 RIO270 RIO360 0.55 44

19
Chi-Chi,
Taiwan

1999 CHY101 7.6 CHY101-E CHY101-N 0.44 115

20
Chi-Chi,
Taiwan

1999 TCU045 7.6 TCU045-E TCU045-N 0.51 39

21
San

Fernando
1971 LA-Hollywood stor 6.6 PEL090 PEL180 0.21 19

22 Friuli, Italy 1976 Tolmezzo 6.5 A-TMZ000 A-TMZ270 0.35 31
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Figure 7. (a) Pseudo-acceleration and (b) response displacement spectra of considered earthquake
ground motions.

6. Verification

In order to verify the obtained governing equations of motion, the vertical displace-
ment of free surface (dv) and impulsive mass displacement (xi) of both squat and slender
tanks mounted on an MF with a small dimension of the core are compared with corre-
sponding responses in fixed base conditions. To that end, it is assumed that the core has
a dimension of 0.001, 0.001, and 0.001 m corresponding to width, length, and height, re-
spectively, and the thickness of the soft layer is 0.001 m. These small dimensions have been
assigned to the core and the soft layer to avoid difficulties during solving of the governing
equations of motion. It is expected that this MetaFoundation behaves as a traditional
foundation made by concrete, and the resonators have no significant influence on the
seismic responses of tanks.

Figure 8 compares the time history of the vertical displacement of the free surface as
well as the impulsive displacement of both squat and slender tanks subjected to the Friuli,
A-TMZ270 earthquake. The obtained responses verify the governing equations of motion
and the accuracy of responses of liquid storage tanks with MF. The maximum difference
between the responses is found to be less than 1%.

Figure 8. Verification of the obtained responses subjected to the Friuli, A-TMZ270 earthquake.

7. Results and Discussions

7.1. Effect of MetaFoundation

To evaluate the influence of the proposed MetaFoundation in the time domain, the
time transient analysis is performed under selected ground motions. The seismic responses
of liquid storage tanks mounted on MF are compared with the corresponding responses
in fixed base condition. The parameters of the MF are described in the previous section.
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Figure 9 shows the time history of seismic responses of considered tanks under ABBAR—L,
Manjil earthquake.

Figure 9. Time history of responses of squat and slender tank subjected to ABBAR—L, Manjil ground
motion for w/o and w MF.

The seismic responses are depicted for both squat and slender tanks in fixed base
condition and mounted on MF, respectively. The performance index of seismic responses
of the selected liquid storage tank tanks subjected to various ground motions is depicted in
Figure 10. According to the obtained responses, two different trends were observed for the
performance of the MF on the seismic responses of squat and slender tanks.

First, in the squat tanks, it is observed that the displacement of the impulsive mass,
overturning moment on top of the foundation, and base shear have been reduced in
most cases due to the implementation of the MF. The mean performance index of the
displacement of impulsive mass, overturning moment on the foundation, and base shear
are 0.551, 0.551, and 0.551, illustrating that the MF reduces the input excitation. Therefore,
the use of the MF in the squat tank is an effective solution to improve its dynamic behaviour.
The best performance of the MF was observed when the system was subjected to G03000,
Loma Prieta ground motion in which the PI of the displacement of the impulsive mass,
overturning moment on the MF, and base shear equalled 0.091, 0.09, and 0.091, respectively.
However, a performance index of more than one is seen in some cases. For example, a PI
equal to 1.491, 1.480, and 1.476 for the displacement of impulsive mass, the overturning
moment on the foundation and base shear was observed when the system was excited by
HEC090, showing that the MF increases the responses compared to fixed base condition.
This is attributed to the fact that the performance of MF highly depends on the frequency
content of input earthquake ground motion as well as the stop band. According to Figure 11,
it is seen that in some frequency ranges, the TR is magnified. This illustrates that the
amplitude of the input wave will be intensified, and therefore, the responses of liquid
storage tanks are increased compared to the fixed base condition. The reduction of the
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overturning moment leads to a decrease in the axial demand in the tank wall, which is the
main reason for the buckling of the tank wall. Hence, the more economical and reliable
design of the tank is achievable by the use of MF.

Figure 10. Performance index (PI) of various seismic responses of squat and slender tanks.

Figure 11. TR of the displacement above the MF.
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Conversely, it is seen that the MF increases the vertical displacement of the free surface
of the liquid. The mean performance index of the vertical free surface displacement is 1.5.
Therefore, it is vital to consider a more freeboard to avoid the disrupting consequences
corresponding to vertical displacement of the free surface.

Second, with reference to Figure 10, one can conclude that the displacement of impul-
sive mass, overturning moment on the foundation, and base shear in the slender tank are
magnified in most cases. The mean PI of the impulsive displacement, overturning moment,
and base shear in the slender tank are 1.315, 1.315, and 1.35, respectively. Therefore, it can
be concluded that the MF has an adverse effect on the seismic responses of the slender
liquid storage tank. The best performance of the MF is observed under the ABBAR—L,
Manjil earthquake in which the PI corresponding to the displacement of impulsive mass,
overturning moment on top of foundation, and base shear are 0.742, 0.742, and 0.740,
respectively. In terms of the vertical displacement of the free surface, it is seen that the MF
has no significant effect. As is seen in Figure 10, the PI of the vertical displacement of the
free surface approximately equals one for all of the earthquake ground motions.

To demonstrate the filtering effect of the MF, the TR above the MF in the absence of
the liquid storage tank is demonstrated in Figure 11.

A TF equal to zero implies that the displacement output on the top of the foundation
equals the input displacement induced at the bottom of the foundation. After that, the TR
corresponding to the regions of less than zero indicates that the amplitude of the output
displacement is less than the amplitude of the input displacement. This is due to the fact
that the incident wave is blocked and cannot pass through the MF. Conversely, when the
amplitude of the input displacement increases, the value of TR becomes more than zero;
hence, the MF has an adverse effect. With reference to Figure 11, an amplification area is
seen for the frequency region below 18.733 Hz, followed by an attenuation region from
18.733 to 18.984 Hz where the wave cannot propagate throughout the MF. The second
attenuation zone is seen for frequencies over 22.4 Hz. Based on the obtained responses,
the MF reduces the amplitude of waves with frequencies falling in the stop band. Since an
earthquake is a random phenomenon with a wide range of frequencies, and its frequency
content cannot be predetermined, the effectiveness of MF is limited to those ranges of
frequencies which it is designed for.

7.2. Effect of the Frequency Content of the Excitation

To evaluate the influence of the characteristics of the input excitation, the PI of the
seismic responses of both squat and slender tanks are depicted in Figure 12 against the
predominant frequency of the considered earthquake. The predominant frequency is
determined through the signal processing of considered earthquake ground motions and by
selecting the maximum spectral acceleration occurring in their acceleration response spectra.

Besides, a linear regression line is plotted to observe the overall trend of the responses
over the frequencies of the considered earthquake ground motions. Generally, it is seen
that the PI of the displacement of the impulsive mass, overturning moment, and base
shear of the squat tank is less than one for all of the ground motions with the predominant
frequency higher than the frequency corresponding to impulsive mass. Conversely, both a
PI of less and more than one were observed for the aforementioned responses when the
system was subjected to ground motions with the predominant frequency lower than the
frequency of the impulsive mass. In the case of the slender tank, the PI of more than one
was observed for the impulsive displacement, overturning moment, and base shear when
the system was subjected to excitations with the predominate frequency lower than the
impulsive frequency. Besides, for those earthquakes with a predominant frequency higher
than the impulsive mass frequency, a PI of less and more than one can be observed.
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Figure 12. Effect of the frequency content of input earthquake on performance index of seismic
responses of squat and slender tanks.

7.3. Effect of Number of Layers

In this section, the effect of the number of layers of MetaFoundation on the seismic
responses of squat and slender liquid storage tanks is investigated. The height of each layer
is kept constant at 2.0 m, and the properties of unit cells are the same as those mentioned
in the previous sections. For the required analysis, five types of MF with one, two, three,
four, and five layers are considered. For a better comparison of the obtained results, the
numerical results provided in terms of performance index under various considered ground
motions are shown in Figure 13.

In the case of the squat tank, one can see that the performance index of the displace-
ment of impulsive mass, overturning moment on the foundation, and structural base shear
decreases as the number of layers. Therefore, the more layers there are, the more reduction
in the responses. Conversely, for the slender tank, it is seen that as the number of layers of
MetaFoundation increases, the displacement of the impulsive mass, overturning moment
on the MF, and base shear significantly increase. According to the TR shown in Figure 14,
the boundary of the stop band becomes steeper when the number of layers of MF increases,
leading to more attenuation of the input energy in this region. Conversely, for other re-
gions other than the stop band, the TR increases, causing the intensify of the input energy.
Therefore, the seismic responses of the squat tank are decreased, and those of the slender
tank are magnified.
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Figure 13. Effect of the number of layers on various seismic responses of squat and slender liquid
storage tanks.

Figure 14. Effect of the number of layers on the TR on top of the foundation.

In terms of the vertical displacement of the free surface, it is observed that the mean PI
of vertical displacement of the free surface remains constant for the different number of
layers in the squat tank. However, a slight increase is observed in the slender tank.
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7.4. Effect of Rubber Thickness (tr)

The effect of rubber thickness on the seismic responses of liquid storage tanks is
investigated here. Five different rubber thicknesses, tr = 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, 0.05 m were
considered for the models. The dimension of the unit cell and the heavy core is the same
with other sections. The obtained responses of squat and slender tanks subjected to various
ground motions are illustrated in Figure 15.

Figure 15. Effect of thickness of rubber (tr) on various seismic responses of squat and slender liquid
storage tanks.

From the obtained response, one can observe that the free vertical surface displacement
(dv) is not sensitive to rubber thickness (tr), and these responses are almost constant for
various values of rubber thickness. Conversely, other seismic responses are changed with
the change in rubber thickness. The obtained results show that as the thickness of rubber
increases, the displacement of the impulsive mass (xi), overturning moment on the MF,
and base shear (M and Fs) decreases in the squat tank, leading to the improvement in the
performance of the liquid storage tank. Conversely, a slight increase is observed in the
impulsive mass displacement, overturning moment, and base shear of the slender tank.
However, a fluctuation trend is seen for some earthquakes in both squat and slender tanks.
This is attributed to the frequency content of earthquake ground motion, which affects the
performance of MF.
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7.5. Effect of Damping of Soft Material

In this section, the effect of damping of soft material on the seismic response of
considered liquid storage tanks is investigated. In order to study the effect of damping,
five different damping ratios of ζSM are considered as 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25 and 0.3,
respectively. The dimension of unit cell, heavy core, and thickness of soft material are
assumed to be the same with the previous sections. Figure 16 illustrates the effect of
damping ratios on the maximum responses of both liquid storage tanks.

Figure 16. Effect of soft material damping ratio on the seismic response of squat and slender liquid
storage tanks.

The results obtained from time history analysis indicate that the damping ratios of
soft material affects the maximum responses of structures. The more damping ratios there
are, the more the impulsive mass displacement (xi) becomes reduced. As a result of such
reduction, the overturning moment (M) recorded on the MF and the structural base shear
(Fs) are decreased. However, it is seen that the damping ratio of soft material has no
significant effect on the vertical displacement of free surface (dv).

8. Conclusions

This paper evaluates the effectiveness of a novel foundation called MetaFoundation
(MF) on the seismic response of liquid storage tanks. The MF comprises concrete and cubic
shape steel coated with rubber as a soft layer. The concept of the MF is based on the finite
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locally resonant metamaterials, which produce a stop band to avoid the propagation of
waves. The obtained results indicate that the MF has the capability to reduce the seismic
response of squat liquid storage tanks, such as displacement of the impulsive mass, over-
turning moment, and base shear. Conversely, the obtained performance indexes indicate
that the use of MF will lead to an increase in the seismic responses of the slender tank.

The effects predominant frequency of earthquakes, the number of layers of metama-
terial, rubber thickness, and damping ratios of soft material were studied. The results
confirm that as the number of metamaterials increases, more reductions can be observed in
the TR of the stop band; therefore, the displacement of the impulsive mass, overturning
moment on the top of the foundation, and base shear of squat tank decreases. However, the
displacement of free vertical surface displacement was not significantly affected. Besides,
the obtained responses show that the rubber thickness has an insignificant effect on the
vertical displacement of the free surface of the squat tank, while other responses such as
impulsive mass displacement, overturning moment, and structural base shear reduce when
the rubber thickness increases. Furthermore, it was observed that the use of MF amplified
the seismic responses of the slender tank. The results indicated that as the number of layers
of metamaterial increases, the results become more reduced.
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Abstract: The relative motion of transverse cable dampers is smaller than predicted by the taut string

model because of the effects of bending stiffness and fixed support conditions. As a result of the

reduced damper motion, the dissipated energy per cycle is reduced as well, which may explain

why damping measurements on real stay cables with transverse dampers often show lower cable

damping ratios than expected from the taut string theory. To compensate for the reduced damper

motion and damper efficiency, respectively, a semi-active cable damper is proposed. The controllable

damper is realized by a hydraulic oil damper with real-time controlled bypass valve whereby the

resulting damper force is purely dissipative. The proposed control law is clipped viscous damping

with negative stiffness. The viscous coefficient is adjusted in real time to the actual frequency of

vibration to generate optimum modal damping while the negative stiffness component partially

compensates for the reduced damper motion due to the flexural rigidity and fixed support conditions

of the cable. The measurements of the prototype semi-active hydraulic damper are used to derive a

precise model of the semi-active damper force including the control force constraints due to the fully

open and fully closed bypass valve. This model is used to compute the cable damping ratios of the

first four cable modes, for typical damper positions, for a taut string model and for a cable model

with flexural rigidity and fixed supported ends. The obtained cable damping ratios are compared to

those resulting from the passive linear viscous damper being optimized to the first four cable modes.

The results demonstrate that the proposed semi-active cable damper with the consideration of the

minimum and maximum control force constraints significantly enhances the cable damping of the

first four modes compared to the linear viscous damper.

Keywords: cable; control; damping; semi-active; negative stiffness; vibration

1. Introduction

Stay cables are susceptible to vibrations because of their low inherent damping [1,2].
The transverse cable amplitude may become unacceptably large when the excitation fre-
quency due to vertex-shedding matches one of the cable eigenfrequencies whereby the
entire excitation energy is transmitted to one modal component [2–10]. Such cable vi-
brations with amplitudes in the range of 0.3 m to 0.6 m have been observed on several
stay-cable bridges, e.g., the Dongting Lake Bridge in China [11], the Franjo Tudjman Bridge
in Croatia [12] or the Alamillo Bridge in Spain [13].

The common countermeasure is to install transverse cable dampers close to the deck
anchor [14–18]. The selection of the damper position relative to the cable length, which
is often between 2% and 3%, is a critical issue. On the one hand, the damper position
must be great enough to guarantee at least the required damping ratios in the targeted
modes. On the other hand, the damper must not be positioned too far away from the
deck anchor because of aesthetic reasons, additional costs of tall damper supports and
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geometrical conflicts of the damper support with the anchor of the neighbour cable. The
common procedure is to optimize the viscous damper coefficient to the targeted modes in
order to guarantee at the required damping in lowest and highest targeted modes whereby
the damper position is automatically minimized [19]. This analytical method is based on
optimum modal damping, assuming that the cable can be modelled as a taut string, i.e.,
a cable without bending rigidity and with simply supported ends [14–16]. However, real
cables show the effects due to bending rigidity and fixed support end conditions which
necessitates a different design of the damper viscous coefficient and reduces the attainable
cable damping ratio significantly as presented in [20–22]. The studies [20–22] estimate that
the bending rigidity and fixed support end conditions reduce the attainable cable damping
ratio in one target mode by approximately 20% compared to the attainable damping
ratio assuming a taut string behaviour. However, the experimental investigations on a
single strand with fixed support end conditions and bending rigidity described in [23,24]
demonstrate that the cable motion at typical damper positions is reduced by 20% to 40%
compared to the taut string model prediction. This means that the cable damping ratio due
to a transverse damper is at least 20% to 40% smaller than expected from the closed-form
solution 1/2 a/L (a: damper position, L: cable length, valid for a/L ≈ 1 %) being valid for a
taut string behaviour. This estimation agrees well with the experiments reported in [25–31]
which show that the measured additional cable damping ratio due to the transverse damper,
i.e., the total cable damping ratio minus the inherent cable damping ratio, is often around
50% to 70% of the theoretical value 1/2 a/L being valid for a taut string behaviour. Besides
the effect of the reduced damper motion, other effects may also lead to reduced cable
damping ratios such as insufficient damper activation due to manpower excitation of
real stay cables with great modal mass [32], friction damping [33–35], excitation of higher
order modes necessitating low pass filtering during post-processing of the measurement
data [29,35], force tracking errors in case of controllable dampers [24–27,36–40] and the
fact that the damping estimation 1/2 a/L is valid for a/L ≈ 1 % but transverse dampers are
commonly positioned at 2% to 3% of the cable length.

This testimony of cable damper tests and even the development of other damper
concepts [41–43] show that efficient and reliable stay cable dampers is a need to ensure
the serviceability of cable-stayed bridges [44]. This paper therefore describes the damping
efficiency of a prototype semi-active hydraulic damper whose actual force is controlled in
real time by the controlled bypass between the minimum and maximum damping forces
due to the fully open and fully closed bypass valve. The adopted control law is clipped
viscous damping with negative stiffness whose viscous coefficient is adjusted to the actual
frequency of motion in real time generating optimum modal damping and the negative
stiffness force helps to increase the damper motion in order to dissipate more energy than
the passive damper. The implementation of the control law in programmable logic control
(PLC) is explained and the according control flow chart is presented. Furthermore, it is
explained how the control force tracking task is solved without the use of a force feedback
in order to save the costs of a force transducer for each semi-active cable damper. The
cable damping ratios resulting from this adaptive damper with the consideration of the
minimum and maximum damper force constraints are computed for the first four cable
modes, for typical damper positions, for a taut string cable model and for a cable model
with the effects of bending rigidity and fixed support conditions. The results are compared
to those obtained from the passive linear viscous damper being optimized to one targeted
mode and the passive linear viscous damper being optimized to the first four targeted
modes. The former benchmark is a theoretical one because transverse dampers are never
optimized to one modal component only while the latter benchmark represents the practical
one. The comparative study demonstrates that the proposed prototype semi-active damper
significantly enhances the cable damping ratios of the targeted modes even with the control
force limitations due to the fully open and fully closed bypass valve.
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2. Cable with Passive Transverse Damper

2.1. Cable without Bending Rigidity and Simply Supported Ends

The cable model without bending rigidity and with simply supported ends is given
by the taut string model

T
∂2v(x, t)

∂x2 −m
∂2v(x, t)

∂t2 = f δ (x− a) (1)

where T denotes the cable force, m is the mass per unit length, v(x, t) is the transverse cable
motion, f describes the force of the transverse damper, δ(x− a) is the Dirac delta function
that applies the damper force f at position x = a where a is the damper position from the
left anchor. For the real cable the left anchor corresponds to the anchor on the bridge deck
(Figure 1a). The boundary conditions for the simply supported ends become

v(x = 0, t) = 0,
∂2v(x = 0, t)

∂x2 = 0, v(x = L, t) = 0,
∂2v(x = L, t)

∂x2 = 0 (2)

where L is the cable length. This means that bending moments at both ends are zero
whereby the modeshape functions are given by sine functions

Vn(x) = sin
(n π

L

)
(3)

where n is the mode number.

𝑇 𝜕2𝑣(𝑥, 𝑡)𝜕𝑥2 −  𝑚 𝜕2𝑣(𝑥, 𝑡)𝜕𝑡2  = 𝑓 𝛿 (𝑥 − 𝑎)𝑣(𝑥, 𝑡)𝑓 𝛿(𝑥 − 𝑎)𝑓
𝑣(𝑥 = 0, 𝑡) = 0, 𝜕2𝑣(𝑥 = 0, 𝑡)𝜕𝑥2 = 0, 𝑣(𝑥 = 𝐿, 𝑡) = 0, 𝜕2𝑣(𝑥 = 𝐿, 𝑡)𝜕𝑥2 = 0  

𝑉𝑛(𝑥) = 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (𝑛 𝜋𝐿 )  

 

𝐸 𝐼 𝜕4𝑣(𝑥, 𝑡)𝜕𝑥4 + 𝑇 𝜕2𝑣(𝑥, 𝑡)𝜕𝑥2 −  𝑚 𝜕2𝑣(𝑥, 𝑡)𝜕𝑡2  = 𝑓 𝛿 (𝑥 − 𝑎)
𝑣(𝑥 = 0, 𝑡) = 0, 𝜕𝑣(𝑥 = 0, 𝑡)𝜕𝑥 = 0, 𝑣(𝑥 = 𝐿, 𝑡) = 0, 𝜕𝑣(𝑥 = 𝐿, 𝑡)𝜕𝑥 = 0  

Figure 1. Schematic of cable with (a) passive transverse viscous damper and (b) with controllable
transverse viscous damper.

2.2. Cable with Flexural Rigidity and Fixed Supported Ends

Modeshape measurements on a single steel strand with seven wires and fixed support
ends were performed using a laser-based displacement sensor (Figure 2a). The length of
the steel wire strand was approximately 15.5 m and the mass per unit length including the
additional masses was approximately 1.17 kg/m and the pre-stressing force was approx-
imately 33 kN. The measured modeshape, which can be described by sinus-hyperbolics
and cosine-hyperbolics functions, clearly deviates from the sinusoidal modeshape function
being valid for a taut string with simply supported ends and without flexural rigidity
(Figure 2b). The measurements show that the transverse cable motion especially deviates
from the sinusoidal modeshape between the anchor and approximately 5% of the cable
length which is the range where transverse dampers are commonly positioned. If the cable
model includes the fixed end conditions and the flexural rigidity, the cable can be modelled
by the beam modelling approach

E I
∂4v(x, t)

∂x4 + T
∂2v(x, t)

∂x2 −m
∂2v(x, t)

∂t2 = f δ (x− a) (4)

where E is the elastic modulus of the cable and I is the second moment of area. The
boundary conditions for the case of the fixed supported ends are as follows:

v(x = 0, t) = 0,
∂v(x = 0, t)

∂x
= 0, v(x = L, t) = 0,

∂v(x = L, t)

∂x
= 0 (5)
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𝑉𝑛(𝑥) = − 𝛼𝑛𝛽𝑛  𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ(𝛽𝑛 𝑥) − 1𝜃𝑛  𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ(𝛽𝑛 𝑥) + 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛽𝑛 𝑥) + 1𝜃𝑛  𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛽𝑛 𝑥)
𝜃𝑛 = 𝛽𝑛 𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ(𝛽𝑛 𝐿)  + 𝛼𝑛 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛼𝑛 𝐿)−𝛼𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ(𝛽𝑛 𝐿)  + 𝛼𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛼𝑛 𝐿) 𝛼1𝐿 = 𝛽1𝐿 =𝐸 𝐼

 

Δ𝑥 ≪ 𝐿
M v̈ + C v̇ + K v = φ 𝑓(𝑡) + Fex

φ 𝜉𝑐𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒

𝑓(𝑡) = −𝑐 𝜕𝑣(𝑎, 𝑡)𝜕𝑡
–

Figure 2. Measured modeshape of first cable mode: (a) single strand with additional masses and
fixed support conditions (close-up) and (b) measured modeshape compared to theoretical modeshape
due to simply supported ends.

These boundary conditions mean that the bending moments at both cable ends are not
zero which leads to modeshape functions based on a linear combination of sine-hyperbolic,
cosine-hyperbolic, sine and cosine functions

Vn(x) = − αn

βn
sinh(βn x)− 1

θn
cosh(βn x) + sin(βn x) +

1
θn

cos(βn x) (6)

θn =
βn sinh(βn L) + αn sin(αn L)

−αn cosh(βn L) + αn cos(αn L)
(7)

where α1L =3.181 and β1L =1.624 etc., see [23]. This cable model is validated by adjusting
E I to obtain the measured modeshape.

2.3. Cable Model for Simulation

For the simulation of the cable model with transverse damper, the partial differential
Equations (1) and (3) are discretized, adopting a finite truss element modelling approach
with the spatial sampling interval ∆x ≪ L that is selected small enough to ensure precise
approximation of the partial differential Equations (1) and (3) [24,34,35,45]

M
..
v + C v . + K v = ϕ f (t) + Fex (8)

where M, C and K denote the mass, damping and stiffness matrices, v is the vector of
the transverse displacements, ϕ is the connectivity vector of the transverse damper force
and the excitation force vector Fex is introduced to excite the cable model harmonically at
the eigenfrequencies of the considered modes. The inherent cable damping ratio ξcable is
assumed to be 0.4% which is a typical value of the first few modes of stay cables [2,29,30].

2.4. Optimum Viscous Damper for One Targeted Mode and Taut String Behaviour

The force of the passive transverse damper is assumed to produce linear viscous damping

f (t) = −c
∂v(a, t)

∂t
(9)
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where c denotes the viscous damper coefficient in (Ns/m). According to the litera-
ture [14–16], the optimum value of c for maximum damping in mode n and assuming
that the cable dynamics can be described by the taut string model is given as follows

c = c
opt
n =

T

a ωn
(10)

where ωn denotes the eigenfrequency in rad/s of mode n. The resulting damping ratio in
mode n is given by the simple approximation

ζn ≈
1
2

a

L
(11)

The expressions (10) and (11) are only valid for a taut string, i.e., a cable with simply
supported ends and without flexural rigidity, and a transverse damper being optimized to
one targeted mode and not to several modes as commonly specified for real stay cables.

2.5. Optimum Viscous Damper for Several Targeted Modes and Taut String Behaviour

Cable dampers are always specified to provide at least the required damping ratio in
several targeted modes, e.g., the first four modes. Then, the solution (10), which maximizes
the damping in one targeted mode, does not yield the optimum tuning of the transverse
damper. As shown in [19], the optimum tuning of c targeting several modes is obtained by
equating the damping ratios in the lowest (mode number i) and highest (mode number j)
targeted modes and setting these damping ratios equal to the required damping ratio ζreq.
Then, the optimum of the viscous damper coefficient for maximum damping of modes i to
j becomes

c =
(

c
opt
i−j

)
min(a)

=
T

ζreqL ω1(i + j)
(12)

The according damper position is automatically minimized because the damping
ratios of the lowest and highest targeted modes just meet ζreq, that is

( amin

L

)

i−j
=

ζreq (i + j)√
i j

(13)

The resulting damping ratio in mode n then becomes

(
ζ

min(a)
i−j

)
n
=

ζreq n (i + j)

n2 + i j
(14)

3. Semi-Active Cable Damper

3.1. System Description

The semi-active damper is realized using a conventional passive oil damper which
is enriched by a controlled bypass with electromagnetic valve (Figure 3a). To limit the
maximum viscous force at fully closed bypass valve, a small passive bypass is added. The
oil volume stream of this passive bypass valve and therefore the maximum oil damper
force is tuned by a passive throttle within the passive bypass. The controlled bypass valve
in combination with the passive bypass generate quadratic viscous damping because both
bypasses act as throttles. The controllable viscous coefficient as function of the applied
electromagnetic valve current defines the control force range between the minimum and
the maximum viscous coefficients; the according look-up table data is depicted in Figure 3b.
The control law of clipped viscous damping with negative stiffness is computed based
on the collocated relative damper motion, which is measured by the displacement sensor
measuring the relative motion between damper cylinder and damper piston and which is
equal to the transverse cable motion at damper position.
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𝑐𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑜𝑝𝑡
𝑘 𝑔1 𝑔2

𝑔1 𝑔2
•

•

•

• 𝑓𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑓𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑚𝑖−𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒
•

Figure 3. (a) Semi-active hydraulic damper; (b) measured steady-state relation between electromag-
netic valve current and resulting controllable viscous coefficient.

3.2. Control Law

The control law is semi-active linear viscous damping with negative stiffness (clipped
VDNS), which can be realized by collocated control and is proven to be a very efficient
damping algorithm (Figures 1b and 5, [24,38,39]). The high damping efficiency of clipped
VDNS is explained by the fact that VDNS combines energy dissipation by the viscous force
while the negative stiffness force increases the relative motion of the damper which leads
to increased cycle energy within the damper. In addition, the control force characteristics
of VDNS are similar to those resulting from optimal control as shown in [24]. For these
two reasons, i.e., enlarged damper relative motion due to the negative stiffness force and
optimal control similarity, VDNS is a very effective damping strategy. Further benefits are
that VDNS does not require a state observer as optimal control does and that it works for
any type of excitation, i.e., for single harmonic, narrow and broad band excitations because
the desired semi-active control force can be computed in real time based on the measured
actual damper motion only. In the following, the most relevant steps of the control law
computation are explained. The viscous damping coefficient c

opt
f requency is adjusted in real

time to the actual frequency of vibration in order to generate optimum modal damping (15).
The negative stiffness coefficient k is formulated based on the known parameters T and
a [46]. The two tuning parameters g1 and g2 are needed to compensate for the damping
increase and stiffness loss due to the clipping of the active desired control force; more
information on undesired damping increase and stiffness loss due to clipping can be found
in [47]. Reasonable values for g1 and g2 are 0.80 and 1.20 [46]. The main modules of the
control algorithm are shortly described here (Figure 5):

• Bandpass filtering of damper relative motion (displacement sensor signal, Figure 3a)
to remove offset and noise in the displacement signal.

• Derivation of damper relative velocity by numeric differentiation with subsequent
low pass filtering to attenuate noise due to the numeric differentiation.

• Frequency detection from the peaks of the displacement signal resulting in a maximum
time delay of half a period. This time delay is more than acceptable considering that
resonant vibrations are long standing vibrations, see cable vibration measurements
presented in [30].

• Computing the desired active control force f active
des (17) and the desired semi-active

control force f semi-active
des (18).

• The control force tracking task is solved in two steps. First, the desired viscous
coefficient cdes(t) of the controllable damper is computed based on the desired semi-
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active control force (19) and the actual damper relative velocity, then the desired
current of the electromagnetic valve is computed based on the steady state relation
between valve current and viscous damper coefficient (Figure 3a, (20)). Equation
(19) shows that the controllable damper exerts quadratic viscous damping at constant
bypass valve position, i.e., at constant valve current, because both the controlled bypass
valve and the passive bypass act as throttles resulting in quadratic viscous damping.

• The PID-based current controller including an anti-reset windup (ARW) due to the
current limitations ensures that the actual valve current precisely tracks the desired
current ides.

• The state variables, which are given as function of time t in (15)–(20), are computed in
real time at the controller frequency of 1000 Hz.

• The closed-loop structure consisting of hardware components, software components
and cable damper dynamics is depicted in Figure 4.

 

Figure 4. Closed-loop structure.

• 𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑠
• –

•

𝑐𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑜𝑝𝑡 (𝑡) = 𝑔1 𝑇 𝑎 (2 𝜋 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦(𝑡))𝑘 = 𝑔2  𝑇𝑎𝑓𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒(𝑡) = − {𝑐𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑜𝑝𝑡 (𝑡) 𝑑𝑣(𝑎, 𝑡)𝑑𝑡  −  𝑘 𝑣(𝑎, 𝑡)}
𝑓𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑚𝑖−𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒(𝑡) = {𝑓𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒(𝑡) : 𝑓𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒(𝑡) 𝑑𝑣(𝑎, 𝑡)𝑑𝑡 ≤ 00 : 𝑓𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒(𝑡) 𝑑𝑣(𝑎, 𝑡)𝑑𝑡 > 0

𝑐𝑑𝑒𝑠(𝑡) = | 𝑓𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑚𝑖−𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒(𝑡)|(𝑑𝑣(𝑎, 𝑡)𝑑𝑡 )2
𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑠(𝑡) = 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑐𝑑𝑒𝑠(𝑡), 𝑐𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑐𝑚𝑎𝑥)

 

Figure 5. Structure of real-time control algorithm.

c
opt
f requency(t) = g1

T

a (2 π f requency(t))
(15)

k = g2
T

a
(16)

f active
des (t) = −

{
c

opt
f requency(t)

dv(a, t)

dt
− k v(a, t)

}
(17)
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f semi-active
des (t) =

{
f active
des (t) : f active

des (t)
dv(a,t)

dt ≤ 0

0 : f active
des (t)

dv(a,t)
dt > 0

(18)

cdes(t) =

∣∣ f semi-active
des (t)

∣∣
(

dv(a,t)
dt

)2 (19)

ides(t) = f unction(cdes(t), cmin, cmax) (20)

3.3. Experimental Validation

The control algorithm described in 3.2 is experimentally validated with an active
hydraulic damper imposing a displacement with defined frequency and amplitude into the
semi-active damper, see Figure 3a. The goal of this experiment is to determine the real-time
force tracking accuracy without using a force sensor (no force feedback in the algorithm) in
order to save the costs of a load cell for each semi-active cable damper. The test results at the
amplitude of 20 mm and the frequency of 0.27 Hz are depicted by the force displacement
and force velocity curves of the desired semi-active control force and the actual force of
the semi-active damper in Figure 6. The experimental results demonstrate that the force
tracking error between the desired semi-active control force and the actual semi-active force
are predominantly caused by the minimum and maximum viscous coefficients resulting
from the fully open and fully closed electromagnetic valve. These force tracking errors
cannot be avoided even with force feedback because the minimum and maximum viscous
coefficients determine the force limitations of the controllable damper.

 

Figure 6. Experimental verification of clipped VDNS with hydraulic damper with real-time controlled
bypass valve for sinusoidal displacement input (no cable damper interaction): (a) force displacement
curves and (b) force velocity curves of desired and actual semi-active damper forces with according
minimum and maximum control force constraints.

3.4. Modell of Semi-Active Damper Force including Force Limitations

For the simulations of the cable model with semi-active damper, the actual force of the
semi-active damper is modelled by the actual semi-active control force that is equal to the
desired semi-active control force, including the force limitations due to the minimum and
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maximum viscous coefficients at fully open and fully closed bypass valve, i.e., at maximum
and minimum valve currents, see Figure 3b (21).

f semi-active
actual (t)

=





sign
(

dv(a,t)
dt

)
cmin

(
dv(a,t)

dt

)2
: | f semi-active

des (t)| < cmin

(
dv(a,t)

dt

)2

f semi-active
des (t) : cmin

(
dv(a,t)

dt

)2
≤ | f semi-active

des (t)| ≤ cmax

(
dv(a,t)

dt

)2

sign
(

dv(a,t)
dt

)
cmax

(
dv(a,t)

dt

)2
: | f semi-active

des (t)| > cmax

(
dv(a,t)

dt

)2

(21)

4. Simulation results

4.1. Assumptions, Cable Properties

The simulations with transverse damper are performed for the following damper
types, assumptions, vibration modes, cable properties and damper positions:

• Damper types:

- Passive linear viscous damper being optimized to one targeted mode, i.e., the
excited mode, which represents a theoretical benchmark as passive dampers
always need to mitigate several targeted modes.

- Passive linear viscous damper being optimized to the targeted modes 1 to 4 de-
scribing the realistic benchmark.

- Semi-active damper controlled by clipped VDNS including the control force
constraints due to the minimum and maximum controllable viscous coefficients.

• The vibration mitigation of the considered transverse dampers are computed for the
first four cable modes.

• Single mode vibrations are considered as resonant vibrations result in greatest cable
displacement amplitudes.

• The excitation force due to vortex-shedding is modelled as harmonic excitation.
• The simulations are performed assuming typical cable properties and typical damper positions:

- Cable length L = 300 m.
- Cable tension force T = 6700 kN.
- Mass per unit length m = 100 kg/m.
- First eigenfrequency f 1 = 0.431 Hz (determined by L, T, m).
- Inherent cable damping ratio ζcable= 0.4%.
- Relative damper positions a/L = 1%, 1.67%, 2%, 2.5% and 3%.

4.2. Excitation Force Amplitude

The excitation force amplitude is selected to obtain L/1700 anti-node displacement
amplitude Vn during steady state conditions to ensure that the semi-active damper includ-
ing control force constraints is operated in the typical range of damper relative velocities
with associated typical semi-active damper forces. After reaching steady state vibrations,
the excitation force is turned off to simulate the free decay response (Figure 7).

4.3. Damper Performance Assessment from Free Decay Response

The efficiencies of the passive damper and of the semi-active damper with control
force constraints are assessed from simulated free decay responses adopting the logarithmic
decrement method

δi = ln

(
Vi

Vi+1

)
(22)

where Vi denotes the anti-node cable displacement amplitude of period i during the free
decay response and Vi+1 is the anti-node amplitude of the subsequent period. This yields
the damping ratio as follows

ζi =
δi√

4 π2 + δ2
− ζcable (23)
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where the cable inherent damping ratio is subtracted from the damping ratio obtained from
the free decay response.

 

 𝛿𝑖 = 𝑙𝑛 ( 𝑉𝑖𝑉𝑖+1)

 𝜁𝑖 = 𝛿𝑖√4 𝜋2  +  𝛿2 − 𝜁𝑐𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒

Figure 7. Simulated free decay responses of mode 1 for a cable with (a) passive viscous damper
optimized to mode 1, (b) passive viscous damper optimized to modes 1 to 4, (c) clipped VDNS with
control force constraints.

The damping assessment from the free decay response is selected because the cable
damping due to the semi-active damper cannot be determined in a different way due to
the nonlinearities of clipping and control force constraints. Because of these nonlinearities
the peak-to-peak damping ratio is not fully constant as for linear transverse cable dampers.
Therefore, the damping of the free decay response is assessed from the exponential fit of the
free decay response between decay start and 10% of the steady state amplitude [29,30,34].
Figure 7 depicts examples of the exponential fits for a passive damper being optimized
to the excited mode (10), a passive damper being optimized to the first four targeted
modes (12) and for the semi-active damper with the consideration of the control force
constraints. Figure 7c shows that the local peaks during the free decay response match well
the exponential fit. Hence, the nonlinearities due to clipping and control force limitations of
the semi-active damper are minor and therefore do not falsify the damping determination
by the exponential fit method.
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4.4. Damper Efficiency

The efficiency η of the transverse dampers is determined by comparing the damping
ratio obtained from the exponential fit of the free decay response with the theoretical
damping ratio due to linear viscous damping being optimized to one target mode

η =

(
ζ f it − ζcable

)
− ζnum

1
2

a
L

(24)

The numerical damping ζnum, which is subtracted from (ζ f it − ζcable), is determined
for the simulation case of optimum modal linear viscous damping for which the resulting
damping ratio is known by the analytical expression L/(2 a) where L denotes the half
wavelength [14–16]. Note that the numerical damping of significantly less than 0.1% results
from any integration algorithm and therefore cannot be avoided.

4.5. Results

The damping ratio due to the damper (including the numerical damping) and the
according damper efficiency (24, without numerical damping) are given in Tables 1–4 for
modes 1 to 4 as function of:

• Damper types:

- Passive, tuned to mode X (1, 2, 3, 4): linear viscous damper being optimized to
the excited mode (19); this is a theoretical benchmark because transverse cable
dampers always need to provide the specified damping in several targeted modes;
this computation is required to determine the numerical damping.

- Passive, m1-m4: linear viscous damper being optimized to the targeted modes 1–4 (12).
- Semi-active: clipped VDNS including control force constraints due to cmin and cmax (21).

• Cable model:

- Taut string: cable without flexural rigidity and simply supported ends.
- FR and FSC: cable with flexural rigidity and fixed support end conditions.

• Relative damper positions a/L = 1%, 1.67%, 2%, 2.5% and 3%.

Table 1. Results for mode 1 excited.

Damper Type Cable
Model

a/L (%) ζfit−ζcable (%) ζnum (%) 1/2 a/L η (%)

passive, tuned to
mode 1

taut string

1%

0.505%

0.005% (*) 0.5%

100% (*)

FR & FSC 0.354% 69.8%

passive, tuned to
modes 1–4

taut string 0.403% 79.6%

FR & FSC 0.198% 38.6%

semi-active taut string 1.036% 206.2%
FR & FSC 0.571% 113.2%

passive, tuned to
mode 1

taut string

1.67%

0.848%

0.013% (*) 0.84%

100% (*)

FR & FSC 0.716% 84.2%

passive, tuned to
modes 1–4

taut string 0.675% 79.3%

FR & FSC 0.431% 50.1%

semi-active
taut string 1.723% 204.8%

FR & FSC 1.310% 155.3%

passive, tuned to
mode 1

taut string

2%

1.021%

0.021% (*) 1%

100% (*)

FR & FSC 0.912% 89.1%

passive, tuned to
modes 1–4

taut string 0.811% 79.0%

FR & FSC 0.570% 54.9%

semi-active
taut string 2.058% 203.7%

FR & FSC 1.790% 176.9%
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Table 1. Cont.

Damper Type Cable
Model

a/L (%) ζfit−ζcable (%) ζnum (%) 1/2 a/L η (%)

passive, tuned to
mode 1

taut string

2.5%

1.284%

0.034% (*) 1.25%

100% (*)

FR & FSC 1.194% 92.8%

passive, tuned to
modes 1–4

taut string 1.017% 78.6%

FR & FSC 0.775% 59.3%

semi-active
taut string 2.636% 208.2%

FR & FSC 2.395% 188.9%

passive, tuned to
mode 1

taut string

3%

1.549%

0.049% (*) 1.5%

100% (*)

FR & FSC 1.471% 94.8%

passive, tuned to
modes 1–4

taut string 1.224% 78.3%

FR & FSC 0.978% 61.9%

semi-active
taut string 3.169% 208.0%

FR & FSC 3.014% 197.7%

(*) numerical damping determined from ζ f it due to passive viscous damping optimized to excited mode to obtain
η = 100%.

Table 2. Results for mode 2 excited.

Damper Type Cable
Model

a/L (%) ζfit−ζcable (%) ζnum (%) 1/2 a/L η (%)

passive, tuned to
mode 2

taut string

1%

0.506%

0.006% (*) 0.5%

100% (*)

FR & FSC 0.354% 69.6%

passive, tuned to
modes 1–4

taut string 0.506% 100.0%

FR & FSC 0.354% 69.6%

semi-active
taut string 1.025% 203.8%

FR & FSC 0.571% 113.0%

passive, tuned to
mode 2

taut string

1.67%

0.849%

0.014% (*) 0.84%

100% (*)

FR & FSC 0.716% 84.1%

passive, tuned to
modes 1–4

taut string 0.849% 100.0%

FR & FSC 0.716% 84.1%

semi-active
taut string 1.732% 205.7%

FR & FSC 1.342% 159.0%

passive, tuned to
mode 2

taut string

2%

1.023%

0.023% (*) 1%

100% (*)

FR & FSC 0.913% 89.0%

passive, tuned to
modes 1–4

taut string 1.023% 100.0%

FR & FSC 0.913% 89.0%

semi-active
taut string 2.083% 206.0%

FR & FSC 1.807% 178.4%

passive, tuned to
mode 2

taut string

2.5%

1.288%

0.038% (*) 1.25%

100% (*)

FR & FSC 1.196% 92.6%

passive, tuned to
modes 1–4

taut string 1.288% 100.0%

FR & FSC 1.196% 92.6%

semi-active
taut string 2.574% 202.9%

FR & FSC 2.461% 193.8%

passive, tuned to
mode 2

taut string

3%

1.557%

0.057% (*) 1.5%

100% (*)

FR & FSC 1.474% 94.5%

passive, tuned to
modes 1–4

taut string 1.557% 100.0%

FR & FSC 1.474% 94.5%

semi-active
taut string 3.083% 201.7%

FR & FSC 3.081% 201.6%

(*) numerical damping determined from ζ f it due to passive viscous damping optimized to excited mode to obtain
η = 100%.
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Table 3. Results for mode 3 excited.

Damper Type Cable
Model

a/L (%) ζfit−ζcable (%) ζnum (%) 1/2 a/L η (%)

passive, tuned to
mode 3

taut string

1%

0.506%

0.006% (*) 0.5%

100% (*)

FR & FSC 0.354% 69.6%

passive, tuned to
modes 1–4

taut string 0.465% 91.8%

FR & FSC 0.452% 89.2%

semi-active
taut string 0.975% 193.8%

FR & FSC 0.567% 112.2%

passive, tuned to
mode 3

taut string

1.67%

0.851%

0.016% (*) 0.84%

100% (*)

FR & FSC 0.716% 83.8%

passive, tuned to
modes 1–4

taut string 0.782% 91.7%

FR & FSC 0.836% 98.2%

semi-active
taut string 1.655% 196.3%

FR & FSC 1.318% 155.9%

passive, tuned to
mode 3

taut string

2%

1.028%

0.028% (*) 1%

100% (*)

FR & FSC 0.913% 88.5%

passive, tuned to
modes 1–4

taut string 0.944% 91.6%

FR & FSC 1.025% 99.7%

semi-active
taut string 1.980% 195.2%

FR & FSC 1.761% 173.3%

passive, tuned to
mode 3

taut string

2.5%

1.296%

0.046% (*) 1.25%

100% (*)

FR & FSC 1.199% 92.2%

passive, tuned to
modes 1–4

taut string 1.190% 91.5%

FR & FSC 1.295% 99.9%

semi-active
taut string 2.403% 188.6%

FR & FSC 2.319% 181.8%

passive, tuned to
mode 3

taut string

3%

1.569%

0.069% (*) 1.5%

100% (*)

FR & FSC 1.481% 94.1%

passive, tuned to
modes 1–4

taut string 1.442% 91.5%

FR & FSC 1.563% 99.6%

semi-active
taut string 2.833% 184.3%

FR & FSC 2.924% 190.3%

(*) numerical damping determined from ζ f it due to passive viscous damping optimized to excited mode to obtain
η = 100%.

Table 4. Results for mode 4 excited.

Damper Type Cable
Model

a/L (%) ζfit−ζcable (%) ζnum (%) 1/2 a/L η (%)

passive, tuned to
mode 4

taut string

1%

0.507%

0.007% (*) 0.5%

100% (*)

FR & FSC 0.354% 69.4%

passive, tuned to
modes 1–4

taut string 0.402% 79.0%

FR & FSC 0.497% 98.0%

semi-active
taut string 0.949% 188.4%

FR & FSC 0.557% 110.0%

passive, tuned to
mode 4

taut string

1.67%

0.855%

0.020% (*) 0.84%

100% (*)

FR & FSC 0.715% 83.2%

passive, tuned to
modes 1–4

taut string 0.675% 78.4%

FR & FSC 0.850% 99.4%

semi-active
taut string 1.647% 194.9%

FR & FSC 1.290% 152.1%
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Table 4. Cont.

Damper Type Cable
Model

a/L (%) ζfit−ζcable (%) ζnum (%) 1/2 a/L η (%)

passive, tuned to
mode 4

taut string

2%

1.033%

0.033% (*) 1%

100% (*)

FR & FSC 0.914% 88.1%

passive, tuned to
modes 1–4

taut string 0.814% 78.1%

FR & FSC 1.009% 97.6%

semi-active
taut string 1.954% 192.1%

FR & FSC 1.761% 172.8%

passive, tuned to
mode 4

taut string

2.5%

1.308%

0.058% (*) 1.25%

100% (*)

FR & FSC 1.204% 91.7%

passive, tuned to
modes 1–4

taut string 1.029% 77.7%

FR & FSC 1.242% 94.7%

semi-active
taut string 2.419% 188.9%

FR & FSC 2.346% 183.0%

passive, tuned to
mode 4

taut string

3%

1.590%

0.090% (*) 1.5%

100% (*)

FR & FSC 1.488% 93.2%

passive, tuned to
modes 1–4

taut string 1.245% 77.0%

FR & FSC 1.475% 92.3%

semi-active
taut string 2.842% 183.5%

FR & FSC 2.954% 190.9%

(*) numerical damping determined from ζ f it due to passive viscous damping optimized to excited mode to obtain
η = 100%.

The observation of Tables 1–4 reveals the following main findings:

• The reduced cable motion at damper position due to cable flexural rigidity and fixed
supported ends has strong impact on the cable damping ratio due to passive dampers
located at a/L≤ 2%. This fact is explained by the associated reduced transverse damper
motion, see Figure 2b, whereby less energy per cycle can be dissipated.

• The damper efficiencies obtained from the simulation case of a cable with flexural
rigidity and fixed supported ends, mode 1 excited, typical damper positions around
2% to 2.5% and passive damper being optimized to modes 1–4 match well with the
reported damper efficiencies [23–31]. The according results for mode 2 are greater
because a damper being optimized to modes 1–4 generates optimum damping in
mode 2 (14), see [19]. In this perspective the according simulation results for modes 3
and 4 of the cable model with bending stiffness and fixed support conditions (FR and
FSC) seem to be unrealistically high. This irrational result is interpreted by the fact
that the cable model FR and FSC is validated for the modeshape of mode 1 of the test
steel wire strand depicted in Figure 2 but not for higher modes.

• For some simulation cases, the damping of the cable model with flexural rigidity
and fixed supported ends is greater than for the taut string model. This unexpected
result is observed for some simulations of modes 3 and 4 and mainly for the passive
damper being optimized to modes 1 to 4. An explanation can be that the reduced
cable motion at damper position reduces the damper velocity as well whereby the
viscous coefficient being optimized for modes 1 to 4 (12) almost generates the optimum
viscous force for modes 3 and 4.

• The damping results due to the semi-active damper with the consideration of the
minimum and maximum force limitations due to fully open and fully closed bypass
valve show the following picture:

- Mode 1: The damping is approximately 2.5 . . . 2.6 (taut string) and approximately
2.8 . . . 3.2 (FR and FSC) times greater than the damping due to the passive damper
being optimized to modes 1 to 4.
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- Mode 2: The damping is approximately 2.0 . . . 2.6 (taut string) and approximately
1.6 . . . 2.1 (FR and FSC) times greater than the damping due to the passive damper
being optimized to modes 1 to 4.

- Mode 3: The damping is approximately 2.0 . . . 2.1 (taut string) and approximately
1.3 . . . 1.9 (FR and FSC) times greater than the damping due to the passive damper
being optimized to modes 1 to 4.

- Mode 4: The damping is approximately 2.3 . . . 2.5 (taut string) and approximately
1.2 . . . 2.1 (FR and FSC) times greater than the damping due to the passive damper
being optimized to modes 1 to 4.

• The tracking of the desired semi-active force is limited by the minimum and maximum
viscous coefficients of the controllable damper. The according force displacement
curves due to the minimum and maximum quadratic viscous forces are depicted in
Figures 8 and 9 for the simulations of mode 1 and 4. It is observed that cmax mainly
constrains the force tracking accuracy for lower frequency modes while cmin mainly
limits the force tracking accuracy for higher frequency modes. This is explained by
the fact that the according limiting control forces are in proportion to the square of the
damper relative velocity, see (21). Hence, how precisely the desired semi-active force
can be tracked by the semi-active damper with control force limitations due to cmin
and cmax depends on mode number, which makes the interpretation of the obtained
cable damping results for modes 3 and 4 difficult.

•

•

5…2
8…3

0…2
6…2

0…2
3…1

3…2
2…2

•

 

Figure 8. Simulated clipped VDNS with control force constraints for mode 1: (a) force displacement
curves and (b) force velocity curves during steady state conditions (before simulated free decay response).

 

—
—

Figure 9. Simulated clipped VDNS with control force constraints for mode 4: (a) force displace-
ment curves and (b) force velocity curves during steady state conditions (before simulated free
decay response).
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5. Conclusions

This study investigates the potential to use semi-active cable dampers controlled
by clipped viscous damping with negative stiffness to compensate for the reduced cable
motion at damper position due to cable flexural rigidity and fixed supported ends. For this
a prototype hydraulic damper with real-time controlled bypass valve has been developed
and experimentally tested. Based on the test results a model of the semi-active hydraulic
damper is derived that includes the control force constraints resulting from the minimum
and maximum viscous coefficients at fully open and fully closed bypass valve. This model
is used to compute the cable damping ratios of the first four cable modes, typical damper
positions and cable models without and with flexural rigidity and fixed supported ends. As
benchmark, the passive damper being optimized to the first four cable modes is computed.
The comparative study demonstrates that the presented semi-active cable damper leads to
far greater cable damping ratios than the passive damper. This is explained by the facts
that the viscous force is optimized in real time to the actual frequency of motion and the
negative stiffness force increases the damper relative motion whereby the viscous force can
dissipate more energy per cycle. Because of the dissipative nature of the semi-active damper
force, stability issues as for active systems do not exist. In addition, power consumption
is not critical because power is only needed to control the oil volume stream through
the bypass valve but not to produce active forces. Therefore, the presented semi-active
hydraulic damper represents an efficient, cost-effective and robust damping tool for stay
cable damping.
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Abstract: The purpose of this study was to develop a vertical seismic isolation device essential for the

three-dimensional seismic isolation design of nuclear power plant equipment. The vertical seismic

isolation device in this study has a concept that can be integrally combined with a conventional

laminated rubber bearing, a horizontal seismic isolator with a design vertical load of 10 kN. To develop

the vertical seismic isolation device, the vertical spring and the seismic energy dissipation device

capable of limiting the vertical displacement of the spring were designed and their performances

were verified through actual tests. In this study, the target elevation of the floor is 136 ft, where

safety-related nuclear equipment, such as cabinet and remote shutdown console, etc., is installed. The

sensitivity studies were carried out to investigate the optimal design vertical isolation frequencies

for the target building elevation. Based on the results of the sensitivity study, a disc spring and a

helical coil spring were selected for the vertical stiffness design, and the steel damper was selected

for the seismic energy dissipation, and their performance characteristics were tested to confirm the

design performance. For the steel damper, three types were designed and their energy dissipation

characteristics by hysteretic behavior were confirmed by the inelastic finite element analyses and

the tests in static fully reversed cyclic conditions. Through the study of the vertical seismic isolation

device, it was found that 2.5 Hz~3.0 Hz is appropriate for the optimal design vertical isolation. With

results of the vertical seismic isolation performance analysis, the appropriate number of steel dampers

are proposed to limit the vertical seismic displacement of the spring within the static displacement

range by the design vertical load.

Keywords: three-dimensional (3D) seismic isolation; vertical seismic isolation device; disc spring;

helical coil spring; steel damper; laminated rubber bearing; seismic energy dissipation; nuclear power

plant equipment; seismic isolation frequency; hysteretic behavior

1. Introduction

After the Fukushima nuclear power plant accident, nuclear power plant safety im-
provement against earthquakes has emerged as a major issue. The current Safe Shutdown
Earthquake (SSE) design basis required for nuclear power plant design is 0.3 g, which is
50% higher than the previous 0.2 g. In recent years, seismic design requirements are being
strengthened to ensure the seismic safety of nuclear power plants in case of beyond-design-
basis earthquakes, and various methods are being studied to solve this issue [1–3].

In general, it is true that the improvement of seismic capacity of nuclear power plants
has been mainly focused on plant buildings and structures. To achieve this goal, the seismic
base isolation design technology using laminated rubber bearings (LRBs) has been studied
worldwide for a long time as one of the measures to ensure the safety of nuclear power
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plants against large earthquake loads. In the development of seismic isolation design
technology for nuclear power plant application, the entire major nuclear power plant
buildings are constructed on one common mat, and this is supported by seismic isolators.
Most of the future advanced nuclear power plants currently under development adopt
seismic isolation design for nuclear power plant buildings [4–6].

So far, the development of seismic isolation design technology for nuclear power plant
buildings has been mainly focused on LRBs that can support the heavy building weight
stably and allow horizontally flexible deformation. These LRBs have been continuously
developed as a seismic isolator only for horizontal seismic isolation of nuclear power
plant buildings because the horizontal design earthquake level is much larger than the
vertical design level. Recently, the vertical seismic design load is required to be equal to the
horizontal load level. Therefore, the unavoidable disadvantage of the LRBs amplifying the
vertical earthquake response by vertical earthquakes is a big issue to overcome [7–9]. In
particular, as the vertical seismic load level has recently increased and the importance of
nuclear power plant design covering this has become more of an issue, horizontal seismic
isolation design using only LRBs may not be able to ensure the required seismic design goal.

To overcome the disadvantage of the horizontal seismic isolation with the LRBs, much
research and development on three-dimensional (3D) seismic isolators has been carried out
worldwide [10–15]. However, there are still not many practical cases applied to nuclear
power plants. One of the design barriers of vertical seismic isolation for whole reactor
buildings may be to construct a rigid upper mat supporting the reactor buildings to prevent
local uneven settlement due to the flexibility of the vertical seismic isolation device.

The goal of this study is to develop a 3D seismic isolator for individual nuclear power
plant facilities that are relatively easy to install and maintain when compared with the
whole building seismic isolation design. For this purpose, a study was conducted on a
vertical seismic isolation device having a spring and a steel damper that can be integrally
combined with lead-inserted small LRBs for horizontal seismic isolation developed for
individual facilities in nuclear power plants [16,17].

There are many studies for the supplemental seismic energy dissipation using the
LRBs, such as ring-type steel [18], high damping rubber [19], friction pad [20], and vis-
cous damper [21]. In this study, various dimensions and shapes of thin plate-type steel
dampers integrated with the LRBs are investigated, and the capacity of their seismic energy
dissipation is verified by the tests and simulations.

A disc spring or a helical coil spring was used for the vertical stiffness design that
determines the vertical seismic isolation frequency (VIF) of the vertical seismic isolation
device, and a steel damper was used for the vertical seismic energy dissipation that controls
the vertical relative displacement. In this study, with the goal of 3D seismic isolation
design for nuclear power plant facilities installed in 136 ft of an actual nuclear power plant
building, a vertical spring design for determining the optimal VIF and an optimal steel
damper that can accommodate relative vertical displacement were designed and verified.
The feasibility of the design concept was confirmed by performing verification tests and
simulations for spring and steel damper.

2. Concept of Vertical Seismic Isolation Device

2.1. Configurations and Dimensions

The 3D seismic isolator being developed in this study is intended to be applied to
individual facilities of nuclear power plants where severe vertical earthquake response
amplification is expected. To this end, the horizontal seismic isolator uses a lead-inserted
small LRB with proven stability and seismic isolation performance [16,17], and a spring-
damper-based vertical seismic isolator is mounted on the top of the LRB.

Figure 1 presents the conceptual configuration of the horizontal–vertical integrated
3D seismic isolator being developed in this study. As shown in the figure, the LRB with
relatively high vertical stiffness supports vertical springs and dampers of the vertical
seismic isolation device.
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Figure 1. Overall design concept of integrated 3-dimensional seismic isolator (half-symmetric view).

The housing in Figure 1 has a function to transmit the horizontal seismic load, simulta-
neously guiding the vertical seismic motion of the spring due to the superstructure. Table 1
shows the specifications of the 3D seismic isolator based on the lead-inserted LRB used in
this study.

Table 1. Summary of 3D seismic isolator design parameters [16].

Isolation Devices Design Parameters Design Value

Horizontal
Seismic Isolation Device (LRB)

Outer diameter (mm) 100
Lead plug diameter (mm) 21.5
Total LRB height (mm) 34
Shape factor (S1, S2) 9.9, 5.0
Design vertical load (kN) 10
Design shear disp. (mm) 35 (175%)
Beyond design shear disp. (mm) 80 (400%)

Vertical
Seismic Isolation Device

Housing diameter (mm) 450
Total height (mm) 140~360
Design vertical load (kN) 10

As shown in Table 1, the design vertical load of the 3D seismic isolator considered in
this study is 10 kN, the total height of the LRB is 34 mm, and the design horizontal seismic
frequency is 2.3 Hz. The vertical seismic isolation device mounted on the top of the LRB
will maintain the vertical stiffness by a disc spring or a helical spring and dissipate the
vertical seismic energy by steel dampers.

In the design of the vertical seismic isolation device, the vertical spring mainly controls
the VIF, and the vertical damper controls the vertical displacement of the spring. The
higher the vertical stiffness, the higher the vertical seismic isolation frequency, and the
lower the vertical seismic isolation performance. The lower the vertical stiffness, the better
the vertical seismic isolation performance, but the displacement of the vertical spring will
significantly increase so that it may not meet the design concept of integral 3D seismic
isolator presented in Figure 1. Therefore, a vertical spring design having an appropriate
design VIF and a damping device design capable of properly suppressing the vertical
spring displacement are required in a design stage.

2.2. Vertical Design Displacement Limit

Figure 2 presents the operation concept of the 3D seismic isolator. Figure 2b shows
the schematics of static vertical displacement condition due to dead weight of the super
structure, and Figure 2c shows the horizontal and vertical displacement condition during
earthquake events. The housing of the vertical seismic isolator transmits the horizontal load
of the superstructure to the LRB and guides the vertical seismic movement. The dimension
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design of such a housing is determined according to the shape and dimensions of the
vertical spring and steel dampers, which are determined according to the determination of
the design VIF. The most important aspect in this design concept is that the housing should
be designed so that interference with the LRB does not occur during the beyond-design-
basis earthquakes. To do this, the vertical seismic displacement of the spring should be
properly limited by the determination of a design VIF and damper design.

 

(a) (b) (c) 

Dead weight 
Seismic loads 

Figure 2. Schematics of 3D seismic isolator’s motions: (a) Without loads; (b) with vertical static load;
(c) with horizontal and vertical seismic loads.

In this paper, the design target is established to limit the maximum vertical seismic
displacement response within the static displacement of the spring by design vertical load
of 10 kN. This will prevent detachment between the housing and the vertical spring.

Table 2 presents the required vertical stiffness of the spring according to the design
VIF for a design vertical load of 10 kN and their static vertical displacement values.

Table 2. Parameter values for simple seismic analysis model.

Design VIF
(Hz)

Required Vertical
Stiffness
(kN/m)

Static Disp. for 10 kN
(mm)

1.0 39.5 253.3
2.0 157.9 63.3
2.5 246.7 40.5
3.0 355.3 28.1
3.5 483.6 20.7
4.0 631.7 15.8
5.0 987.0 10.1

3. Sensitivity Study on Vertical Seismic Isolation Performance with VIF

In principle, the basic concept of seismic isolation design is to design an appropriate
seismic isolation frequency to avoid resonance with input earthquakes by moving the
natural frequency of the superstructure in the frequency range of a strong earthquake to a
sufficiently low frequency using a seismic isolator.

In general, the vertical natural frequency of a nuclear power plant building is around
10~20 Hz, which is out of the range of peak spectral frequency band, 3 Hz to 10 Hz in the
US NRC RG-1.60 design ground-response spectrum [22]. However, there is possibility of
resonance seismic response if the earthquake level increases enough to invoke severe cracks
in the nuclear power plant building structures. In this case, the spectral peak frequencies of
the response spectrum at the floor where the nuclear power plant equipment is seismically
isolated may be shifted to a lower region due to the decrease of the structural stiffness of
the nuclear power plant building. This situation can cause severe vertical seismic response
amplification in nuclear power plants. Therefore, in the vertical seismic isolation design
of nuclear power plants against a large earthquake, it is very important to determine the
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design VIF that can deviate from the floor-response spectrum peak frequency band and the
resonant frequency of the upper structure.

In this study, a remote shutdown console (RSC), which is installed at elevation of
136 ft of an actual nuclear power plant building, is chosen as one of the target 3D seismic
isolation equipment. To investigate the sensitivity of the VIF, the vertical seismic isolation
performance analyses are carried out with the preliminary specified design parameters of
the vertical seismic isolation device, as shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Preliminary design parameter values for sensitivity analysis.

Parameters Values

Superstructure mass (kg) 1000
Stiffness of vertical spring, KVS (N/m) Variable depending on VIF
Damping of vertical spring, CVS (kg/s) 62.8
Elastic stiffness of steel damper, Ke (N/m) 621,700
Tangential stiffness of steel damper, Kt (N/m) 36,460
Characteristic strength, Fslide (N) 990
Struct. Damping of steel damper, CSD (kg/s) 0

Figure 3 presents the input earthquake used in the design of the vertical seismic
isolation device in this study. Figure 3a is the vertical floor-response spectrum at 136 ft of
the auxiliary building, corresponding to the peak ground acceleration, PGA = 0.5 g, which
is 1.67 times the Safe Shutdown Earthquake (PGA = 0.3 g). We can see that the peak spectral
frequency band exists at 10 Hz to 16 Hz and the peak spectral acceleration is large at about
40 g. As shown in Figure 3b,c, the zero-period acceleration (ZPA) value is 1.2 g, and the
peak/valley displacements are −211 mm/+176 mm.
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Figure 3. Used vertical seismic input motion (PGA = 0.5 g): (a) Floor response spectrum; (b) accelera-
tion time history; (c) displacement time history.

Figure 4 presents the simple seismic analysis model used for the sensitivity of the
vertical seismic isolation performance on the VIF. For the transient seismic time history
analysis, a commercial finite element program ANSYS [23] was used. As shown in Figure 4a,
the vertical spring is modeled by a simple stiffness–damping element (COMBIN14), and
the vertical damper is model with a bilinear force–displacement element (COMBIN40),
reflecting the hysteretic characteristics of the steel damper. It was assumed that the inertia
mass of the superstructure acts as a concentrated mass (MASS21) at node 3. Figure 4b
shows the concept of the bilinear model of the steel damper.
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Figure 4. Schematics of simple seismic analysis model used for sensitivity analysis: (a) Finite element
model of vertical seismic isolation device; (b) bilinear model of steel damper.

To investigate the sensitivity of the design VIF on the vertical seismic isolation perfor-
mance, the design VIF was considered in the range of 1 Hz~5 Hz. The equivalent damping
ratio and stiffness of the steel damper corresponding to the hysteretic bilinear model in
Table 3 are 30.7% and 75,291 N/m, respectively. The equivalent stiffness of the steel damper
has a corresponding natural frequency of about 1.38 HZ for a vertical design load of 10 kN.
Therefore, the actual VIF will be determined by considering both spring and steel damper
stiffness.

Figure 5 shows the result of the calculated vertical response spectrum for the super
structure according to the design VIF determined by the stiffness value of the vertical
spring. As shown in the figure, it can be seen that the lower the design VIF, the higher the
seismic isolation performance is due to the frequency shift effect. When the design VIF
is 1.0 Hz, the spectral acceleration response of the superstructure is significantly reduced
compared with the input response spectrum throughout frequencies. When the design
VIF increases to 3 Hz, the superstructure exhibits the vertical seismic isolation effect in
the range of about 6 Hz to 50 Hz, and the ZPA value is almost similar to that of the input
earthquake without vertical seismic isolation effect. When the design VIF exceeds 3.0 Hz,
the vertical seismic isolation effect is greatly reduced in the overall frequency range, and
the ZPA value of the superstructure becomes larger than that of the input earthquake.
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Figure 5. Spectral acceleration response of superstructure for various design VIF.
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Figure 6 shows the maximum vertical spring displacement response according to the
design VIF. As shown in Figure 6a, when only a vertical spring is used without using a steel
damper, the vertical spring displacement becomes very large (e.g., 101.3 mm when VIF
= 3 Hz). Therefore, it is not possible to design a vertical seismic isolation device actually
accommodating the LRB dimensions in Table 1. When the steel damper with the design
characteristics of Table 3 is used, the vertical spring displacement can be significantly
reduced to 30 mm or less, as shown in Figure 6b.

In addition, it can be seen that the actual VIF is larger than the design value assumed
for the vertical stiffness spring due to the stiffness effect of the steel damper, showing the
hysteretic characteristic. The lower the design VIF, the larger the stiffness effect of the steel
damper. When the design VIF is 1.0 Hz, the actual VIF increases by 80%.
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Figure 6. Maximum spring displacement response for various design VIF: (a) Without steel damper;
(b) with steel damper.

Table 4 summarizes the sensitivity analysis results of the vertical seismic isolation
performance according to the design VIF. As shown in the table, it can be seen that as the
design VIF increases, the effective frequency range in which the actual seismic isolation
effect can be obtained is rapidly reduced. When the design VIF is equal to or higher than
3.0 Hz, the ZPA response becomes larger than that of the input floor response spectrum,
and then the vertical seismic isolator has the opposite effect of amplifying the vertical
seismic response in the high-frequency region.

Table 4. Summary results of vertical seismic isolation performance with design VIF.

Design
VIF
(Hz)

Effective
Frequency Range

(Hz)

ZPA 1

Response
(g)

Max. Displacement (mm)
VIF

with Damper

(Hz)Without Damper With Damper

1.0 2.6< 0.37 +143.4/−146.0 +30.8/−35.1 1.8
2.0 4.2< 0.73 +59.7/−55.3 +31.7/−29.8 2.4
2.5 5.0< 0.97 +99.2/−97.0 +28.9/−30.0 2.9
3.0 6.2~80.0 1.27 +101.3/−98.3 +29.2/−29.3 3.5
3.5 7.5~26.0 1.78 +137.6/−139.0 +31.7/−30.7 3.8
4.0 8.0~24.0 1.91 +61.2/−62.9 +25.6/−26.5 4.2
5.0 9.5~20.0 2.40 +71.2/−70.4 +21.6/−22.1 5.2

1 Note that ZPA of input floor response spectrum is 1.27 g.
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4. Vertical Spring Design for Vertical Seismic Isolation Device

As shown in Figure 1 above, the spring for vertical stiffness is designed to be applied
to a vertical seismic isolator that can be integrally mounted on a small-sized LRB with a
vertical design load of 10 kN, which is a horizontal seismic isolator for individual facilities
in a nuclear power plant. To substantiate the stiffness of the vertical seismic isolation device,
the spring design was investigated in detail based on the sensitivity analysis results above.

In this study, two types, such as disc spring and helical coil spring, were chosen for a
stiffness design of the vertical seismic isolation device.

4.1. Disc Spring Design

The disc spring used in this study is a cone-shaped, thin steel structure with outer
diameter (D), inner diameter (d), thickness (t), and height (H) as shown in Figure 7. When
a vertical force is applied, the disc spring stably undergoes compression deformation
and has a constant stiffness value within the operating displacement. Once the design
stiffness value is determined, it can be designed to have the appropriate load capacity and
displacement range by stacking the required number of disc springs in series or in parallel.

− −
− −
− −
− −
− −
− −
− −

𝐹 = 2𝐸𝑡1 − 𝜈 𝑍𝐷 𝑦 − 3ℎ𝑦 + 2𝑦 ℎ − 𝑡   
Figure 7. Schematics of the disc spring configurations and dimensional design parameters.

The relationship between the applied load (F) and the corresponding displacement (y)
in the disc spring in Figure 7 can be described as the following equation [24]:

F =
2Et

(1− ν2)ZD2

[
y3 − 3hy2 + 2y

(
h2 − t2

)]
(1)

where

Z =
1
π

(
C− 1

C

)2[(C + 1
C− 1

)
− ln

2
C

]−1

(2)

C =
D

d
(3)

In the above equation, E and ν represent the elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the
material, respectively. When the disc springs are stacked in series, the total displacement
and equivalent stiffness are proportional to 1/n (n is number of disc springs). Therefore,
when the design VIF is determined, it can be implemented by connecting an appropriate
number of disc springs in series.

Table 5 presents the design parameters of the disc spring designed in this study. The
plate spring material used in the design is JIS SUP10 spring steel.

In Table 5 above, the shut displacement (h) refers to the maximum displacement that
the disc spring can accommodate. The disc spring is mounted on the upper flange of
LRB, which functions as a horizontal seismic isolator. If the outer diameter of the disc
spring is larger than the outer diameter of the LRB, bending deformation may occur in the
upper flange of LRB due to the load reaction force applied to the disc spring by the seismic
response of the superstructure. In this study, considering the outer diameter of 100 mm of
the LRB, the outer diameter of the disc spring is determined to be 80 mm.

In general, the design-allowable displacement of the disc spring assumes 75% of
the shut displacement. In this case, the design-allowable displacement for a single disc
spring of Table 5 is 1.65 mm, considering the shut displacement (h = 2.2 mm). Therefore,
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assuming that the relationship between displacement and reaction force is linear within the
design-allowable displacement of the single disc spring, the load capacity of the single disc
spring becomes 22.9 kN from Equation (1) above, and, accordingly, the spring stiffness is
determined to be 13,879 kN/m.

Table 5. Design parameter values for a single disc spring.

Design Parameters of Disc Spring Values

Outer diameter, D (mm) 80
Inner diameter, d (mm) 41
Thickness, t (mm) 4
Shut displacement, h (mm) 2.2
Height, H(=t + h) (mm) 6.2
Design vertical load, F (kN) 10
Young’s modulus, E (GPa) 190
Poisson ratio, ν 0.27

Figure 8 compares the stiffness test results for six single disc springs manufactured
according to the design parameters in Table 5 and the stiffness values calculated from
Equation (1). As shown in the figure, it was confirmed that the stiffness test results and
calculation results were well matched up to the design-allowable displacement of 1.65 mm,
and linearity was guaranteed.
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Figure 8. Comparison of the linearity characteristics between tests and calculation values by formula
for a single disc spring.

Table 6 presents the results of design summary for the set of disc spring that satisfies
the design VIF. As shown in the table, when the design VIF is lower, the required number
of disc springs greatly increases. This results in a significant increase in the total height of
the spring and acts as a burden in the housing design. When the design VIF is set to 2.0
Hz or less, the required housing height of the vertical seismic isolation device is more than
500 mm. Therefore, when using a disc spring, it is desirable to determine the design VIF at
least larger than 2.5 Hz with consideration of an appropriate height.
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Table 6. Design summary of stacked disc springs for various design VIF.

Design
VIF
(Hz)

Required
Stiffness
(kN/m)

Required
Number of

Disc Spring 1

Total Height 1

(mm)

Total Shut
Disp.
(mm)

Static Disp.
for 10 kN

(mm)

1.0 39.5 352 2182 1408 253.3
2.0 157.9 88 546 352 63.3
2.5 246.7 58 360 232 40.5
3.0 355.3 40 248 160 28.1
3.5 483.6 30 186 120 20.7
4.0 631.7 22 136 88 15.8
5.0 987.0 16 99 64 10.1

1 In case of a serial stack.

4.2. Helical Coil Spring Design

In this study, a helical coil spring, which is widely used in industry, was selected as
another spring type to provide vertical stiffness. The main design variables that determine
the stiffness characteristics of a helical coil spring are the coil diameter, section diameter,
and number of turns, as shown in Figure 9.

 

𝑦 = 𝐹 8𝐷 𝑁𝑑 𝐺

Figure 9. Configuration and dimensional parameters for helical coil spring.

In above figure, Lf and La indicate the free length and assembled length with compres-
sion force, respectively.

The relationship between the applied force (F) and the total stretch (y) of a helical coil
spring in Figure 9 can be approximately described as follows [24]:

y =
F
(
8D3Na

)

d4G
(4)

where D, d, Na, and G represent the helical coil diameter measured from spring axis to
center of section, diameter of circular section, number of active turns, and shear modulus
of the material, respectively.

As the helical coil spring has relatively less rigidity than the disc spring, it is recom-
mended to install the springs in parallel. In this study, four helical coil springs, which have
a spring diameter D = 88 mm and coil section diameter d = 12 mm, are considered for a
vertical stiffness design corresponding to vertical design load of 10 kN.

Table 7 presents the results of design summary for the set of helical coil springs that
satisfies the design VIF.

As shown in the above table, as the design VIF decreases, the number of coil turns
required for the spring stiffness increases rapidly, which leads to a great increase in the
total height of the spring. In this study, the design VIF of 2.5 Hz~3.0 Hz was selected to be
an appropriate total height of the helical coil spring for substantiation of the design.
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Table 8 shows the detailed design parameter values for the helical coil spring that
satisfies the selected design VIF of 2.5 Hz and 3.0 Hz.

Table 7. Design summary of helical coil spring system with design VIF.

Design
VIF
(Hz)

Required
Stiffness
(kN/m)

Number of
Spring 1

Required
Number of
Coil Turns

Total Height
(mm)

Total Shut
Displacement

(mm)

1.0 39.5 4 29 880 368
2.0 157.9 4 7.5 230 110
2.5 246.7 4 5 160 78
3.0 355.3 4 3.5 135 60
3.5 483.6 4 2.5 100 50
4.0 631.7 4 1.8 90 45
5.0 987.0 4 - - -

1 Parallel mounting.

Table 8. Summary results of final design parameter values for a single helical coil spring.

Design Parameters
Values

VIF = 2.5 Hz VIF = 3.0 Hz

Outer diameter, Do (mm) 100 100
Coil diameter, d (mm) 12 12
Mean spring diameter, D = Do − d (mm) 88 88
Number of coil turns, Na 5 3.5
Pitch, p (mm) 27.20 31.71
Total height, Lf (mm) 160 135
Assembled height, La (mm) 119.47 106.86
Minimum height, Lm, (mm) 78 60
Shear modulus, G (GPa) 75 75
Spring constant, K (kN/m) 61.69 88.83

To substantiate the actual stiffness design of the helical coil springs satisfying the
design VIF of 2.5 Hz and 3.0 Hz in Table 8, the springs were fabricated, and static stiffness
tests were performed with 16 specimens. Figure 10 presents the comparison results between
tests and the design values calculated by Equation (4). As shown in the figure, the stiffness
test results reveal a deviation of less than 1%, on average, when VIF = 2.5 Hz compared to
the design value, and about 2%, on average, when VIF = 3.0 Hz.
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Figure 10. Comparison of stiffness between tests and design values of helical coil springs: (a) For
VIF = 2.5 Hz; (b) for VIF = 3.0 Hz.
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5. Design and Verification of Vertical Steel Damper

5.1. Design Configurations and Dimensions

The seismic energy dissipation performance of the steel damper reduces the vertical
seismic displacement response of the spring with an appropriate size and configuration.
As shown in the results of vertical seismic isolation performance in Table 4, the vertical
damper should be designed enough to control the seismic displacement of the spring to
avoid the interference with the LRB.

Figure 11 shows the configuration and dimensional parameters of the steel damper
designed in this study. As shown in the figure, the steel damper is a thin beam plate having
a tapered length. The steel damper is fixed by a specific jig mounted on the LRB upper
flange, and its end is connected to the superstructure with pin joint.

Figure 11. Configurations and dimensional parameters of steel damper.

In this study, the dimensions of three shapes were considered to investigate the
hysteretic damping characteristics. Table 9 presents the design dimensions considered in
this study.

Table 9. Dimensions for steel dampers (mm).

Steel Damper
ID

L1 L2 L3 H1 H2 H3 W

SD1 40 40 80 20 8 5 5
SD2 40 35 75 15 10 5 4
SD3 40 10 70 20 14 6 5

5.2. Evaluations of Energy Dissipation Performance

To evaluate the damping performance of the considered steel dampers in Table 9,
force–displacement analysis was performed for the cyclic displacement load. Figure 12
shows the detailed finite element analysis model for the steel damper. As shown in the
figure, a three-dimensional solid element (SOLID181) was used for the steel damper model,
and it was modeled to have a sufficient number of elements and aspect ratio to enable
more accurate plastic deformation analysis. As a boundary condition, a virtual node
that can transmit the load from the superstructure was set and modeled so that a cyclic
displacement load could be applied to the end of the steel damper using the connecting
element (MPC184). As shown in Figure 12, all displacements at two pin holes are assumed
to be constrained as fixed conditions, and the displacement-controlled cyclic load is applied
at the end of the pinned joint.
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Figure 12. Finite element model of steel damper for energy dissipation analysis.

In order to accurately describe the plastic behavior of Type 316SS, the material of the
steel damper used in this study, for the finite element analysis, the following Chaboche’s
inelastic constitutive equations [25,26] were used for the kinematic hardening model:

.
αij =

3

∑
k=1

[
2
3

Ck
.
ε

p
ij − γk

(
αij

)
k

.
p

]
(5)

where
.
αij and

.
p indicate the revolution of back stress and an accumulated plastic strain,

respectively, and Ck and γk (k = 1~3) are material constants to be used in the ANSYS program.
For the isotropic hardening model, the inelastic Voce model [27] is used as follows:

.
R = b[Q− R]

.
p (6)

where
.
R indicates the revolution of drag stress, and b and Q are material constants.

Table 10 is the material constants for Type 316 stainless steel used in the above inelastic
material constitutive equations [28].

Table 10. Material constants for inelastic material models at room temperature.

Material
σyo

(MPa)
E

(GPa)
C1

× 109
C2

× 109
C3

× 109
γ1

× 103
γ2

× 103 γ3 b
Q
× 106

Type 316SS 135 190 120 20.2 10.67 1.0 1.0 1.0 45.0 85

To evaluate the hysteretic damping performance of the steel damper, the vertical cyclic
displacement range was set to ±30 mm and inelastic finite element analysis was performed
on the triangular waveform input.

Figure 13 shows the distribution of an equivalent plastic deformation for the steel
damper of SD2 during five cycles. As shown in the figure, the maximum equivalent plastic
strain occurs at the upper and lower surfaces of the middle part of the steel damper by
about 2.5%, and after the final fifth cyclic load, the maximum residual plastic strain remains
about 0.56% at the transition region.
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(a) (b) 

 
 

(c) (d) 

Figure 13. Analysis results of equivalent plastic strain distributions and deformation shapes of steel
damper, SD2 during ±30 mm stroke: (a) After 1/4 cycle; (b) after 1(3/4) cycles; (c) after 3(1/4);
(d) after 5 cycles.

Figure 14 presents the analysis results of an equivalent plastic strain time history at
the node where the maximum plastic strain occurs for SD2. As shown in the figure, the
maximum equivalent plastic strain in the middle of the steel damper is about 2.6% at the
time of the maximum and minimum cyclic displacement loads. Considering that Type
316 SS material used in this study has a total elongation of 40% or more, it is expected
that sufficient plastic strain margin can secure the structural integrity of the steel damper
without fracture during the strong vertical earthquakes.

Figure 15 presents the analysis results of hysteretic behavior for five cycles, which
is the vertical displacement–reaction force relationship of the steel damper. As shown
in the figure, the effective stiffness increases in order of SD1, SD2, and SD3, and energy
dissipation area increases inversely, and it can be seen that all shapes of steel dampers
exhibit hysteretic behavior in which all isotropic hardening properties are quickly stabilized
after about three cycles.
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Figure 14. Analysis results of equivalent plastic strain time history during cyclic load for SD2.
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Figure 15. Analysis results of hysteretic response for steel dampers: (a) SD1; (b) SD2; (c) SD3.

Table 11 presents the results of calculating the energy dissipation performance of the
steel dampers from the following relational expression [16], assuming idealized bilinear
hysteretic behavior extracted from the third cycle.

ζd = W/
(

2πKe f f D2
)

(7)

Table 11. Evaluation results of energy dissipation capacity of steel dampers.

Steel Damper
ID

Kt

(kN/m)
Ke

(kN/m)
Fslide

(N)
W 1

(N·m)

Critical Damping
Ratio (%)

SD1 7.21 100.82 330.64 25.44 35.17
SD2 9.00 127.21 413.24 31.87 35.25
SD3 37.00 695.77 1064.61 90.60 31.70

1 W is the area of hysteresis curve indicating the energy dissipation per cycle (EDC).

In the above equation, W, Keff, and D represent the energy dissipation area per cyclic
load, the effective stiffness, and the maximum displacement of the hysteresis curve, respec-
tively. As shown in the table, all steel dampers designed in this study were evaluated to
have damping performance with a critical damping ratio of 30% or more.
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5.3. Verification Tests of Steel Damper Performance

The quasistatic test was performed to verify the hysteretic damping performance of
the steel dampers in Table 11. In the verification test, three specimens were used for each
steel damper ID. Figure 16 is a photograph of the steel damper specimen shapes and test
facility with installation of the steel damper specimen. Table 12 shows the specifications of
the DC motor-driven testing machine used in this test.

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 16. Photos of steel damper specimen and test facility: (a) Steel damper specimen; (b) test
facility with specimen.

Table 12. Performance characteristics of test facility.

Item Performance

Facility model name INSTRON 5982
Max. loading (kN) 100
Footprint dimensions (mm) 1130 × 777
Height (mm) 2273
Control axes 1
Max. displacement (mm) 1330
Min. speed (mm/min) 0.0001
Max. speed (mm/min) 1016
Excitation mechanism Brush DC Motor
Control software INSTRON Bluehill 3

In order to verify the hysteretic energy dissipation performance, the test was carried
out in five cycles for two ranges of maximum ±24 mm and ±30 mm, considering the target
design displacement limit with quasistatic displacement control. The test speed applied to
the quasistatic displacement control test is 5 mm/min. Figure 17 shows a photograph of
the deformed shape under the maximum displacement load during the cyclic tests on the
steel damper. Through visual inspection after the test, it was confirmed that there were no
surface cracks on all steel damper specimens.
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Figure 17. Deformed shapes of steel dampers after the maximum displacement loads.

Figures 18–20 present a comparison of the results of the hysteretic behavior of the steel
dampers between the tests and inelastic analyses.

As shown in the figures above, we can see that the hysteretic behavior of the steel
dampers by tests are in good agreement with the analysis results. In addition, the initial
yield behavior and cyclic hardening characteristics are well matched, and all steel dampers
are rapidly stabilized after three cycles. Therefore, it is expected that there is no significant
change in the energy dissipation performance due to the increase in the yield strength
according to the cyclic load. From the comparison results of these tests and analysis
results, it is confirmed that the design of the steel damper presented in this study for
application to the vertical seismic isolation device of the 3D seismic isolator can ensure
the damping performance of 30% or more, which is the design target in terms of energy
dissipation performance.
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Figure 18. Comparison results of hysteretic behavior between tests and analyses for steel damper,
SD1: (a) for ±24 mm stroke; (b) for ±30 mm stroke.
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Figure 19. Comparison results of hysteretic behavior between tests and analyses for steel damper,
SD2: (a) for ±24 mm stroke; (b) for ±30 mm stroke.
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Figure 20. Comparison results of hysteretic behavior between tests and analyses for steel damper,
SD3: (a) for ±24 mm stroke; (b) for ±30 mm stroke.

6. Evaluations of Vertical Seismic Isolation Performance

To investigate the seismic energy dissipation performance and find the adequate
number of steel dampers required for the vertical displacement limits, the vertical seismic
isolation performance evaluations are carried out for the chosen design VIF of 2.5 Hz and
3.0 Hz with three designed steel dampers of SD1, SD2, and SD3. The used finite element
seismic analysis model is shown in Figure 4, and the steel damper is modeled by the bilinear
stiffness, as identified in Table 11.

Figures 21–23 present the calculation results of the floor response spectrum according
to the used number of steel dampers. As shown in Figure 21, in the case of the relatively
flexible steel damper SD1, the variation of the actual VIF is not sensitive to the used
number of steel dampers. However, in order to obtain effective vertical seismic isolation
performance, it was found that two or more SD1 dampers should be used when VIF is
2.5 Hz, and three or more when design VIF is 3.0 Hz. From the results of Figure 22, it can be
seen that the steel damper SD2 shows almost similar vertical seismic isolation performance
characteristics to that of the steel damper SD1.
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Figure 21. Results of vertical response spectrum for steel damper, SD1: (a) Design VIF = 2.5 Hz;
(b) design VIF = 3.0 Hz.
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Figure 22. Results of vertical response spectrum for steel damper, SD2: (a) Design VIF = 2.5 Hz;
(b) design VIF = 3.0 Hz.

In the case of the SD3 steel damper, which has relatively strong rigidity, as the used
number of steel dampers increases, the actual VIF significantly increases, and the effective
frequency range in which the seismic isolation effects can be obtained is greatly reduced,
especially at lower frequency less than 10 Hz as shown in Figure 23. However, in case
of vertical seismic isolation design for nuclear power plant equipment designed with a
vertical natural frequency of 10 Hz or higher, it can be seen that an effective vertical seismic
isolating effect can be obtained even if three steel dampers are used.

To check the vertical displacement limits, as discussed in Section 2.2 above, the seismic
displacement responses were investigated for each case of the disc spring and helical
coil spring. Table 13 presents the summary analysis results of the maximum vertical
seismic displacement response of the vertical seismic isolation device according to the used
number of steel dampers. In the table, the values of column 4 and column 5 represent the
accommodatable vertical seismic displacement by extracting the static displacement from
the shut displacement. As shown in the table, when the steel damper SD1 is used, five or
more steel dampers must be used to satisfy the vertical displacement limits, and four or
more steel dampers are required for SD2 and one or more steel dampers for SD3.
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Figure 23. Results of vertical response spectrum for steel damper, SD3: (a) Design VIF = 2.5 Hz;
(b) design VIF = 3.0 Hz.

Table 13. Results of vertical seismic displacement responses of vertical isolation device.

Steel
Damper

ID

# of
Dampers

Peak Vertical Seismic Disp.
Response (mm)

(Dsd − Ddw) (1)

for Disc Spring (mm)

(Dsd − Ddw) (1)

for Helical Coil Spring
(mm)

Vertical Disp.
Limits (mm)

VIF = 2.5 Hz VIF = 3.0 Hz 2.5 Hz 3.0 Hz 2.5 Hz 3.0 Hz 2.5 Hz 3.0 Hz

SD1

1 −63.6/+62.1 −63.2/+63.7

86.5 59.9 37.5 32.0 40.5 (2) 28.1
2 −45.1/+41.8 −44.3/+42.7
3 −30.9/+32.1 −33.5/+33.6
4 −29.8/+28.2 −29.0/+30.5
5 −25.9/+25.7 −26.1/+27.9

SD2

1 −57.8/+55.0 −59.8/+59.7

86.5 59.9 37.5 32.0 40.5 (2) 28.1
2 −37.2/+36.3 −38.6/+33.6
3 −30.2/+28.7 −29.7/+30.6
4 −25.8/+25.6 −26.0/+27.8

SD3
1 −28.0/+27.9 −27.9/+28.3

86.5 59.9 37.5 32.0 40.5 (2) 28.12 −18.9/+17.8 −16.4/+18.7
3 −13.6/+9.9 −13.3/+10.5

(1) Dsd: Shut displacement, Ddw: Static displacement due to design vertical load of 10 kN. (2) It will be 37.5 mm in
the case of helical coil spring.

7. Conclusions

In this study, the design of a vertical seismic isolation device that can be integrally
used combined with a lead-inserted small-sized laminated rubber bearing (LRB) was
studied for three-dimensional seismic isolation of the nuclear power plant equipment. The
overall study was based on the target equipment installed at 136 ft elevation of the typical
nuclear power plant building, the input vertical seismic motions of Figure 3, and the rigid
superstructure.

From the results of this study, some valuable conclusions are obtained, as follows:

1. The design VIF required for the design of the vertical seismic isolation device should
be determined considering both seismic isolation performance and limitation of the
vertical displacement of spring. In this study, the design VIF is recommended to be in
the range of 2.5 Hz~3.0 Hz.

2. It is confirmed that the disc spring and the helical coil spring are useful for a stiffness
design of the vertical seismic isolation device for equipment. The validation of the
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design values obtained from the equation of a force and displacement relationship are
verified by tests.

3. With an appropriate steel damper design, the vertical displacement response can be
limited to the design value. In this study, the vertical displacement response is limited
to 40.5 mm (disc spring) and 37.5 mm (helical coil spring) for the design VIF = 2.5 Hz
and 28.1 mm for the design VIF = 3.0 Hz, which are based on the static displacement
by the design vertical load of 10 kN.

4. It is verified that the designed three shapes of the steel dampers, SD1, SD2, and SD3
reveal the seismic energy dissipation performance over 30% critical damping ratio by
tests and analyses.

5. From the vertical seismic isolation performance analyses to find an adequate number
of steel dampers satisfying the vertical displacement limits, it is found that the required
number of steel dampers are at least five for SD1, four for SD2, and one for SD3.

6. The optimal VIF should be determined with consideration of the frequency character-
istics of the input design response spectrum at a specific floor where the equipment
is seismically isolated and the vertical natural frequency characteristics of the super-
structure.
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Abstract: A high damping rubber bearing (HDRB) is widely utilized in base-isolation structures

due to its good energy dissipation capacity and environmentally friendly properties; however, it is

incapable of isolating the vertical vibration caused by earthquakes and subways effectively. Thick

rubber bearings with a low shape factor have become one of the important vertical isolation forms.

This paper provides an experimental comparative study on high damping rubber bearings with

low shape factor (HDRB-LSF), thick lead–rubber bearings (TLRB), and lead–rubber bearings (LRB).

The abilities of the bearing and energy dissipation of the above bearings are analyzed contrastively

considering the influence of vertical pressure, loading frequency, shear strain, and pre-pressure.

Firstly, the HDRB-LSF, TLRB, and LRB are designed according to the Chinese Code for seismic design

of buildings. Secondly, cyclic vertical compression tests and horizontal shear tests, as well as their

correlation tests, are conducted, respectively. The vibrational characteristics and hysteresis feature of

these three bearings are critically compared. Thirdly, a corrected calculation of vertical stiffness for

the thick rubber bearings is proposed based on the experimental data to provide a more accurate

and realistic tool measuring the vertical mechanical properties of rubber bearings. The test results

proved that the HDRB-LSF has the most advanced performance of the three bearings. For the fatigue

property, the hysteresis curves of the HDRB-LSF along with TLRB are plump both horizontally

and vertically, thus providing a good energy dissipation effect. Regarding vertical stiffness, results

from different loading cases show that the designed HDRB-LSF possesses a better vertical isolation

effect and preferable environmental protection than LRB, a larger bearing capacity, and, similarly, a

more environmentally friendly property than TLRB. Hence, it can avoid the unfavorable resonance

effect caused by vertical periodic coupling within the structure. All the experimental data find

that the proposed corrected equation can calculate the vertical stiffness of bearings with a higher

accuracy. This paper presents the results of an analytical, parametric study that aimed to further

explore the low shape factor concepts of rubber bearings applied in three-dimensional isolation for

building structures.

Keywords: isolation; high damping rubber bearing; low shape factor; performance test; experiment

1. Introduction

In recent years, basic isolation technology has been extensively applied in building
construction and bridge engineering in China and overseas [1–3]. By the end of 2020,
China had constructed more than 8000 seismic-isolated buildings. The rubber isolation
system is currently the most widely used and mature isolation technology, among which
the common isolation devices include the ordinary rubber bearing, natural rubber bearing
(NRB) [4], LRB [5], HDRB [6], etc. The HDRB has plentiful advantages—such as a simple
structure, stable mechanical performance, strong energy dissipation capacity, large stiff-
ness before yielding, environmental protection, etc.—that make it an excellent choice for
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base-isolation structures. It is made of laminated rubber pads with multi-layer steel plates
that are vulcanized and bonded at a high temperature, where the steel plate layers restrain
the vertical deformation of the rubber layers from guaranteeing a certain vertical stiffness
of the bearing. The rubber layers adapt the high damping material with graphite and other
additives to be capable of simultaneously withstanding a vertical load and resist a large
horizontal shear displacement. Compared with the ordinary rubber bearing, HDRB can
achieve a higher equivalent damping ratio of more than 20% without matching dampers,
which saves installation space. HDRB possesses greater stiffness before yielding, a better
braking effect on the structure subjected to wind load, more minor damage caused by lead
when processing, and is more applicable for those places with special requirements for
environmental protection, especially in contrast with the lead–rubber bearing. When the
structures are subjected to an earthquake, the HDRB will produce a large deformation
and reduce the stiffness, thus achieving a better isolation effect. In recent years, many
researchers have conducted studies on HDRB. Burtscher et al. [7] conducted experimental
studies on different forms of HDRB and analyzed the influence of the shape factor and
steel plate forms on the performance of the bearings. Yamamoto et al. [8] took bidirec-
tional coupling factors into consideration when testing the horizontal shear performance
of HDRB. Chen et al. [9] and Xue et al. [10] carried out vertical compression tests along
with horizontal shear tests for loading on the designed HDRB. Their results proclaimed
a good energy dissipation effect. Bhuiyan et al. [11] proposed a rheological model con-
sidering the nonlinear characteristics of HDRB based on the cyclic shear test, monotone
relaxation test, and multi-step relaxation test. Dong et al. [12] studied the influence of
shear strain and vertical compressive stress on the shear performance of HDRB through
the compression–shear performance test, and made an improvement to the restoring force
model of the bearing with certain accuracy. Fabio Mazza et al. [13] applied the HDRBs
to two typical r.c. framed structures and conducted the structural nonlinear incremental
dynamic analyses based on the refined three-spring–two-dashpot model of the bearing.

Rubber bearings, including HDRBs, are generally horizontal isolation bearings, which
can reduce the horizontal seismic acceleration response of a structure by about 60%. They
are incapable of decreasing or even amplifying vertical seismic effect effectively. This can
be explained by the fact that ordinary rubber bearings have a vertical stiffness equivalent
to thousands of times their horizontal stiffness, which means that it is likely to obtain a
smaller vertical basic period of around 0.1 s and is liable to fall within the striking part
of the vertical acceleration spectrum, thus resulting in poor vertical isolation. However,
recent large (extra-large) earthquakes in China and abroad indicate that strong vertical
ground motions that occur in high-intensity areas, especially near faults areas, may even
exceed the horizontal seismic action component. After horizontal seismic action is reduced,
vertical ground motion with a high peak value will become the main cause of structural
destruction, particularly for medical buildings and industrial facilities. Once damaged,
the function of these buildings will be disrupted and the resilience of society will be
seriously affected. Hence, scholars have developed several vertical isolation devices and
three-dimensional isolation devices. Jia et al. [14] designed a new three-dimensional
isolation device containing lead-core rubber pads combined with dish-shaped springs
and steel plate dampers. Of those devices, some have undergone complex modeling,
which is not conducive to processing, while some need additional dampers to enhance
their vertical damping and causing greater vertical stiffness of the bearing. Thick rubber
bearings have become one of the most important vertical isolation forms. Compared with
an ordinary rubber bearing, there is a conspicuous increase in the thickness of HDRB,
generally 4 to 6 times higher than that of the former. The shape factor of ordinary rubber
bearing typically ranges from 15 to 30 or more, while that of HDRB is designed to vary
from 2 to 5. In 1989, Aiken et al. [15] set the shape factor of the individual 1/4 scale
bearings as 2.4 and characterization tests were then conducted. Warn and Vu [16] found
that three-dimensional isolation for low and mid-rise structures would be achieved if the
shape factors of the elastomeric bearings was set to be less than 4 and significant vertical
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damping was supplemented. Kanazawa et al. [17] designed a thick rubber bearing with
the second shape factor of 4.1, aiming to study the damping effect on the equipment in a
nuclear reactor. Zhu et al. [18] selected three thick lead-core rubber bearings with shape
factors of 8.0, 12.0, and 16.7, respectively, to conduct basic mechanical properties tests
on them. Wang [19] carried out studies on the basic mechanical properties of five thick
rubber bearings with shape factors between 4.13 and 5.37 and with different diameters,
summarized the law of vertical stiffness parameters of new thick rubber bearings, and then
proposed a design method of anti-buckling low-frequency seismic isolation bearings. Liu
and Huang [20] compared the vertically seismic response spectrum between prestressed
and non-prestressed thick rubber bearings with the shape factor of 3.29. Li et al. [21]
conducted a series of experimental studies on shear stiffness, vertical stiffness, deformation
performance, fatigue performance, creep performance, and aging performance of thick
rubber bearings with the second shape factor of 1.85. The research results of many scholars
around the world illustrate that compared with ordinary rubber bearings, thick rubber
bearings have smaller vertical stiffness and superior vertical isolation performance, which
can avoid the adverse resonance effect caused by the vertical period of vibration coupling
with the structure.

In this paper, three bearings, including HDRB-LSF, TLRB, and LRB, were designed.
Then, vertical compression performance tests, horizontal shear performance tests, vertical
compression correlation tests, and horizontal shear correlation tests were carried out. The
effects of vertical compressive stress, pre-pressure, shear strain, and loading frequency on
the performance of the above three bearings were studied. The performance differences
of the bearings were compared. Considering that the experimental results of HDRB-LSF
displayed a big discrepancy with the theoretical values, a correction method for vertical
stiffness of HDRB-LSF was proposed, and the modified values were found to be in good
agreement with the experimental results.

2. Experimental Process

2.1. Specimen Design

Three bearings, including HDRB-LSF, TLRB, and LRB were adapted in the test.
Figure 1 only displays the configuration of HDRB-LSF. All the bearings were fabricated
with a diameter of 600 mm. The thickness and the diameter of the upper and lower sealing
plate were 20 mm and 600 mm, respectively. The thickness and the diameter of the upper
and lower connecting plates were 25 mm and 700 mm, respectively. The three bearings
were designed according to a principle that the total thickness of 156 mm for the rubber
pads in the bearings equals.

The first shape factor of the rubber bearing (S1) is defined as (D − d)/(4tr), and the
second shape factor (S2) is defined as D/(nrtr). D and d denote the diameter of the effective
bearing surface and the diameter of the central opening for a bearing, respectively. If the
central hole in the bearing is filled with rubber or lead, the opening can be ignored on
the basis of the Specification GB/T20688.1-2007 [22]. nr and tr are the number and the
thickness of rubber layers, respectively. S1 value of LRB is 37.50, while the S1 value of
TLRB and HDRB-LSF is 12.50. Based on the research experience, tr and S1 are important
parameters determining the bearing stiffness. The S1 of LRB is three times that of TLRB
and HDRB-LSF, indicating that LRB possesses greater vertical stiffness and more stable
bearing capacity vertically. The S2 value of all the above bearings keeps unchanged at 3.85,
explaining that their horizontal stiffness is consistent.
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Figure 1. Cont.
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Figure 1. The configuration of HDRB-LSF: (a) cross-section view; (b) 1/4 perspective view;
(c) compression test view; (d) shear test view.

The other dimension parameters of each bearing are listed in Table 1, where dl is
the diameter of lead core; ns and ts are the numbers and the thickness of steel plates. In
the specimens steel plates were made from Q345 material; the rubber pads of HDRB-LSF
were made from high damping rubber with a shear modulus of 0.392 MPa and a rubber
hardness of 56 HA (Shore hardness); the rubber pads of TLRB and LRB were made from
ordinary rubber material with a shear modulus of 0.6 MPa and a rubber hardness of 42 HA.
Here, it should be noted that each of the two thick rubber bearings had a small hole in
the center when fabricated to facilitate vulcanization. According to the specification: after
vulcanization, specimens with a total height of less than 250 mm should be rested for at
least 24 h, while other specimens should be rested for more than 48 h. Hence, all the test
specimens were rested for more than 48 h after vulcanization and then kept in the testing
environment for another 24 h before the test.

Table 1. Basic parameters of the bearings.

Bearings D (mm) dl (mm) tr (mm) nr ts (mm) ns S1 S2

HDRB-LSF 600 - 12 13 2.8 12 12.5 3.85
TLRB 600 120 12 13 2.8 12 12.5 3.85
LRB 600 120 4 39 2.8 38 37.5 3.85

The vertical stiffness (Kv) and the horizontal stiffness (Kh) of the ordinary rubber
bearing were calculated by Equations (1) and (2) according to the specification GB/T20688.3-
2006 [23], where A is the whole effective cross-section area of the bearing; Ec is the modified
compressive elastic modulus of laminated rubber under vertical pressure load, which can
be obtained from Equation (3); Ev is the volumetric elastic modulus of rubber; Ecb is the
apparent elastic modulus of rubber obtained from Equation (4); E0 represents the elastic
modulus of rubber; k is a correction coefficient for the elastic model of rubber material
related to rubber hardness; and G is the shear modulus of laminated rubber.

Kv=
EcA
nrtr

= πD
4 EcS2

(1)

Kh=
GA
nrtr

(2)
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Ec =
Ecb × Ev

Ecb + Ev
(3)

Ecb=E0(1+2kS2
1)

(4)

For LRB, the computational formula of vertical stiffness (Kv) is the same as an ordinary
rubber bearing. However, the shear stiffness obtained from Equation (2) is merely the
post-yield stiffness, and its equivalent shear stiffness can be written as

K′h =
KhX + Q

X
(5)

where X is the horizontal shear displacement of the bearing; Q is the yield force of the LRB
that linearly correlated with the cross-section area of the lead core and can be acquired by
the following formula [24].

Q =
8.367πd2

l

4
+ 4.682 (6)

where dl is the diameter of the lead core. It should be pointed out that the role of the lead
core should be considered when calculating the vertical stiffness of LRB in Equation (1).
The cross-section area A is not the simple addition of lead core cross-section and rubber
cross-section but is the relational expression that A = Ar +Al (El/Ec − 1), where Ar and
Al are the cross-section area of rubber and the cross-section area of lead core, respectively;
El is the elastic modulus of lead core.

We calculated that the designed shear stiffness of HDRB-LSF, TLRB, and LRB
are 1.09 kN/mm, 1.35 kN/mm, and 1.35 kN/mm, respectively. The vertical stiff-
ness values of the above three bearings are 706.13 kN/mm, 581.94 kN/mm, and
2116.18 kN/mm, respectively.

2.2. Test Method

The loading device used in the test is shown in Figure 2. Vertical parameters of
the compression and shear test device were: the maximum pressure was 20,000 kN, the
maximum tension was 6000 kN, the maximum displacement stroke was 700 mm, and
the maximum loading speed was 3 mm/s. Horizontal parameters of this device were:
the maximum shear test force was ± 6000 kN, the maximum displacement stroke was
±600 mm, and the maximum loading speed was 10 mm/s. Vertical and horizontal loading
adopted force control and displacement control, respectively. The acquisition of data
relied on an automatic data acquisition system. The vertical pressure was assumed to be P.
For the vertical compression performance test, cyclic loading was carried out within the
range of P ± 0.3 P. According to the Chinese Specification [19], three loading cycles are
recommended for the performance test of rubber bearings. In this test, four cycles were
actually loaded to guarantee the data integrity of the third cycle, and the results of the third
cycle were extracted to calculate the performance of the bearings.

2.3. Test Cases

Based on the design surface pressure of 12 MPa, according to the Code, and bearing
diameter of 600 mm, the specified vertical pressure P was determined as 3400 kN. In order
to analyze the influencing factors of vertical stiffness of the three specimens, loading cases
with different pre-pressures, vertical pressures, and loading frequencies were successively
carried out, as shown in Table 2. For the horizontal compression and shear performance
test, when the specified vertical pressure P (3400 kN) was used, the corresponding shear
displacements under 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% of shear strain γ were, respectively, applied
at different loading frequencies of 0.01 Hz, and 0.0082 Hz. When the loading frequency
was 0.01 Hz and the shear strain γ was 100%, loading cases with different vertical pressure
P of 3400 kN, 4250 kN, and 5100 kN were launched to analyze the shear strain correlation
of the horizontal performance for the three specimens, which can be seen in Table 3.
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Figure 2. The loading device in the test.

Table 2. The cases of the vertical compression test.

Cases Pre-Pressure (kN) Vertical Pressure (kN) Loading Frequency (Hz)

Case 1 0 2900 0.01
Case 2 0 2900 0.02
Case 3 0 2900 0.05
Case 4 0 2900 0.1
Case 5 0 3400 0.01
Case 6 0 3400 0.02
Case 7 0 3400 0.05
Case 8 0 3400 0.1
Case 9 0 3700 0.01
Case 10 0 3700 0.02
Case 11 0 3700 0.05
Case 12 0 3700 0.1
Case 13 1700 3400 0.1
Case 14 2040 3400 0.1
Case 15 2720 3400 0.1

Table 3. The cases of the horizontal shear test.

Cases Vertical Pressure (kN) Shearing Strain γ Shear Displacement (mm) Loading Frequency (Hz)

Case 16 3400 ±25% 39 0.01
Case 17 3400 ±50% 78 0.01
Case 18 3400 ±75% 117 0.01
Case 19 3400 ±100% 156 0.01
Case 20 3400 ±25% 39 0.0082
Case 21 3400 ±50% 78 0.0082
Case 22 3400 ±75% 117 0.0082
Case 23 3400 ±100% 156 0.0082
Case 24 4250 ±100% 156 0.01
Case 25 5100 ±100% 156 0.01

3. Test Results and Analysis

3.1. Vertical Compression Performance of Bearings

The vertical compression performance tests with 100% shear strain were carried out
on the three bearings, respectively, under the designed vertical pressure P of 3400 kN and
loading frequency of 0.1 Hz (Case 8). Four loading and unloading cycles were conducted
for each test case of the three bearings within the range of P ± 0.3 P, and the schematic
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diagram of vertical loading mode is shown in Figure 3. Figure 4 gives the vertical load–
displacement curves of the bearings. It indicates that the vertical energy dissipation effect of
HDRB-LSF and TLRB is superior to LRB. With the increase of compressive stress, extrusion
deformation occurred in the rubber layer causing the vertical displacement of the bearings.
The slopes of hysteresis curves—i.e., the vertical stiffness of the bearings—showed an
augmented tendency. Under the action of equal compressive stress, the vertical stiffness
of different bearings varied, explaining that the vertical stiffness of a bearing has a close
relation with the thickness and the properties of the rubber material.

Figure 3. The schematic diagram of vertical loading mode.

Figure 4. Cont.
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Figure 4. Load–displacement curves of vertical compression: (a) HDRB-LSF; (b) TLRB; (c) LRB.

The third cyclic results of the vertical load–displacement curves of the three bearings
under different loading frequencies, pre-pressures, and vertical pressures were obtained,
and the effects of these parameters on the vertical stiffness of bearings were analyzed.

3.1.1. Loading Frequency

Test data from cases 1–12 were extracted, and correlation tests of loading frequencies
were carried out on three bearings, which aimed to study the influence on hysteresis
behavior of high-damping isolation bearings. Due to space limitations, Figure 5 only
gives the hysteresis curves of the three bearings at different loading frequencies when
the vertical pressure is 3400 kN. It can be seen that the shape of the vertical hysteresis
curves for all the bearings obtained by cyclic loading with different loading frequencies are
basically the same. Loading frequency has a diverse effect degree on the vertical mechanical
properties of different bearings; TLRB is most sensitive to it. With the augment of loading
frequency, the vertical stiffness of each bearing presents an increasing trend. When the
loading frequency was rather low, it had a slight influence on the vertical performance
of the bearings, while the vertical compression displacements observably changed as the
loading frequency was relatively high (0.05 Hz and 0.1 Hz).

3.1.2. Vertical Pressure

Figure 6 listed the load–displacement curves of the three bearings under different
vertical pressures (2900 kN, 3400 kN, and 3700 kN) at a loading frequency of 0.1 Hz. It
explains that the hysteretic curve slopes of the bearings, namely the vertical compression
stiffness, increases significantly with the growth of vertical pressure. Among them, the
curve shape for LRB is less sensitive to vertical pressure compared to TLRB and HDRB-LSF,
which have thick rubber layers. This is due to the fact that as the vertical pressure increases,
the thickness of the rubber layer for TLRB and HDRB-LSF diminishes, and the constraint
effect of the steel plate is strengthened, ultimately leading to the rapid enlargement of
compression modulus of the rubber in the triaxial compression state.

3.1.3. Pre-Pressure

From the extracted test data from cases 1–12, the effect results of different pre-pressures
(1700 kN, 2040 kN, and 2720 kN) on the three bearings were obtained, under the vertical
pressure of 3400 kN and the loading frequency of 0.1 Hz. The obtained vertical compression
load–displacement curves are drawn in Figure 7. As can be seen from the figure, the slopes
of the hysteretic curves augment significantly with the growth of pre-pressures, indicating
that the pre-pressure has a great influence on the vertical stiffness of the bearings, especially
for HDRB-LSF and TLRB.
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Figure 5. Vertical load–displacement curves under different loading frequencies: (a) HDRB-LSF;
(b) TLRB; (c) LRB.

3.1.4. Results of Vertical Stiffness

We assumed P1 and P2 as the small pressure and the larger pressure in the third cycle,
and gave them the values of 0.7 P and 1.3 P, respectively. We assumed Y1 and Y2 were
the smaller displacement and the larger displacement in the third cycle, respectively. The
vertical compression stiffness of all the bearings under various test cases was calculated
according to Equation (7), as shown in Figures 8–10.

KV =
P2 − P1

Y2 − Y1
(7)
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Figure 6. Vertical load–displacement curves under different vertical pressures: (a) HDRB-LSF; (b)
TLRB; (c) LRB.
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Figure 7. Vertical load–displacement curves under different pre-pressures: (a) HDRB-LSF; (b) TLRB;
(c) LRB.

Figure 8. Vertical stiffness of HDRB-LSF.
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Figure 9. Vertical stiffness of TLRB.

Figure 10. Vertical stiffness of LRB.

The error of the vertical stiffness for the bearings is equal to the difference between
the theoretical value and the test value divided by the theoretical value. Due to the
limited length of the article, Table 4 only shows the comparison results of theoretical and
experimental values of vertical stiffness when the vertical pressure is 3400 kN and the
pre-pressure is 0 kN.

Table 4. Vertical stiffness error between theoretical value and test value (%).

Loading Frequency (Hz) HDRB-LSF TLRB LRB

0.01 68.30 −9.53 1.16
0.02 70.42 −8.49 3.91
0.05 81.96 6.19 7.44
0.1 98.88 22.59 11.32

As can be seen from Figures 8–10, under different loading cases the vertical stiffness
of LRB is largest in the range between 2050 kN/m and 2450 kN/m. The vertical stiffness of
HDRB-LSF takes second place within the range of 1050 kN/m and 1450 kN/m, while the
vertical stiffness of TLRB is the lowest, varying from 450 kN/m and 850 kN/m. With the
increase in loading frequency, the vertical stiffness of almost all bearings has an increase
in different amplitude. When the loading frequency varies from 0.01 Hz to 0.02 Hz, the
vertical stiffness values of the HDRB-LSF, LRB, and TLRB improve by 1.3–3.3%, about
2.7%, and 1.1–6.6%, respectively. Whereas when the loading frequency is enlarged from
0.05 Hz to 0.1 Hz, the vertical stiffness values of the HDRB-LSF, LRB, and TLRB improve
by 9.1–12.1%, 3.2–4.6%, 13–19.6%. Hence, it can be concluded that the vertical stiffness of
LRB is relatively stable, while that of HDRB-LSF and TLRB is sensitive to the change of
loading frequency. It can be seen from the table that it is not certain whether the test value
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or theoretical value is more remarkable for the vertical stiffness of TLRB, while the test
values of vertical stiffness for LRB and HDRB-LSF always surpass the theoretical value.
Additionally, the margin of error between the test values and the theoretical values of
vertical stiffness for the LRB and TLRB are small, which is basically in line with the specific
design requirements. The test values of the vertical stiffness for HDRB-LSF are larger than
the theoretical value, which means that it is biased towards safety in the bearing design.
However, this error has exaggerated what needs to be corrected. The vertical stiffness of
LRB is larger than that of HDRB-LSF and TLRB, illustrating that: (1) in the case of equal
total thickness of the rubber layer, the larger the number of rubber layers, the greater the
vertical stiffness, due to the steel plate that has a strong constraint ability on the transverse
deformation of rubber; (2) for the two bearings with thick rubber, the vertical stiffness of
the one with the lead core is smaller than the one with high damping rubber, showing that
the latter has a marginally worse isolation capability but greater bearing capacity vertically.

3.2. Horizontal Shear Performance

Horizontal shear performance tests were carried out on the three bearings, in which
the pressure was slowly and continuously loaded to 3400 kN and remained constant.
The shear displacement corresponding to γ = 100% was applied horizontally at a low
frequency of 0.01 Hz, and the whole loading process consisted of four cycles. The horizontal
stiffness Kh and equivalent damping ratio heq of a bearing can be calculated according to
Equations (8) and (9):

Kh =
Q2 −Q1

X2 − X1
(8)

heq(γ) =
1
π

.
Wd

2KH(γTr)2
(9)

where Q1 and Q2 are the maximum and the minimum shear forces of the third cycle,
respectively; X1 and X2 denote the positive and the negative maximum displacement of
the third cycle, respectively, and X1 = Trγ, X2 = Tr(−γ); and Tr is equal to the product of nr

and tr. ∆W represents the envelope area of the hysteresis curve.
The horizontal hysteresis curves of the tested bearings are shown in Figure 11. It can

be seen from the figure that the curves of the three bearings are respectively in crescent
shape (HDRB-LSF) and spindle shape (TLRB and LRB). Among them, the hysteresis
curves of HDRB-LSF are relatively less plump, that is, the energy dissipation capacity
of which is surprisingly inferior to TLRB and LRB under the same shear deformation
condition. The shape of hysteretic curves of each bearing is basically consistent with the
specification requirements.

Horizontal shear performances of the bearings are shown in Table 5. It shows that
under the same vertical pressure and shear strain the horizontal equivalent stiffness of
HDRB-LSF is smaller than those of TLRB and LRB, which indicates that under the premise
of the equal total thickness of rubbers, the steel plates in HDRB-LSF have less binding force
on rubbers than the bearings with lead core.

Table 5. Horizontal performance error between theoretical value and test value.

Bearings HDRB-LSF TLRB LRB

Equivalent stiffness
(kN/mm)

Theoretical value 1.09 1.35 1.35
Test value 1.01 1.02 1.22
Error (%) −7.34 −24.44 −9.63

Equivalent damping
ratio (%)

Theoretical value 8.06 23.56 28.69
Test value 9.26 38.89 31.75
Error (%) 14.89 32.36 10.67
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Figure 11. Horizontal shear load-displacement curves: (a) HDRB-LSF; (b) TLRB; (c) LRB.

The energy dissipation capacity of bearings is currently expressed by the equivalent
damping ratio. The horizontal equivalent damping ratio of HDRB-LSF was approximately
9% in the third cyclic test (it was about 13% in the first cyclic test), expressing a better
energy dissipation capacity than the NRB with a usual equivalent damping ratio of 3%.
However, compared to TLRB and LRB with the lead core in the test, the energy dissipation
capacity of HDRB-LSF designed in this paper is insufficient and needs improvement.
When the vertical pressure is 3400 kN and the shear strain is 100%, the errors between the
experimental values and the theoretical values of the horizontal performance of HDRB-LSF
and LRB are both less than 15%. In contrast, the errors for TLRB are significant.

In order to quantitatively evaluate the horizontal shear stiffness of the three bearings
and studying its relationship with shear deformation, axial pressure, and loading frequency,
the third cyclic results of horizontal hysteresis curves of the bearings subjected to various
test cases were acquired. Then, the influences of different parameters on the horizontal
stiffness and equivalent damping ratio of the three bearings were analyzed.
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3.2.1. Shear Strain

The designed vertical pressure of 3400 kN was smoothly exerted in the three bearings
and remained unchanged during the whole test process. Under the frequency of 0.01 Hz,
horizontal sinusoidal excitation waves were loaded with the shear strains of 25%, 50%, 75%,
and 100% in succession, until unloading was completed in all cycles under all shear strains.
The data acquisition instrument recorded the data during the whole loading process.

The designed vertical pressure of 3400 kN was smoothly exerted to the three bearings
and remained unchanged during the whole test process. Under the frequency of 0.01 Hz,
horizontal sinusoidal excitation waves were loaded with the shear strains of 25%, 50%, 75%
and 100% in succession, until unloading was completed in all cycles under all shear strains.
The data acquisition instrument recorded the data during the whole loading process.

The horizontal shear performance of each bearing can be seen in Figure 12. As the
shear displacement aggrandizes, the slopes of the curves gradually reduce, due to the
reason that the compression area of the bearing core decreases, which can lessen the
constraint of steel plates on the internal rubbers. The hysteresis curves of the bearings
become larger as the shear strain grows, indicating that their energy dissipation capacity is
strengthened. It should be noted that after multiple loads, points of contraflexure appear
on the load–displacement curves, as seen in Figure 12b,c, and the degree of contraflexure
on the curves gradually increases as the loading displacement grows.

Figure 12. Cont.
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Figure 12. Horizontal shear load-displacement curves under different shear strains: (a) HDRB-LSF;
(b) TLRB; (c) LRB.

The test values of horizontal equivalent stiffness and the equivalent damping ratio of
the bearings are displayed in Figure 13. It can be seen that under the same shear strain, the
horizontal equivalent stiffness of LRB and TLRB are adjacent throughout the test, and the
stiffness of the former is slightly larger than that of the latter, while that of HDRB-LSF is the
smallest. TLRB has most significant horizontal equivalent damping ratio, followed by LRB
and HDRB-LSF, according to priority. The shear strain has an unnoticeable effect on HDRB-
LSF and TLRB, but has an obvious impact on LRB whose growth of shear displacement is
faster than the increase of the hysteretic curve area [14].

3.2.2. Loading Frequency

Similarly, the remaining vertical pressure of 3400 kN was exerted to the three bearings.
Under a shear strain of 100%, horizontal reciprocating loads were applied to all the bearings
at successive frequencies of 0.01 Hz and 0.0082 Hz, respectively. The horizontal hysteresis
curves, horizontal equivalent stiffness, and equivalent damping ratio of the bearings
obtained by the test are shown in Figure 14 and Table 6, respectively. It can be seen that
the horizontal equivalent stiffness and equivalent damping ratio of the three bearings all
decline with the diminution of loading frequency within a narrow varying range.

Figure 13. Cont.
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Figure 13. Horizontal performance of the bearings under different shear strains: (a) equivalent
stiffness; (b) equivalent damping ratio.

Figure 14. Cont.
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Figure 14. Horizontal shear load-displacement curves under different loading frequency: (a) HDRB-
LSF; (b) TLRB; (c) LRB.

Table 6. Horizontal performance of the bearings under different loading frequencies.

Loading Frequency (Hz)
Equivalent Stiffness (kN/mm) Equivalent Damping Ratio (%)

HDRB-LSF TLRB LRB HDRB-LSF TLRB LRB

0.01 1.09 1.35 1.22 9.26 38.89 31.75
0.0082 0.97 1.01 1.21 8.90 38.29 31.15

3.2.3. Vertical Pressure

Due to the effect of the horizontal overturning moment and vertical seismic action, the
vertical pressure on the rubber bearing will change considerably, which will have a certain
influence on the shear performance of the bearing. Therefore, it is important to study the
pressure correlation of the shear performance for the bearings. The three bearings were
slowly and continuously loaded vertically with the vertical pressure loaded to 3400 kN,
4250 kN (1.25 P), and 5100 kN (1.5 P), respectively, and the pressure remained unchanged
during the subsequent test. The shear strain was 100% and the horizontal reciprocating
load was successively applied to each bearing at the loading frequency of 0.01 Hz. The
hysteretic curves of the bearings obtained by the test are shown in Figure 15. The horizontal
equivalent stiffness and equivalent damping of the bearings were calculated and are listed
in Table 7.

Table 7. Horizontal performance under different vertical pressures.

Bearings
Vertical Pressure (kN)

3400 4250 5100

Equivalent stiffness
(kN/mm)

HDRB-LSF 1.01 1.06 0.94
TLRB 1.02 0.91 0.82
LRB 1.22 1.21 1.16

Equivalent damping
ratio (%)

HDRB-LSF 9.26 10.14 11.39
TLRB 38.89 43.76 49.30
LRB 31.80 33.03 34.57
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Figure 15. Horizontal shear load-displacement curves under different vertical pressures: (a) HDRB-
LSF; (b) TLRB; (c) LRB.

As can be seen from the figure and table, HDRB-LSF and LRB are more sensitive to the
change of vertical pressure. The horizontal equivalent stiffness of HDRB-LSF increases and
then reduces with the growth of vertical pressure, while that of TLRB and LRB gradually
decreases with it, which is due to the axial compression and 100% shear deformation
caused the out-of-plane distortion of the steel plates, thus reducing the horizontal constraint
of the steel plates on the rubber pads. Therefore, the designed surface pressure of the
bearing must be strictly limited when it is employed. The equivalent damping ratios of
all the three bearings enlarged as the vertical pressure grew, owing to the fact that the
higher vertical pressure boosted the triaxial stress of the rubber layer, making the rubber
material inside the bearing denser, and magnifying the intermolecular friction of the rubber
material, leading to the increase of the hysteretic curve area and equivalent damping ratio.
Although the HDRB-LSF has a certain horizontal energy dissipation capacity, the values
of the equivalent damping ratio for HDRB-LSF are rather low, owing to the fact that the
equivalent damping ratio of high damping rubber material was set to be around 10% when
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fabricated and considering the constant cost as compared to TLRB and LRB. This paper
emphasizes studying the isolation performance law of all the rubber bearings vertically
and horizontally used in the base-isolation structures. Hence, the low equivalent damping
ratio for HDRB-LSF is acceptable. Of course, a follow-up study of HDRB-LSF will enhance
its equivalent damping ratio and reach the corresponding level of the bearings with a
lead core.

4. Formula Modification

Therefore, the vertical stiffness of HDRB-LSF and TLRB with thick rubber layer
deviates significantly from the theoretical results calculated according to the Lindley
Formula and has exceeded the allowable range of engineering design. Hence, the vertical
stiffness formulas for the bearing with a thick rubber layer will be revised in this section.

4.1. Theoretical Derivation

As can be seen from Table 4, the test values of vertical stiffness for HDRB-LSF are
larger than the theoretical values. When the total thickness of the rubber is constant, the
rubber pads of the ordinary thin rubber bearing under pressure are constrained by the steel
plates, causing a sizeable vertical stiffness value. Whereas for the thick rubber bearing, the
rubber thickness of a single layer is great, leading to the limited constraint effect of the steel
plates on the rubber pads and large transverse deformation of the rubber layers, so that its
vertical stiffness is more minor. The error of the vertical stiffness between the test value and
the theoretical value calculated according to the code is too large to ignore, which cannot
adapt to the requirements of engineering design. Hence, the theoretical formula of vertical
stiffness must be modified.

It is known from the study that the error of the vertical stiffness for the bearing
between the test value and the theoretical value is related to the compressive stress σ and
the loading frequency f of the bearing. The theoretical formula can be modified with the
following formulas:

KV = ςV
EcA
nrtr

(10)

ςV = ς1
σ

σ0
+ς2f + ς3 (11)

where ςV is the correction coefficient; ς1, ς2, and ς3 are the correction coefficients, which
all can be obtained by the fitting of a polynomial based on the experimental data, and
their values are 0.762, 3.599, and 0.8631, respectively; σ0 is the design compressive stress,
i.e., 12 Mpa.

4.2. Modification Results

Figure 16 exhibits the theoretical values, the test values, and the modified theoretical
values of the vertical stiffness for HDRB-LSF.

It explains that the modified theoretical values of the vertical stiffness are closer to
the test values than the original theoretical values. All the errors between them are less
than 1.5%, indicating that the modified method is basically feasible. Moreover, the smaller
the vertical pressure, the smaller the error. However, the accuracy of the fitting formula
depends on the test samples of the fitting analysis. The test data of the bearings used are
few, thus the coverage range of the sample parameters is limited. The applicability of the
fitting Equation (9) needs to be further verified in future research.
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Figure 16. Comparison between theoretical value and test value of HDRB-LSF.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, three rubber bearings (HDRB-LSF, TLRB, and LRB) were analyzed
contrastively via comprehensive experimental studies. The properties of vertical stiffness,
horizontal equivalent stiffness, horizontal equivalent damping ratio, and hysteretic curves
were tested under different vertical pressures, loading frequencies, shear strain values, and
pre-pressures. A corrected calculation for the vertical stiffness of the bearing is proposed
based on the results of the study. The results show that the HDRB-LSF possesses stable
and reliable performance in the rubber isolation system among all the bearing types. Its
vertical stiffness could be accurately calculated by our proposed modified equation. The
main conclusions are as follows:

(1) The vertical stiffness of the bearings increases with the growth of vertical pressure,
loading frequency, and pre-pressure. Based on the premise of the equal total thickness
of rubber, the vertical stiffness of LRB with thin rubber layer is much larger than that
of TLRB and HDRB-LSF with thick rubber layers, and the ratio of LRB to TLRB for
the vertical stiffness value reaches approximately 4. The vertical stiffness of TLRB
is smaller than HDRB-LSF with equal conditions, which reflects that the material
property and the thickness of the rubber material are equally crucial to the mechanical
properties of the bearing.

(2) The horizontal equivalent stiffness of LRB and TLRB with the lead core is greater
than that of HDRB-LSF with high damping rubber. When the shear strain and the
vertical pressure increase, the horizontal equivalent stiffness of the LRB and TLRB
declines, and the gap of the stiffness between them and HDRB-LSF keeps narrowing.
The hysteretic curves of HDRB-LSF and TLRB are sensitive to the change of pressure,
while those of LRB show little difference. The horizontal mechanical properties of
the bearings are affected by loading frequency in different degrees. The equivalent
damping ratios of the bearings with lead cores remain above 30%, which is larger than
those of HDRB-LSF, according to the designed damping ratios of the three bearings.
However, the test results have already exhibited the good energy dissipation capacity
of the three bearings. The follow-up study of HDRB-LSF will enhance its equivalent
damping ratio, reaching the corresponding level of the bearings with a lead core.

(3) The errors of the vertical stiffness of the thick rubber bearings between the test value
and the theoretical value are exaggerated. Hence, the fitting modification of the
theoretical vertical stiffness formula for the HDRB-LSF is carried out. The proposed
modification method can better predict the vertical stiffness of the bearing under a
certain vertical pressure.
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(4) In summary, unlike the LRB, which is usually used for horizontal isolation, the appli-
cation of thick rubber bearings including HDRB-LSF and TLRB can simultaneously
help important buildings avoid suffering the adverse effects of horizontal and vertical
earthquakes on the structure itself and indoor equipment, as well as to improve the
post-earthquake recovery of building structures. Compared with TLRB, HDRB-LSF is
better suited for the structures when considering their larger bearing capacity and
more environmentally friendly characteristics. It should be noted that the surface
pressure on the thick rubber bearings should be strictly limited in engineering appli-
cations. This paper presents the results of an analytical, parametric study that aimed
to further explore the low shape factor concept applied in three-dimensional isolation
for building structures.
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